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SAFETY

This product has been designed and tested according to International Safety Requirements. To ensure
safe operation and to keep the product safe, the information, cautions, and warnings in this manual,
must be heeded. Refer to Section I and the Safety Summary for general safety considerations
applicable to this product.

This apparatus has been designed and tested in accordance with lEG publication 348, safety
requirements for electronic measuring apparatus, and has been supplied in a safe condition. This
manual contains some information and warnings which have to be followed by the user to ensure safe
operation and to retain the apparatus in safe condition.

CERTIFICATION
Hewlett-Packard Company certifies that this product met its published specifications at tile time of
shipment from the factory. Hewlett-Packard further certifies that its calibration measurements are
traceable to the United States National Bureau of Standards, to the extent allowed by the Bureau's
calibration facility, and to the calibration facilities of other International Standards Organization
members.

WARRANTY

This Hewlett-Packard product is warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a
period of one year from date of shipment. During the warranty period, Hewlett-Packard Company
will, at its option, either repair or replace products which prove to be defective.

For warranty service or repair, this product must be returned to a service facility designated by HP.
However, warranty service for products installed by HP and certain other products designated by
HP will be performed at Buyer's facility at no charge within the HP service travel area. Outside HP
service travel areas, warranty service will be performed at Buyer's facility only upon HP's prior
agreement and Buyer shall pay HP's round trip travel expenses.

For products returned to HP for warranty service, Buyer shall prepay shipping charges to HP and
HP shall pay shipping charges to return the product to Buyer. However, Buyer shall pay all
shipping charges, duties, and taxes for products returned to HP from another country.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY
The foregoing warranty shall not apply to defects resulting from improper or inadequate
maintenance by Buyer, Buyer-supplied software or interfacing, unauthorized modification or
misuse, operation outside of the environmental specifications for the product, or improper site
preparation or maintenance.

NO OTHER WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. HP SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES
THE REMEDIES PROVIDED HEREIN ARE BUYER'S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES. HP
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL
THEORY.

ASSISTANCE

Product maintenance agreements and other customer assistance agreements are available for
Hewlett-Packard products.

For any assistance, contact your nearest Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service Office. Addresses are
provided at the back of this manual.
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Your Comments Please

Your comments assist us in improving the usefulness of our publications. Please complete this questionnaire
and return it to us. Feel free to add any additional comments that you might have. All comments and suggestions
become the property of HP.

1. Did you have any difficulty in understanding or applying the material in this manual?

o None o Minimal Difficulty o Difficulty o Quite Difficult

a. If so, please identify the areas. _

b. What can we do to clarify these areas? _

2. Did the organization of the manual and the index make specific topics easy to find?

DEasy o Fairly Easy o Difficult o Quite Difficult

3. How would you rate:

The depth of coverage
Examples and figures

Excellent
o
o

Good
o
o

Adequate
o
o

Poor
o
o

Please explain _

4. What did you find to be most helpful in this manual? _

5. What did you find to be least helpful? _

6. What was your level of knowledge about oscilloscopes before you began using this manual?

o None

Name

o Beginner o Intermediate o Expert

Address _

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP. NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN U.S.A.
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

GENERAL - This is a Safety Class I instrument (provided

with terminal for protective earthing).

OPERATION - BEFORE APPLYING POWER verify that the

power transformer primary is matched to the available line

voltage, the correct fuse is installed, and Safety Precautions

are taken (see the following warnings). In addition, note the

Instrument's external markings which are described under

"Safety Symbols."

IWARNING I
o Servicing instructions are for use by service-trained

personnel. To avoid dangerous electric shock, do not

perform any servicing unless qualified to do so.

o BEFORE SWITCHING ON THE INSTRUMENT, the

protective earth terminal of the instrument must be

connected to the protective conductor of the (mains)

powercord. The mains plug shall only be inserted in a

socket outlet provided with a protective earth contact. The

protective action must not be negated by the use of an

extension cord (power cable) without a protective

conductor (grounding). Grounding one conductor of a two

conductor outlet is not sufficient protection.

o If this instrument is to be energized via an

auto-transformer (for voltage reduction) make sure the

common terminal is connected to the earth terminal of the

power source.

o Any interruption of the protective (grounding) conductor

(Inside or outside the instrument) or disconnecting the

protective earth terminal will cause a potential shock

hazard that could result in personal injury.

o Whenever it is likely that the protection has been impaired,

the instrument must be made Inoperative and be secured

against any unintended operation.

o Only fuses with the required rated current, voltage, and

specified type (normal blow, time delay, etc.) should be

used. Do not use repaired fuses or short circuited

fuseholders. To do so could cause a shock or fire hazard.

o Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable

gasses or fumes. Operation of any electrical instrument in

such an environment constitutes a definite safety hazard.

o Do not install substitute parts or perform any unauthorized

modification to the instrument.

o Adjustments described in the manual are performed with

power supplied to the instrument while protective covers

are removed. Energy available at many points may, if

contacted, result in personal injury.

o Any adjustment, maintenance, and repair of the opened

Instrument under voltage should be avoided as much as

possible, and when IneVitable, should be carried out only by

a skilled person who is aware of the hazard involved.

o Capacitors inside the instrument may still be charged even

if the instrument has been disconnected from Its source of

supply.

SAFETY SYMBOLS

Instruction manual symbol. The product will be& marked with this symbol when It Is necessary for

the user to refer to the instruction manual In order

to protect against damage to the product.

Indicates hazardous voltages.

-L Earth terminal (sometimes used in manual to

Indicate circuit common connected to grounded

chassis).

The WARNING sign denotes a hazard. ItIWARNING I calls attention to a procedure, practice,

or the like, which, if not correctly

performed or adhered to, could result in personal injury. Do

not proceed beyond a WARNING sign until the indicated

conditions are tully understood and met.

~ The CAUTION sign denotes a hazard. It

~ calls attention to an operating procedure,

practice, or the like, which, if not

correctly performed or adhered to, could result In damage to

or destruction of part or all of the product. Do not proceed

beyond a CAUTION sign until the indicated conditions are

fUlly understood or met.

SC1D984
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SECTION 1
GENERAL INFORMATION

1-1. INTRODUCTION

This manual contains information concerning the operation and programming of the HP 54201A
and HP 54201D Digitizing Oscilloscopes. When information concerns both models the system will
be referred to as the HP 54201A/D.

1-2. MANUAL ORGANIZATION

Section 1, General Information. This section contains a description of this manual and the
instrument.

Section 2, Getting Started. This section explains how to prepare the HP 54201A/D for use.

Section 3, Front Panel Controls and Menus. This section familiarizes the user with the front panel
controls and menu structures of the HP 54201A/D.

Section 4, Front Panel Exercises. This section provides step-by-step exercises to familiarize the
user with making measurements from the front panel of the HP 54201A/D.

Section 5, State Triggering with the HP 54201D. This section discusses the operation of the state
triggering feature of the HP 54201D.

Section 6, Peripherals. This section provides information for making hardcopy prints of the HP
54201A/D display using a plotter or graphic printer.

Section 7, Remote Control Operation. This section discusses the remote operation of the HP
54201A/D over HP-IB, including compatibility, remote/local modes, local lockout, learn and
calibration strings, and notation and definitions. This section should be reviewed before writing
programs for this instrument.

Section 8, Programming the HP 54201A/D. This section provides programming instructions for the
instrument, including the instruction set, syntax diagrams, and other detail programming reference
information.

1-3. DESCRIPTION

The HP 54201A and HP 54201D DigitiZing Oscilloscopes are dedicated, two-channel,
simultaneous, waveform acquiring digital storage oscilloscopes with full HP-IB programmability,
digitized waveform data output, and resident parametric waveform measurements.

1-1
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The HP 54201 A/D is a general purpose digitizing oscilloscope with 300 MHz repetitive bandwidth
and a single-shot digital storage bandwidth of 50 MHz (200 rneqasamples/second) with infinite
store time and waveform data output. It also provides parametric information about the analog
characteristics of waveforms.

The HP 54201 D has all the features of the HP 54201A with the addition of parallel and serial logic
trigger qualification capabilities. The HP 54201 D includes 3 pods, each containing 8 bit + 1 parity
bit + clock organization.

The key features of the HP 54201A/D Digitizing Oscilloscopes are:

• 300 MHz repetitive bandwidth with ±200 ps time-interval accuracy.

• 200 rneqasarnples/second sample rate, 50 MHz single-shot bandwidth using post capture
data interpolation.

• Capture two channels simultaneously.

• Holdott-by-events to trigger acquisition after a specified number of events.

• Pre-trigger viewing.

• All front panel controllable parameters can be programmed via HP-IB.

• Continuously updated automatic waveform parameter measurements with user-defined
thresholds.

• Waveform math: Ch1+Ch2 and Ch1-Ch2.

• Set up aids such as automatic waveform scaling, ECl/TTl preset levels, and save/recall of
front-panel setups.

• One button hardcopy to HP-IB printers and plotters.

• Digital logic trigger qualification (t-1P 54201 D only).

1-3. ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED

The following accessories are supplied with the instruments:

HP 54201 AjD: Two HP 10017A 10:1 divider probes.
One BNC to probe tip adapter.
One 2.3 meter (7.5 ft) power cord.
One Operating and Programming Manual.
One Service Manual.

HP 54201D (only): Three HP 10271A 10-bit State Data Probes.

1-2
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SECTION 2
GETTING STARTED

2-1. PREPARATION FOR USE

2-2. Power Requirements

The HP 54201A/D requires a power source of either 115 or 230 VAC -22% to +10%; single phase,
48 to 66 Hz; 275 watts maximum.

~
The instrument may be damaged if the Line Voltage Select Switch
is not properly set to match the input voltage.

2-3. Line Voltage Selection

Before turning ON the instrument verify that the Voltage Selector switch on the rear panel matches
the input line voltage. The 6 Amp fuse installed satisfies both voltage settings of 115 and 230 VAC.

2-4. Power Cable

This instrument is equipped with a three-wire power cable. When connected to an appropriate AC
power outlet, this cable grounds the instrument cabinet. The type of power cable plug shipped
with the instrument depends on the country of destination. See figure 2-1 for option numbers of
power cables and plug configurations available.

OPTlCl-l91il2 ~ OPTICI-I912 llOH'I<K
OPTlCtl _ 9l1TZ£l<LA-lD OPTlCI-I STD. U.S./~lIfl

OB..t- '*' 8129-'692 CCI-ITlI€NT CAll.t_ '*' 8 120-2957 CAIl.Eo If> 8120-2296 CAIl.Eo If> 8.20-.52.

~ ~ ~ ~
25li1V OPERATICI-I 22li1V OPERflTlCI-I 25li1V <J'OlRTlCtl 125V Of'ERATICI-I

OPTlCtl 901 IlJSTRflIL IA OPTlCtl904 u.S'/~
OPTiCtl _

u-lITED KINGID1
CAB-E- '*' 8129-9696 I'£H Z£fl.A<Il CAIl.Eo If> 8129-0698 CA8LEo If> 8129-1700

~ ~ q
25li1V Of'ERAT 100 25li1V OPERATloo 25li1V Of'ERATloo

"'_'0-

Figure 2-1. Power Cord Configurations
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2-5. OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

The HP 54201 A/D will operate to all specifications, within the temperature and humidity range
given in table 1-2 of the HP 54201AID Service Manual. However, reliability is enhanced by
operating the instrument within the following ranges.

Recommended Temperature: +20 to +350 C (+68 to +950 F)
Recommended Humidity: 20% to 80% non-condensing

High temperature/humidity combinations should be avoided.

2-6. CLEANING REQUIREMENTS

When cleaning the HP 54201A/D, CAUTION must be exercised on which cleaning agents are used.
USE MILD SOAP AND WATER. If a harsh soap or solvent is used, the water-base paint finish
WILL BE damaged.

BE CAREFUL when cleaning the keyboard. Water can damage the
keyboard circuitry if it seeps under the keys.

2-2
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FUSE
POWER CORD
CONNECTOR

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

REAR-PANEL BNC HP-IB CONNECTOR CALIBRATION SWITCH

Figure 3-1. Front and Rear Panel Controls
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SECTION 3
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND MENUS

3-1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will help familiarize the user with the front panel operation of the HP 54201 AID
Digitizing Oscilloscope. Figure 3-1 is the front panel of the HP 54201 AID shown with numbered
callouts for groups of keys. The function of each key is described in the following paragraphs.
Figure 3-2 is a menu tree describing the row of six menu keys at the top of the HP 54201 AID
keyboard. These menu keys are described in detail later in this section.

3-2. KEYBOARD

The keyboard has 39 keys, 37 of which serve two or more functions. These secondary functions
are accessed by pressing the BLUE shift key O. When the shift key is pressed and active,
"SHIFT" is displayed in the upper right corner of the display. For some functions the shift key will
stay active until pressed a second time. Other functions automatically turn off the shift key to
facilitate further user keyboard entries.

FIELD I CURSOR Arrow Keys fJ

The field arrows move the blinking field cursor from field to field within the menus displayed on the
CRT. When waveform display cursor functions are selected, the arrow keys move the X and 0
waveform cursors. The left and right arrows move the X and 0 cursors horizontally along the
waveform, and the up and down arrows move the X and 0 cursors from one graph to another if
more than one graph is displayed.

NEXT[ ] I PREV[ ] I FINE Keys II

The NEXT[ ] and PREV[ ] keys cycle through choices within the field that contains the blinking
cursor. In a numeric field, the NEXT[ ] key increments the selection while the PREV[ ] key
decrements the selection. The shifted function of NEXT[ ] and PREV[ ] provides a FINE increment
or decrement in numeric fields.

INSERT I DELETE I CLEAR ENTRY I DON'T CARE Keys 0

The INSERT key is used for adding selection fields in the TRIGGER "State" menu on the HP
54201 D only, and is used for some self test and calibration routines on the HP 54201A/D.

The DELETE key removes the same selection fields from the TRIGGER "State" menu on the HP
54201 D only. When automatic measurements are displayed, the DELETE key removes the
measurement highlighted by the blinking field cursor.

The CLEAR ENTRY key returns the selected field to the default power up condition. It removes all
characters from a selected LABEL field and removes automatic measurements the same as the
DELETE key.

The DON'T CARE key enters a space in a LABEL field or is used for entering logic levels in the
TRIGGER-STATE menu (HP 54201 D only).
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COPY, ERASE, SAVE, and RECAll Keys g

The COPY and ERASE keys operate only on the waveform graphs. The COpy key copies the
contents and scale factors of graph 1, 2, 3, or 4 to a second graph (1, 2, 3, or 4). The ERASE key
removes all waveform information from the specified graph (1, 2, 3, or 4).

The SAVE and RECAll keys operate on waveform graphs in memory or on instrument setups in
memory. SAVE stores a waveform graph or instrument setup to a specified memory (0, 1,2, or 3).
RECAll is used to recall a waveform previously stored in memory and display it on a specified
graph or to return the instrument controls to a previously saved setting. All instrument setup and
waveform memories are non-volatile when instrument power is removed.

Numeric Entry / Units Keys Ii) 0

Numeric entry keys 0 through 9 , decimal point, and CHS (change sign) are used when entering
label names in lABEL fields or are used to enter numerical data in numeric fields. When entering
data in numeric fields, the desired number is first keyed in followed by the appropriate units factor
(sec, msec, usee, nsec, Volt, or mV). When the CHS key is pressed when entering a label, a minus
sign will be inserted. The CHS key may be used to toggle the sign (positive or negative) when
entering voltage offset, trigger level, and delay time, or can toggle the sign on and off after the
numeric field has been entered.

RUN / STOP / RESUME Key (;)

The RUN/STOP key is a toggle function that will either start or stop acquisition depending on the
previous condition. When RUN is selected the acquisition starts from scratch and no previous data
is displayed. When the shifted function RESUME is selected, acquisition resumes from the point
when acquisition was terminated in the average, envelope, or accumulate modes. If RESUME is
selected when the instrument is actively acquiring data (RUN selected), acquisition will stop.

AUTOSCAlE, ECl, and TTL Keys m
These keys are used to scale the instrument controls. AUTOSCAlE selectively searches for and
scales the vertical, trigger, and time base sections together or each section may be scaled
independent of the others.

ECl and TTL keys are used to set Channel 1, Channel 2, and the trigger to range and offset values
appropriate for probing ECl and TTL logic levels.

ECl

TTL

CHANNEL l/CHANNEl 2 TRIGGER

Range Offset Range Level

2.0 V -1.0 V 2.0 V -1.3 V

6.0 V 2.5 V 6.0 V 1.4 V
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SYSTEM MENU STA

Hardcopy Device is:-r-[Printer]
L[ Plotter]

HP-IB Address MOde: L[Addressable]-[0-31][Talk Only ]
COnfigUration1setup la

Channel

Timebase

Trigger

Measurement1Standard

User----,,.....,.
Defi ned

STATUS

Constant low
Constant High
Compensation (2
High on Trigger

Probe

]
]

kHZ) ]
]

High on Frame Complete )
High on Acquisition Complete]
Pulse on State Sequence True]*
High on State Sequence True ]*
Pulse on State Master Clock ]*

Rear Panel BNC:

[Peripheral s ]SYSTEM

Beeper is:-----.--[On ]
L[Off]

[Test &scrVice]1Execute Sel Ftest---r==[O] CPU/Memory
c==[I] Acquisition/Trigger

[2] Input

Execute serViceE[OJ Time Null
[I] Ext Trigger Null
[2] Ext Trigger Hysteresis
[3J Hardware Service

)

. . Execute
[Callbratlon]-cal'ibralion [0] Cal s I thru 4

[I] Gain & Offset ChanI
[2 ] Gain & Offset Chan2
[3] Trigger Hysteresis
[4J Trigger level
[5 J Delay Chan1
[6] Delay Chan2
[7J Serv i ce De Fault Gain
[8] Servi ce DeFault Offset & Trigger
[9] Service DeFault Delay

Del

MemOry~setup Memor

Lwaveform Mer

* 54201 D only

DISPLAY MENU
DISPLAY Graticule Type----r--[Frame]

l-[Grid ] CHAf'
Number of GraPhS~[I]

[2]
[4]

CHANnel-,--[ I ]--,.--..,--Rangl
L-[2J

Offsl

Reference lines---r==[ Off ]
c==[ On ]

[Define]*1[percent]L55 - 99
[ Volts] 01-45
[ ECl ]
[ TTL ]

(Upper)
( lower) Stan

Accumulate MOdeE[DiSabled]
[Fast** ]
[Slow** ]
[Manual**]

ProbE

Data Filter-----~--[On J
L[Off]

Connect Dots-----.--[On J
L[OffJ

* Accumulate Mode must be disabled before reference lines can be enabled or defined.
** Reference lines must be offbefore accumulate mode can be enabled.

Coupl



STATUS MENU

w

[0-31 ]

gh
n (2 kHZ)
gger

]
]
]
]

Complete ]
an Complete]
quence True]*
uence True ]*
ster Clock ]*

STATUS COnfigUration1setup Label xxxxxxxx

Channel Settings

Timebase Settings

Trigger Settings

Measurement-r-Standard

l-user---'~-GraPh 131[percent]-r-upper[55-99]
Defined Graph 2 LLower[01-45]

Graph 3 [TTL]
Graph 4 [ECL]

[ Volts ]-r-Upper xxx V
LLower xxx V

TRIGger [Anal

11
12

+Width=t.T from t E[LOWer ] to Lower
[Middle] to Middle
[Upper ] to Upper

-Width=t.T from + E[LOWer ] to Lower
[Middle] to Middle
[Upper ] to Upper

Delay=t.T frOffiT[f]fl[LOWer ]jtol[f]fl[Lower ]
L[l] [Middle] [I] [Middle]

[Upper ] [Upper ]

* Adjust andCentt

* * External trigger
*** HP 54201D only.

Memories1o~protect-r-[Yes]
1 L[No ]
2
3 Label xxxxxxxxxx

Store MOde1Normal
Average
Envelope
No Data

MemoryLsetu p MemoriesEOliprotect-r-[yes]
I L[NO ]
2
3 Label xxxxxxxxxx

Waveform

'y
on/Trigger

.er Null
er Hysteresis
Service

1 i n
'fset & Trigger
'1 ay

CHANNEL MENU
CHANnel--r--[I]--r--r-Range xxx V

l-[2]
Offset xxxx V

I (Upper)
(Lower)

Autoscale--r--[Enabled ]
l-[DiSabled]

Store MOde~[NOrmal ]
[Envelope]
[Average ]1[4 ]

[15 ]
[54 ]
[256]

probel[ 1:1]
[ 2: I]
[ 5: I]
[ 10: I]
[ 20: 1]
[ 50: I]
[100: I]

couPling---r==[ac] 1M n
[dc]-r-[I Mn]

L[50 n]
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TRIGGER MENU

xxxxxx

gs

ngs

gs

1~[percent]LUpper[SS-99]
2 Lower[01-4S]
3 [TTL J
4 [ECL]

[ Volts J-r-Upper xxx V
LLower xxx V

TRIGger [AnalogJ source~[ Chan I Jrc[+ SlopeJ
[ Chan 2 J [- SlopeJ
[ExternalJ

Levelt=lAdjUst* J--[xxx vJ
[Centered]

xxx v**

Auto Scale--r--[Enabled]
l-[Oisabled]

On Event----[O - S9999]

Coupling**--r--[.2 MO]
. l-[SO 0 J--Probe[I:1 to 100:IJ

=C>T from E[LOWer ] to Lower
[Middle] to Middle
[Upper J to Upper

=6T from I E[LOWer ] to Lower
[Middle] to Middle
[Upper ] to Upper

fromT[!]f1[LOWer ]jtoT[!]rr[LOWer ]
[I] [Middle] [I] [Middle]

[Upper J [Upper]

E
o~prot ect-r- [ Y e s ]

l:j L L[No J

~ Label xxxxxxxxxx

E
o~prot ec t-r- [ Y e s J
I L[No J

; Label xxxxxxxxxx

Store MOde1Normal
Average
Envelope
No Data

. MENU
v

***
[State]1Trigger--c=[ Analog Only J

Mode c==[ State Only ]
[State Arms AnalogJ

Define [Assignment] State MOde

E
[Normal ]
[ Qualified J
[MisSing Bit]
[ Extra Bit]

Multiplexing (Normal Mode Only)
Clock Assignments
Pod Thresholds
Labels
Polarity
Bit Assignment

[sequenceJ~sequence Terms
Restart Terms
Number Base
Resource Terms

* Adjust andCentered notvalid for External Trigger Source.
** External trigger only.

*** HP 542010 only

x V

L[Enabled ]
[Disabled]

T[Normal ]
c==[Envelope]

[Average ]1[4 ]
[16 ]
[64 J
[2S6]

TI
[ 1:1]
[ 2: 1]
[ S: 1]
[ 10: 1]
[ 20: 1]
[ SO: 1]
[100: 1]

-c[ac] 1M 0
[dC],-[1 MO]

L[50 0]

T1MEbase

TIMEBASE MENU
MOdet=[Auto ]

[Trig'dJ
[Single]

Range xxx xS--r--[Real Time]
l-[RepetitiveJ

Delay xxx xs

Auto scalel[Oisabled]
[Period J
[+ Pulse J
[- Pul se ]
[Rise J
[Fall ]

Referencet=[Left ]
[Right J
[Center]

Figure 3-2
HP 54201AjD Menu Tree
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LOCAL Key B

lOCAL is the shifted function of the ECl key. When lOCAL is selected the HP 54201 AID returns
to the local mocle if being remotely controlled by a computer.

HARDCOPY Key ID

HARDCOPY is the shifted function of the TTL key. When HARDCOPY is selected the entire screen
display is output to a plotter or printer. The HP-IB address mode specified on the SYSTEM
"Peripherals" menu must be set to "Talk-Only" mode. The hardcopy device may be specified as
printer or plotter on the same menu. The printer or plotter connected to the HP 54201 AjD must be
in the "Listen-Only" mode.

Alpha Characters ~ mOlE)

The alpha characters (A through Z) are all shifted functions and are used to define labels on
graphs, setup memories, waveform memories, and state trigger lines (HP 54201 D only). Alpha
characters G through Z share keys with other shifted functions. The 54201AjD determines if the
alpha function should apply or if tile other secondary function should apply depending on the
selection field being modified.

3-3. CURSOR FUNCTIONS fJ ~ ~

The HP 54201 AID has an X and an 0 cursor that can be moved about on the waveform displays.
All waveform cursor functions are accessed in the SHIFT mode. Keys X, 0, and X&O select the
active waveform cursor or cursors. Cursor functions such as movement, expansion, or jump to
edge operate only on the active cursor.

The cursor VALUES key is a toggle function which changes the left-hand side of the display from
graph labeling information to cursor measurement information and vice versa. Cursor
measurement information displayed is:

Active cursor
Voltage at cursor X
Time at cursor X from trigger point
Voltage at cursor 0
Time at cursor 0 from trigger point
Voltage difference between cursor 0 and cursor X (tN)
Time difference between cursor 0 and cursor X (liT)

The cursor EXPAND key expands to full screen the section of the waveform between the X and the
o cursors. The cursor NORMAL key returns the waveform to the original time scale factor. When
a waveform is expanded, a small arrow is displayed at the outside of the upper left edge of the
graph. An arrow pointing to the left inclicates that data to the left of the cursors of the unexpanded
graph is not being displayed. An arrow pointing to the right indicates data to the right is not
displayed, and an arrow pointing both directions indicates data to the left and to the right is not
being displayed.
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If the X and 0 cursors are on different graphs and X&O is made active, EXPAND will stretch both
graphs to the same scale factor. If the X and the 0 cursors are on different graphs and X is made
active, the section of the graph between the X cursor and the right-hand side of the graph will be
expanded. If X and 0 are on different graphs and 0 is made active, the section of the graph
between the 0 cursor and the left-hand side of the graph will be expanded.

The -EDGE key will jump the active cursor to next edge to the left of that cursor. The EDGE
key will jump the active cursor to the next edge to the right of that cursor. The X cursor will jump
to the data point nearest to the crossing of the lower threshold and edge of the waveform. The 0
cursor will jump to tile data point nearest to the crossing of the upper threshold and edge of the
waveform. The thresholds are defined in the STATUS "Measurement" menu.

3-4. MEASUREMENT FUNCTIONS D

Twelve automatic pulse parameter measurements may be made from the keyboard on any
specified qraph. These measurements are:

FREQ
PERIOD
+WIDTH
-WIDTH
RISE
FALL
DUTY
DELAY

Vampl

V max

V min

Vrms

frequency (1 jperiod)
time from first edge to next like edge
-pulse width
-pulse width
rise time
fall time
duty cycle (+widthjperiod)
delay from first edge on graph to first edge on another graph
(minimum delay, maximum delay, average delay, or delay of last acquisition)
voltage amplitude (0 to 100%)
absolute maximum voltage
absolute minimum voltage
rms voltage

All timing measurements except frequency and period are threshold dependent. Standard
thresholds may be used or user-defined thresholds may be specified in the STATUS
"Measurement" menu.

Up to 3 time measurements may be displayed on the upper left portion of the display and up to 3
voltage measurements may be displayed on the upper right portion of the display. These
measurements are updated each time the HP 54201AjD acquires new data.

3-5. MENU KEYS O!J

The row of six keys at tile top of the HP 54201AjD keyboard are menu keys that define the CRT
display. The menu keys are toggle I<eys--pressing a menu key causes the menu to be displayed;
pressing the menu key again clears the menu and restores the normal trace display for the current
operating state.

Menu keys SYSTEM, STATUS, and DISPLAY (and TRIG for HP 54201 D only) have submenus. The
last selected submenu is displayed when the menu key is pressed. The field select cursor is
restored to the same location as the last time the menu was accessed. When power is applied to
the HP 54201 AfD, the last menu to be displayed before power off is the first menu to be displayed
at power on and the field select cursor is placed at the beginning of the first field.

The menu maps for the six menu keys are shown in the following figures.
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3-6. SYSTEM Menu

The SYSTEM menu allows the user to execute automatic calibration, execute self-test utilities, and
configure peripherals. The SYSTEM menu has three submenus--Peripherals, Calibration, and Self
Tests as shown in the SYSTEM menu tree in figure 3-3.

SYSTEM [Per-ipheral s] HP-IB Address MOde:-r=[Addressable]---[O-31]
[Tal k Only ]

Hardcopy Device is:~[Printer]

L[ Plotter]

Rear Panel BNC: [ Constant Low ]
[ Constant High ]
[ Probe Compensation (2 kHz) ]
[ High on Trigger ]
[ High on Frame Complete ]
[ High on Acquisition Complete]
[ Pulse on State Sequence True]*
[ High on State Sequence True ]*
[ Pulse on State Master Clock ]*

Beeper is: ,-[On]
L-[Off]

[C 1 · b t· ] Execute ----..-[0] C 11th 4a 1 ra lon -Calibration a s ru
[1] Gain &Offset Chanl
[2] Gain &Offset Chan2
[3] Trigger Hysteresis
[4] Trigger Level
[5] Delay Chanl
[6] Delay Chan2
[7] Service Default Gain
[8] Service Default Offset &Trigger
[9] Service Default Delay

[Test &serViceJ1Execute selftest---r==[O] CPU/Memory
c==[l] Acquisition/Trigger

[2] Input

Execute serViCe~[O] Time Null
[1] Ext Trigger Null
[2] Ext Trigger Hysteresis
[3] Hardware Service

* 542010 only

Figure 3-3. SYSTEM Menu Tree
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SYSTEM PERIPHERALS SUBMENU (Figure 3-4). This menu sets up the HP 54201AjD to
communicate with other instruments/controllers via HP-IB, controls the output of the rear panel
BNC connector, and selects beeper mode.

S~5tem Specification Status: Acquired Frame 10000__
TALf ClfjL'(

[ Peri herals ]

HP-IB Address Mode: [ Ta Ik On I ]

Hardcopu Ilev I ce 1'3: [ Printer] ( Must Be In LISTEN ONLY Mode

F'e a I~ F'ane 1 BIIC: [ Probe Com ensatlon ( 2 kHz) ]

FIrmware Pevision: A2547

Figure 3-4. SYSTEM Peripherals Submenu
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HP·IB Address Mode. To use the HP 54201AjD with a controller, set the HP-IB address mode
to Addressable with the NEXT[ ]/PREV[] key and select the desired address by using the
numeric keypad. To use with a printer or plotter, set the address mode to Talk Only with the
NEXT[ ]/PREV[ ] key.

Hardcopy Device is. To use the HP 54201AID with a printer or plotter, set the HP-IB address
mode to Talk Only with the NEXT [ ]/PREV[ ] key, set hardcopy device to Printer or Plotter as
desired, and then set the address on the printer or plotter to Listen Only. Press the
HARDCOPY key (SHIFT TTL) to output the HP 54201A/D screen contents to the printer or
plotter.

Rear Panel BNC. The output of the BNC on the rear panel can be programmed for six
possible conditions for the 54201A and nine conditions for the HP 54201 D. All outputs are a
TTL level. Select the appropriate output by pressing the NEXT[ ]/PREV[ ] key. The possible
outputs are:

• Constant Low - The output is held at a logic O. This is the default condition when a
key-down power-up reset is executed.

• Constant High - The output is held at a logic 1.

• Probe Compensation (2 kHz) - This output is a 2-kHz square wave used for probe
compensation. If the signal is used without a 50- ohm termination, the falling edge must
be used for compensation.

• High on Trigger - This output latches high when the HP 54201AjD receives a
trigger.

• High on Frame Complete - This output goes high when the HP 54201 AID stops
acquiring data for one frame.

• High on Acquisition Complete - This output goes high when the desired number
of averages (4, 16, 64, or 256) has been attained.

• Pulse on State Sequence True (HP 54201 D only) - This selection gives pulse
output whenever the state sequence is found.

• High on State Sequence True (HP 54201 D only) - The output goes high when state
sequence provides a trigger for the HP 54201 D.

• Pulse on State Master Clock (HP 54201 D only) - A 20 ns pulse is output when the
specified state master clock occurs.

Beeper is. This selection turns the audible warning beeper on or off by pressing the
NEXT[ ]/PREV[ ] key.
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SYSTEM CALIBRATION SUBMENU (Figure 3-5) This submenu allows the user to execute
automatic gain, offset, trigger hysteresis, trigger level, and delay calibration for channel 1 and
channel 2 from the front panel. A rear-panel switch protects the calibration factors from
inadvertent changes. Tllis CAL switch must be set to the UNPROTECTED position before
executing automatic calibration. Error message "Cal RAM Write Protected" will be displayed if
calibration is attempted with the switch in the protected position.

System Specification Status: Acquired Frame 00029 __
TAU CHIL'(

[ Calibration ]

Execute CalibratIon.

o Cals 1 thru 4

GaIn 8 Chan1
Offset 2 Chan2

TrIgger 3 HysteresIs
4 Le\/e I

De1:3 1
) s . Chan 1

t; Chan2

Ser~lce Defaults

~ t~a i n
8 Offset & Trigger
9 De I :31,~

Figure 3-5. SYSTEM Calibration Submenu

Calibration 0 calibrates gain, offset, trigger hysteresis, and trigger level for channel 1 and channel
2. Individual gain and offset calibration for a channel may be executed by choosing 1 or 2.
Calibration 3 selects trigger hysteresis and calibration 4 selects trigger level. Calibration 5 and 6
calibrates delay for channel 1 and channel 2. Calibration 7, 8, and 9 set service default calibration
factors. A normal calibration would require calibrations 0 5, and 6 to be executed. Calibrations 7,
8, and 9 are used for service setup and would be used after a major repair to the instrument for
initial setup procedures.

Note

Instrument must be aI/owed to warm up for at least 30 minutes prior to
executing front-panel calibration.

To execute the calibration routines, press the SYSTEM menu key, then press the NEXT/PREV key
until the Calibration menu is displayed as shown in figure 3-5. Move the blinking-cursor to the
Execute Calibration field and enter the number of the routine you wish to execute. Follow the
instructions displayed on screen and watch the status line at the end of the calibration to see if the
instrument calibrated successfully. An audible beep will be heard when the selected calibration
routine is complete.

When front-panel calibration is complete, set the rear-panel CAL switch to the PROTECTED
position.
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SYSTEM TEST & SERVICE SUBMENU. (Figure 3-6). The self test section of this menu allows the
user to verify that more than 90% of the HP 54201AID circuitry is functioning properly. Self test 0
checks out the microprocessor board and takes about five seconds to execute. Self test 1 checks
portions of the acquisition system and the state trigger (HP 54201D only) and executes in about
ten seconds. Self test 2 checks the rest of the acquisition system including the analog signal path
and takes about 5 seconds per channel to execute.

To initiate any of the self tests, move the blinking field cursor to the Execute Selftest field and enter
the desired test number from the numeric key pad. Follow the directions displayed on the screen
for each test.

The service section of this menu executes routines required for servicing the HP 54201lA/D. Refer
to the HP 54201AID Service Manual for detailed information on this function.

System Specification Status: Acquisition Stopped _
TALk Or1L\'

[ Test 8 Ser·, Ice]

E'ecute Selftest •

[t CPU./r~emory

1 Acquisition/Trigger
2 Input

Execute Service.

[t Time r'lu I I
1 Ext Trigger Null
2 Ext Trigger Hysteresis
3 Hardware Service

Figure 3-6. SYSTEM Test & Service Submenu
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3-7. STATUS Menu

The STATUS menu consists of a tabular presentation of all of the instrument settings, threshold
definitions, and waveform and setup memory allocation. The STATUS menu has three
sub-menus--Configuration, Measurement, and Memory as shown in the STATUS menu tree in
figure 3-7.

STATUS Configuration~,-Setup Label xxxxxxxx

Channel Settings

Timebase Settings

Trigger Settings

Measurement1Standard

User--~~-Graph 1~[percent]-r-upper[55-99]
Defined Graph 2 L-Lower[Ol-45]

Graph 3 [TTL]
Graph 4 [ECL]

[ Volts ]-r-upper xxx V
L-Lower xxx V

+Width=~T from t E[LOWer ] to i Lower
[Middle] to • Middle
[Upper ] to tUpper

-Width=~T from + E[LOWer ] to t Lower
[Middle] to t Middle
[Upper ] to tUpper

Delay=~T from
1[t]r-t[Lower

]rto1[t]r-t[Lower ]
[.] [Middle] [.] [Middle]

[Upper ] [Upper ]

Memories~o31protect-r-[Yes]
1 L-[No ]
2
3 Label xxxxxxxxxx

Store MOde1Normal
Average
Envelope
No Data

MemoryLsetup MemoriesEo~protect-r-[Yes]
1 L-[No ]
2
3 Label xxxxxxxxxx

Waveform

Figure 3-7. STATUS Menu Tree
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STATUS CONFIGURATION SUBMENU (Figure 3-8). This submenu provides a display to view all of
the channel, time, and trigger setups. The setups may be changed in this menu or may be
changed by using the Channel, Time or Trigger menu which are discussed later in this chapter. In
addition to the setup information covered by these menus, the configuration submenu contains a
setup label, channel waveform math selection, and channel labels.

[Confl urat Ion] _________Status: Acquired Frame 00217 __
TALf<. CiljL'('

.Setup Labe 1 I!JIIDri1li1'i•••

F'an 1~1 e
Ciff:=:et
F'r-obe
Coup II nq
'::;tor-e l'lode
Auto Scal e
Label

1

[ Horrnal ]
[Enabled ]

[ Ilormal ]

[Auto ]

0.00000 s
[ Left
[ PerIod

Tr- i1~11~ler-----------------------_·

l'lode [ Ana II][ On I, ]
* Refer to State Trigger Menus

for Assignment and Sequence

Analol~l So u r c: e
Le'le I
Pr-obe

_'IM.AI1. 6 1/
[ 1: 1 ]

Auto '3cale
On E\ient
Coupl I np

[ Enabled
I!lUI
[de] [1 no

Figure 3-8. STATUS Configuration Submenu

Setup Label. Each instrument setup may be labeled for future reference. This label is also shown
in the STATUS Memory submenu if the setup has been saved.

Waveform Math. The Channel field allows the user to display normal Channel 1 and Channel 2
waveforms (Dual mode), or to display waveform math capabilities of Channel 1+2 or Channel 1-2.
These selections can only be made from the STATUS Configuration menu.

When 1+2 or 1-2 is selected, Channel 1+2 or Channel 1-2 replaces Channel 2 on the graphs. The
waveform math occurs as a software function after the two input signals have been acquired,
therefore these modes do not provide the full benefit of common mode rejection as a true
differential system. When either Channel 1+2 or Channel 1-2 is selected, Channel 1+2 (or 1-2)
coupling, coupling impedance, probe attenuation, and Auto Scale mode are set to be the same as
Channel 1. The input range for Channel 1+2 (or 1-2) is set double that of Channel 1 because the
possible range of the resultant waveform is twice that of tile individual ranges. For Channel 1-2
mode, the offset is set to zero since the offset applied to each input is the same. For Channel 1+2
mode, the offset is set double that of Channel 1.

Channel Labels. Each input channel may be labeled to provide a signal recognition aid. These
labels are shown in tile graph labeling area when waveform graphics are displayed.
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STATUS MEASUREMENT SUBMENU This submenu specifies the thresholds used in making
automatic measurements and for tile edge-find cursor operations. Standard predefined threshold
definitions may be selected, or user-defined thresholds may be specified in percentages, voltages,
or voltages preset for TTL or Eel logic levels.

Standard (Figure 3-9). In standard measurement mode all four graphs are set to 10% for lower
threshold, 50% for middle threshold, and 90% for upper threshold. Pulse widths and delay are
measured from tile middle (50%).

l'lo':le

[ Measurement ]

[ Standard ]

_________Status: Acquired Frame 00286 __
TALf l:iIIL,'

l.lppe r
I'll dd Ie
LCI'.'Jel-

DeFi n 1t ion '=' :
FI-eq

F'et- i od
+ 1,1 Idth

1,1 I dt h
F' I ,=,e
F,a II
Dut'.1

De I a;;J
\/ amp I

\/ rII:3 >::

\/ rn i n
\/ rrns

Cil-aph 1 Graph
,., IJI-aph ~ IJI-aph 4c, -

'30 '30 '30 '30
50 :,0 50 50
11J 1[1 10 10

An Edqe (f,1) MUST Cross Both Upper and Lower
1 F'el-l0d
~T, First I Middle to Ne~t Like Eelqe
s:T, F I r '=' t 1 I'll dd l e to [le/t I I'll dell e
t: T, F I r '=' t J I'll dd l e toile >t 1 I'll dell e
[:, T, F 1 ,-' '='t1 l.o '.,Je r to l.lppe r
[:, T, F 11-,=,t J Uppel-' to Lo'.'Je,-
+ ld id th F'el-l0d
[:,T, Fr ret 1 l'l idd l e to FII-,=,t 11'lle1e1le
[:,\/,100 - 0 U,=,lnq Htstoqram
Absolute MaXImum Voltiqe -
Absolute MInImum Volta;e
Root Mean Square Volta~e Over 1 Period

Figure 3-9. STATUS Measurement Standard Mode Submenu
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User-Defined (Figure 3-10). Lower and upper thresholds may be defined for each individual graph
in percentage, voltage, or preset voltages for TTL and EeL logic levels. Middle thresholds are set
to the average of the upper and lower thresholds after the upper and lower thresholds have been
set. Lower percentage thresholds may be set from 1 to 45 percent, and upper percentage
thresholds may be set from 55 to 99 percent.

The thresholds for making pulse width and delay measurements may be specified as lower, upper,
or middle threshold. Delay measurements may specify either rising or falling edge.

1'1ode

[ l'le as uremen t ]

[User Def I ned ]

_________Status: Acquired Frame 00467 __
TALf CiijL'f'

Thre s ho lds:
';pec i f l) ;3S

Upper
111 dd Ie
LOI.,.ler-

Gr-aph 1
,.6;;;;111

g::::
50
IDl >:

Graph]
, I.

2.00 \/
1.40 V
[I, :=:0 \,1

Graph 4'_a
-1.17 \/
-1.:35 \/
-1 ,4:=: \,1

Defin I t Ion s :
Freq

F'er- i od
+ ld i dth
- 1,1 I dth

F'I :", e
Fall
Ilutu

De I al~1
\,1 amp i

\,/ max
'1/' min
\,/ rrns

An Edqe (1,1) MUST Cross Both Upper and Lower
1". Period
",T, Flr:",t 1 i'hddle to fje>t Like Ed~1e

"'T, First 1 _ to Ile:<t 1 Upper
",T, Fir:::t I to fje:.t 1 LOIJJer
",T, Flr:::t 1 Lower to Upper
",T, Flr:::t I Upper to Lower
+ ld i dth ,/ Period
"'T, Fir:3 t _.IiIrmu·...-... to Flr:3 t _ lIimap,
",V, 100 :< - 0 X Us I ng Hi s t.oqrarn
Absolute Maximum Voltage
Absolute Minimum Voltaqe
F'oot Mean Square Volta~e Over 1 Period

Figure 3-10. STATUS Measurement User-Defined Mode Submenu
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STATUS MEMORY SUBMENU (Figure 3-11). This submenu provides a display to label instrument
setup memories and waveform storage memories and allows these memories to be protected from
being inadvertently overwritten. Tile waveform memories show the storage mode the instrument
was in when the data was put into memory: normal, average, envelope, or no data. No data
indicates the memory is empty.

All setup and waveform memories are saved (non-volatile) on power down. All setup memories are
saved when a key-down power-up reset is executed, but are forced to not-protected status. All
waveform memories are erased on key-down power-up reset. A complete description of key-down
power-up reset is given at tile end of this chapter.

[ Memorl ] _________Status: AcqUired Frame 00058 __
TALI 1:lljL'y'

# F'I-Dtect Label

0:
1:
,-,
c...

~I :

DATA

WavefDrm MemDries

# Fro t ect0:111 :
'-:'Co:

3:

Label

En\/e lo pe
A\/er a'~1 e
I-ID Data
liD Ila t a

Figure 3-11. STATUS Memory Submenu
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3-8. DISPLAY Menu.

The DISPLAY menu allows the user to define how the graph area is displayed. The DISPLAY menu
tree is shown in figure 3-12. An example DISPLAY menu is shown in figure 3-13.

DISPLAY~~Graticule Type~[Frame]

L-[Grid ]

Number of GraPhs--r=[l]
[2]
[4]

Reference lines---r==[ Off ]c[ On ]
[Define]*~[percent]~55-99 (Upper)

[ Volts] 01-45 (lower)
[ ECl ]
[ TTL ]

Accumulate MOde'E[Disabled]
[Fast** ]
[Slow** ]
[Manual**]

Data Filter------,r--[On ]
L-[Off]

Connect Dots------;r--[On ]
L-[Off]

* Accumulate Mode must be disabled before reference lines can be enabled or defined.
** Reference lines must be off before accumulate mode can be enabled.

Figure 3-12. DISPLAY Menu Tree

Graticule Type. Selecting frame graticule type removes all grid lines from the interior of the graph
area. A grid graticule type puts an 8x10 grid in the graphics area.

Number of Graphs. One, two, or four graphs can be selected to be displayed. In Channel Dual
mode (from the STATUS Configuration menu) the graphs may be Channel 1, Channel 2, or
Memory 0 through 3 and may be in any order. The top graph is always graph 1. The graph labels
are to the left of tile displayed waveform any time the cursor values are not displayed. In Channel
1+2 mode, the graphs may be Channel 1, Channel 1+2, or any of the waveform memories. In
Channel 1-2 mode, the graphs may be Channel 1, Channel 1-2, or any of the waveform memories.

Reference Lines. This function displays upper and lower thresholds used in automatic
measurements on each graph that contains waveform data. When off, the reference lines are
removed. When on, the reference lines are displayed. When in the define mode, the reference
lines are displayed and the reference threshold values are displayed to the left of each graph when
the DISPLAY menu is selected. If the STATUS Measurement menu is in the user-defined mode,
the values may also be adjusted from this area. The accumulate mode must be disabled before
reference lines can be enabled or defined.
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[ On ]
[Disabled]
[ Off ]

Dlspla~ - Status: Acquired Frame 00074 __
TALI' CIIIL'('

F'efer-ence Line:,,;
Accumu late 1"lode
Ilata F i I te r

5.00 I-'s,'d 1"/2.5] \/I~raph _ :::::51 mV,'d 1 .../
,------------------------,

1: 'UiFiI-W'
1• .1,II.,

Figure 3-13. Example DISPLAY Menu

Accumulate Mode. The accumulate mode displays the present acquisition on screen along with all
previous acquisitions. Tile accumulate mode can be selected to erase automatically after 16
acquisitions (fast), after 64 acquisitions (slow), or manual erase. To manually erase an individual
graph, press the ERASE key and enter the appropriate graph number in the "Erase Graph [ ]" field.
To manually erase acquisitions on all graphs at once, press the RUN/STOP key twice. The
accumulate mode is enabled for all graphs displayed and is for display purposes only. Automatic
measurements and cursors operate on the last acquisition only. Reference lines must be off
before the accumulate mode can be enabled.

Data Filter. Three types of data filters which extend resolution to 7 bits are available to the user
depending on the time range and sampling mode selected.

Real time sampling, 5.l!s to 10 s range - Data is put through a 3-point, moving-average filter.
The filter may be toggled on or off. The voltage at displayed data point n is defined as:

Real time sampling, 50 ns to 2 J..!.s range - Data is put through a digital reconstruction filter.
The data filter is always on. To look at the raw data, go to the 5 us range, turn off the data
filter, and expand the graph using the cursor EXPAND key.

Repetitive samplin~all time ranges - During repetitive sampling, more than one sample may
occur at a given data point on a graph during a single acquisition frame. When the data filter
is toggled on, these samples for a given data point are averaged together.

Connect Dots. Connect dots provides a display of the sample points connected by straight lines.
Connect dots is selectable either on or off. When on, sample points on all graphs (active or
memory) are connected.
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3-9. TRIG Menu

The 54201 A has a single menu for analog triggering. The HP 54201 D has an additional state
trigger menu. The TRIG menu tree is shown in figure 3-14.

TRIGger [Analog] source-------E[ Chan 1 ]jL[+ Slope]
[ Chan 2 ] [- Slope]
[External]

Level-------,B[AdjUst* ]--[xxx V]
[Centered]

xxx v**

Auto Scale--r--[Enabled]
I--[Disabled]

On Event----[O - 59999]

Coupling**--r--[.2 Mn]--Probe 10:1
1--[50 n ]--Probe[l:l to 100:1]

***
[State] Trigger~[ Analog Only ]

Mode [state Only ]
[State Arms Analog]

[ Qual ifi ed ]
[Missing Bit]
[ Extra Bit ]

Multiplexing (Normal Mode Only)
Clock Assignments
Pod Thresholds
Labels
Pol arity
Bit Assignment

[sequence]~sequence Terms
Restart Terms
Number Base
Resource Terms

* Adjust and Centered not valid for External Trigger Source.
** External trigger only.

*** HP 542010 only.

Figure 3-14. TRIG Menu Tree
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TRIG ANALOG SUBMENU. The TRIG Analog submenu provides selections for all standard analog
oscilloscope trigger parameters. An example TRIG analog submenu is shown in figure 3-15.

Auto '::;cale
On Eve nt
Coupl i nq

_ ,.M. WI
2.5 V

[ 1 : 1 J

'M.e.... ~;t at us: Ac qui r e d Fr arne 1][H]7D__
TALf OrjL'I'.'._'

[de J [1 l'lnJ

1::;C1Ut-'c:e
Le',,'e 1
Frob e

:'. DD P'=' ,'d i \/2.5::: \/13raph" ::::51 rn\/,'d i v
r----------------------,

1: ,u."••,

I

Figure 3-15. Example TRIG Analog Submenu

Source. This field selects either channel 1, channel 2, or the external trigger input as the trigger
source. The field adjacent to Source determines whether the HP 54201 AID triggers on the positive
slope or the negative slope of the trigger source.

Level. The level field sets the voltage level at which the HP 54201 AID triggers. Level can be
incremented or decremented by pressing the NEXT or PREY key. Level can be changed in fine
increments or decrements by pressing the FINE key (shift NEXT or shift PREY). A level may be
also entered using the numeric key pad followed by the appropriate units factor key, either Volt or
mY.

When triggering on either Channel 1 or Channel 2, the trigger level is displayed as a dotted line on
the graph whenever the trigger menu is displayed. The trigger level may be selected as either
Centered or Adjust. When Centered is selected, the trigger level is set to the same value as the
offset level of channel 1 or channel 2, whichever was chosen as the trigger source.

When Adjust is selected, the trigger level may be adjusted independent of the offset level of
channel 1 or channel 2 trigger source. When Adjust is selected, the trigger level can be
incremented or decremented by pressing the NEXT or PREY key. The level can be changed in fine
increments or decrements by pressing the FINE key (shift NEXT or shift PREY). The level may be
also entered using the numeric key pad followed by the appropriate units factor key, either Volt or
mY. The following table shows trigger sensitivity, range of trigger level, and resolution.
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Trigger Parameters

Trigger Source
Parameter

Channel 1, Channel 2 External Trigger

Sensitivity: 118 of full scale 60 mV (dc to 250 MHz, SOn dc coupled)
(de to 250 MHz) 1 V (dc to 100 MHz, .2 Mn coupled)

Range: ±0.75 times full scale ±2 V

Resolution: 0.02 times full scale 20 mV

When External trigger source is selected, the trigger level may be entered the same as Adjust
mode for Channel 1 or Channel 1 trigger level.

Probe. The probe attenuation factor is selectable from 1:1 to 100:1 when trigger source is external
and coupling is 50n dc. When external trigger coupling of .2 Mn dc is selected the probe
attenuation factor is set to 10:1. This provides a 10:1, 1 Mn input at the HP 10017A or HP10018A
probe tip. The attenuation factor tracks the source when trigger source is channel 1 or channel 2.

Auto Scale. When the Auto Scale function is enabled and the front-panel AUTO SCALE key is
pressed, the HP 54201A/D searches for and sets up a trigger level. If Auto Scale is disabled,
pressing the front-panel AUTO SCALE key will not change any parameters set on the TRIG Analog
submenu.

On Event. This selection allows you to delay triggering the instrument until n trigger events
(holdoff-by-events) have occurred. n is selectable from 1 to 59999 events.

When using the HP 54201D in the State Arms Analog trigger mode, you can get two levels of
digital delay; one through the pod inputs, and one through the front panel inputs using
holdoff-by-events. Refer to "Armed Digital Delay" in Section 5 for detailed information.

Coupling. Trigger coupling for internal trigger sources tracks the coupling of the channel 1 or
channel 2 source. Input coupling for external trigger can be selected as SOn de, or can be
selected as .2 Mn dc with 10:1 probe attenuation factor.
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TRIG STATE SUBMENU (HP 54201D only). In addition to analog edge triggering the HP 54201 D
can also trigger on a state condition or arm the analog trigger after a state condition. Detailed
state trigger information is given in Section 5 of this manual. The state submenu is selected by
moving the blinking cursor to the trigger field and pressing the NEXT or PREV key. This only
chooses the state submenu and does not change the trigger from analog to state.

Two selections, the assignment menu and the sequence menu, are available in the state trigger
submenu and are selected from the Define field.

State Trigger Assignment Menu (Figure 3-16 and 3-17). The Assignment functions assigns
information about the pod inputs and how they will be used.

Trigger Mode. This selection determines whether the instrument will trigger on the conditions
specified in the analog trigger submenu (Analog Only), or will trigger on the conditions set up in
the state trigger submenu (State Only), or whether the state conditions will first be found and then
used to arm the analog trigger (State Arms Analog). This Trigger Mode field is also present in the
State Trigger Sequence menu.

State Mode. Four state modes are available:

Normal. State patterns up to 27 channels wide may be defined as trigger qualification. Up to
four unique state patterns can be qualified on, in a user-defined sequence.

Qualified. State sequence search does not begin until after the qualify clock has occurred. The
slave clock is defined as the qualify clock.

Missing Bit. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence specification to detect a
missing bit in a string of serial data and triggers the acquisition.

Extra Bit. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence specification to detect an extra
bit in a string of serial data and triggers the acquisition.

With Missing Bit and Extra Bit, the J clock is used to define the reference time interval or cell for
which a missing or extra bit will be checked. The serial data is input as the L clock.
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_____________Status: No Trigger Found _
TALt. ':lriL'r'

Tr i 1~11~1 e r i_'"
DefIne [ASSI nment] Tr I '~l'~ler- ['lode [ Analo Onl

r'lode [ QualIfIed]

'::;la\ie Clocl
JI:L

----- IIBII -----
F'od 2 F'od 1

I I. I I ..
EL [1 El [1

l'laste r Clock
JkL

IIBII
Pod [I

I.
8 [I

Labe 1 F'o1

II1II uau """""1 "~"~II"~"~ "'1"8*'"

Figure 3-16. Example State Trigger Assignment Menu (Qualified Mode)

Tr I 1~1'~ler- IiIINIMO'lm'tm·.u '::'tatu:=:: rID Tr I qq e r Found _
III --TALI< cnIL'r'

Define [AsSI nment] [ Ana loOn I

F'efer-ence Ce 11
J Clock-r'lode [Mlssln BIt]

F'od 2
I.

F'od 1..
'::;er-ial Ilets

L Clocl.

- --F'od D
I •

Labe 1 F'o1

II1II uau
B D

[*********]

Figure 3-17. Example State Trigger Assignment Menu (Missing-bit Mode)
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Clocks. Three ORed clocks operate in a single-phase or two-phase demultiplexing mode. Clock
edges can be selected as positive, negative, or both positive and negative for each clock. Different
edge selections may be made on the same clock if it is used in each phase of the multiplexed
mode. The specified clock edge determines when the data on the state channels is clocked into
the instrument for trigger comparisons.

Pod Thresholds. The comparator thresholds for each of the pods may be set to a level suitable for
TTL, ECl, or may be user-defined in volts.

Multiplexing. The clocks may be multiplexed in Normal mode for use with microprocessors that
multiplex their data and address lines.

Labels. Up to eight different five-character labels may be designated in Normal and Qualified mode
for any combination of input lines for ease in setting specifications. Missing-bit mode and Extra-bit
mode only allow one label. To enter a label, use the alphabetic characters provided when the shift
key is active. To obtain more labels, move the blinking field cursor to the first label field, then
press INSERT. To remove a label, move the blinking field cursor to that label and press DELETE
(shift INSERT).

Pol. This field selects logic polarity. Selecting plus (+) indicates positive logic; voltages above the
threshold are logic 1 and voltages below the threshold are logic O. Selecting minus (-) indicates
negative logic; voltages above the threshold are logic 0 and voltages below the threshold are
logic 1.

Pod Assignment. This field assigns a particular state channel to a grouping defined by the label.
An asterisk (*) means the channel is active. A period (.) means the channel is not part of that
grouping.

State Trigger Sequence Menu (Figure 3-18). The Sequence function sets up a sequence of state
terms that determines the state trigger condition.

Trigger Mode. This selection determines whether the instrument will trigger on the conditions
specified in the analog trigger submenu (Analog Only), or will trigger on the conditions set up in
the state trigger submenu (State Only), or whether the state conditions will first be found and then
used to arm the analog trigger (State Arms Analog). This Trigger Mode field is also present in the
State Trigger Assignment menu.

Resource Terms. These are defined at the bottom of the state trigger sequence menu. label> is a
carryover from the assignment menu. Base> determines whether the channels grouped under
label are expressed in hexadecimal, binary, octal, or decimal format. Four resource terms (a, b, c,
and d) may be defined by the user for use in sequence triggering.
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Tr 11~11~ler- 1i'••IIIII'_1) '::'tatu'=:: lio T,_II~II~1e,- Found _
LlI TAU: DliL''1'

Define [ Se uenee ] [ State Onl

In ~=;equence,

fInd
then
then
then Count

then

Sequence Restart on [no state]

Clf

L:3be 1
B;;:i,:::;e

d

A[I[lF~ [lATA
IIUII 'Wall_'

••
Figure 3-18. Example State Trigger Sequence Menu

Sequence. Four user-defined terms (a, b, c, and d), the not equal of those terms, any state, or no
state may be used in any combination to define a sequence of events on which to be triggered.

Initially, only one term is shown. To add more terms, move the blinking field cursor to the
occurrences field and press INSERT. Up to three more terms may be added. To remove a term,
move the blinking cursor to that term and press the DELETE key.

Last Sequence Term. All four resource terms and their not equal terms may be used in any ORed
or ANDed configuration to specify the last sequence term. To do this, move the blinking field
cursor to the last sequence term (after occurrence specification) and change any state to the
desired resource term (either a, b, c, d, ;ta, ;tb, ;tc, or ;td). For more terms, press INSERT while the
blinking field cursor is on the resource term. To remove extra terms, move the cursor to the
undesired term and press the DELETE key.

Trigger Terms. This entry determines whether the last sequence term will OR or AND the resource
terms together.

Occurrences. Occurrences of the last event in the sequence may be specified from 1 to 59999
occurrences.

Restart. One to four resource terms may be used in an ORed condition for a sequence restart
condition. The sequence restart selection field, appears when a resource term is inserted into the
sequence.
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3-10. CHAN Menu.

The CHAN menu provides selections to configure input channel parameters. The CHAN Menu tree
is shown in figure 3-19. An example CHAN menu is shown in figure 3-20.

CHANnel~[l]--,---.--Range xxx V
'-[2]

Offset xxxx V

Autoscale--r==[Enabled ]
[Disabled]

Store MOde-r==[Normal ]
C[Envelope]

[Average ]E[4 ]
[16 ]
[64 ]
[256]

Probe----~--[ 1:1]
[ 2: 1]
[ 5: 1]
[ 10:1]
[ 20:1]
[ 50:1]
[100:1]

Coupling~[ac] 1M n
'-[ de] ---r [l Mn]

L[ 50 n]

Figure 3-19. CHAN Menu Tree

Channel. Channel 1 or channel 2 may be assigned to the menu by moving the blinking cursor to
the channel selection field and pressing the NEXT or PREV key.

Range. Range sets the full-scale voltage range shown on a graph for the selected channel. This
range is from 40 mV to 16 V full-scale calibrated with two digit resolution. Range can be
incremented or decremented by pressing the NEXT or PREV key. The range can be changed in
fine increments or decrements by pressing the FINE key (shift NEXT or shift PREV). A range may
be also entered using the numeric key pad followed by the appropriate units factor key, either Volt
or mV.

Offset. Offset is the dc voltage that is subtracted from the input signal. When displayed on the HP
54201A/D, the offset voltage is the voltage at the vertical center of the graph. Offset allows
expanding signals about a voltage of interest for increased resolution. Offset can be incremented
or decremented by pressing the NEXT or PREV key. Offset can be changed in fine increments or
decrements by pressing the FINE key (shift NEXT or shift PREV). Offset may be also entered using
the numeric key pad followed by the appropriate units factor key, either Volt or mV. Remember
the input signal operating range without distortion is ±1 channel range from vertical center screen.

Channel Range

40 mV to 790 mV
800 mV to 16 V

Offset Range

±1.5 V
±30 V

Offset Resolution

1 mV
20mV
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Chanrie I StatU:3': Hcqu i r e d Fr'ame OCHJ18 __
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Offse t
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Stor e 1'1C1de ...
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Figure 3-20. Example CHAN Menu

Auto Scale. When the Auto Scale function is enabled and the front-panel AUTO SCALE key is
pressed, the HP 54201AjD searches for and rescales the selected channel to display the signal
within the graph. If Auto Scale is disabled, pressing the front-panel AUTO SCALE key will not
change any of parameters set on the CHAN menu. The Auto Scale function for each channel may
be enabled or disabled independently.

Store Mode. Store mode determines how the acquired data is processed before the data is shown
on a graph. Either normal, average, or envelope mode may be chosen.

Normal. Normal mode displays one voltage value for each time value of the present acquisition.

Average. Average mode displays the average voltage value of the present acquisition and
voltage values from previous acquisitions with each time value. Either 4, 16, 64, or 256
averages may be selected.

Envelope. Envelope mode displays only the minimum voltage for each time value and the
maximum voltage for each time value.

Probe. The probe attenuation factor (1:1 to 100:1) should be entered for each channel to match
the probe that is connected to that channel. This allows the HP 54201AjD to correct all scale
factors for the attenuation ratio of the probe. When this is used, all automatic measurements and
cursor value readouts are corrected to reflect the attenuation factor. When coupling and probe
attenuation factors are changed on the CHAN menu, these values are automatically changed on
the TRIG menu to match unless externally triggered.

Coupling. The input coupling for Channel 1 or Channel 2 may be selected as 1 Mn ac, 1 Mn de,
or 50n de.
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3-11. TIME Menu.

The TIME menu allows the user to define all timebase related parameters. The TIME Menu tree is
shown in figure 3-21. An example TIME menu is shown in figure 3-22.

TIMEbaSe---,----Mode~[Auto ]
[Trig'd]
[Single]

Range xxx xS--r--[Real Time ]
L-[ Repet it i vel

Delay xxx xs

Auto scalel[DisabledJ
[Period ]
[+ Pulse]
[- Pulse]
[Rise ]
[Fall ]

ReferenCe~[Left ]
[Right ]
[Center]

Figure 3-21. TIME Menu Tree

Tlmebase ---------- Status: Acquired Frame 00017__
TAL~: OriL'i

[ F'et~IOd ]
[ Left ]

I'lode
F'a.nqe
De 1~'j

[ Auto ]
1.00 fl =
o.f:mooo ;

Auto Scal e
F'efer'ence
Sampling @ 200 MHz

0.000 s;100 n,=;,'di\'"'-:" C:--::I ',I
L.. • "_)._1 ',1c;t-aph" 902 m\/,/d 1\,..

r------------------------,
1: ,..';:ilM_1

.--,-¥,--

Figure 3-22. Example TIME Menu
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Mode. Auto, Triggered, or Single timebase modes may be selected.

Auto. Auto mode waits for a specified length of time (determined by the time range) for a trigger.
If a trigger does not occur within that time, the contents of the acquisition memory are displayed
with no trigger correlation.

Trig'd. Triggered mode waits until a trigger is received before the graph is updated. There is no
time limit in triggered mode; if a trigger does not occur, the screen is not updated. The status
line of the display will advise "Waiting for Trigger".

Single. Single mode clears the graph and displays the acquisition when a single trigger is
received. A new acquisition is not made until the instrument is manually reset by pressing the
RUN/STOP key. When the trigger has occurred, the status line of the display will advise
"Acquisition Complete".

Range. Range sets the full-scale time from the left side of the graph to the right side of the graph.
Range can be varied from 10 seconds to 50 nanoseconds in real time mode, or from 20
microseconds to 10 nanoseconds in repetitive sampling mode. The range can be varied in a 1-2-5
sequence by pressing the NEXT or PREV key. The range can also be entered by using the
numeric key pad followed by the appropriate units factor key (sec, msec, usee, or nsec). If the
value entered in not in the 1-2-5 sequence, the HP 54201A/D will round the entry to the nearest
valid time.

Delay. Delay allows the user to look at an acquisition window a specified amount of time before or
after the trigger event. The pre- trigger range is shown in the table below. The post-trigger range
is at least 200 screen diameters for all time ranges.

Sampling Mode

Real Time

Repetitive

Time Range

50 ns to 5 us
10 us to 10 s

10 ns to 20 us

Pre-Trigger Range

Up to 10 us
Up to 2 screen diameters

Up to 2 screen diameters

Pre- and post-trigger resolution are adjustable in steps of 0.1 (coarse) and 0.001 (fine) screen
diameters, or the least significant digit, whichever is greater.

Additional delay may be added by using the On Event feature discussed in the analog trigger
menu.

Auto Scale. This selection changes the search criteria when the AUTO SCALE key on the front
panel is pressed. Timebase Auto Scale may be disabled or selected to auto scale on period,
positive pulse, negative pulse, rising edge, or falling edge. Auto Scale scales the timebase to
display the selected portion of the waveform. Wilen the timebase Auto Scale is disabled, the
timebase is not rescaled when the front panel AUTO SCALE key is pressed; vertical and trigger
may be rescaled depending on their Auto Scale settings.

Reference. Reference places the trigger event plus delay at the Left, Center, or Right side of the
graph, depending on the selection. If delay is zero, a Left reference places the trigger event at the
left side of the graph; a Center reference places the trigger event at the center of the graph; and a
Right reference places the trigger event at the right side of the graph.
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Sampling. Sampling is the real time digitizing rate used by the HP 54201 AjD to acquire the
waveform in real time sampling mode. The digitizing rate depends upon the time range selected
and can only be changed indirectly by changing the time range. All time ranges from 5!J.s to
50 ns have a digitizing rate of 200 megasamplesjsecond. This field is not present in Repetitive
sampling mode, when the random repetitive sampling rate is 25 MHz.

3-12. THE GRAPH DISPLAY

The display is in the graph mode any time the SYSTEM, STATUS, or TRIG State (HP 54201 D only)
menus are turned off. Refer to the example display shown in figure 3-23.

Line 1: The left side of line 1 shows which menu, if any, is being displayed. The right side of
line 1 shows instrument status messages such as "No Trigger Found" or "Acquired
Frame". Warning messages and error messages are also displayed on this portion of
line 1 and are accompanied by an audible beep when initially displayed.

Line 2: The right side of line 2 indicates HP-IB status and indicates when the SHIFT function
is active.

Lines 3-5: These three lines display the menu selections for DISPLAY, TRIG Analog, CHAN, and
TIME menus when active, or display the measurement answers when these menus
are turned off.

Line 6: Line 6 is always blank.

[ Off ]
[DIsabled]

10D r.svd 1\/2.45 \/I~r-aph" 1.7t; \//d i \1

r---------=-:...--------=---------~

Display Status: AcquIred Frame 00080 __
TALr OIIL'T'

F'efer-ence L I ne,=:
Accumu I ate 1"1ode
Ilats F i I te r

1
2-

3-5{
6
7-

1: IUb"••' :',.--'~

.".-- (", ...............

8-23

Figure 3-23. Graph Mode Display
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Line 7: This line displays the scale factors for the selected graph (either 1, 2, 3, or 4). The
scale factors displayed, from left to right, are:

Vertical sensitivity (volts/division),
Vertical offset (volts),
Time sensitivity (seconds/division),
Time from the trigger event to the left side of the graph (seconds).

Lines 8-23: The right portion of these lines display the acquired waveforms. The DISPLAY menu
allows 1, 2, or 4 graphs to be displayed.

The portion of these lines to the left of the displayed graphs can display four different
sets of information: graph labels, cursor values, reference line values, and
out-of-range arrows.

Graph Labels. The graph labels tell what source of information is being displayed on
each graph (Chan 1, Chan 2, Trig, Mem 0, Mem 1, Mem 2, Mem 3, or Off). The label
for a graph may be changed by pressing the NEXT or PREV key. If a user defined
line has been defined on the STATUS menu for a source, that label is displayed
directly below tile graph label.

Cursor Values. Pressing SHIFT VALUES toggles between the graph labels and cursor
values. When cursor values is selected the following information is displayed:

Voltage at X cursor
Time from trigger to X cursor
Voltage at 0 cursor
Time from trigger to a cursor
Delta voltage from a cursor to X cursor
Delta time from a cursor to X cursor

Reterence Line Values. Reference line values for graphs may be displayed and can
be chanqed by selecting the DISPLAY menu and selecting [Define] Reference Lines.
Each graph can be assigned two threshold levels for automatic measurements or for
visual reference. The levels may be specified in either volts or as a percent of the
waveform amplitude, or ECl or TTL preset values may be selected.

Out-ot-range Arrows. Just outside the left margin of each graph, a small arrow
appears whenever the waveform is driven off-screen. Vertical arrows indicate that a
portion of the graph information is off-screen either above or below the graph and not
just at the edge of the graphics. A horizontal arrow indicates that the graph is
expanded. An arrow to the left indicates that information to the left is not being
displayed and an arrow to the right indicates that information to the right is not being
displayed.
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3-13. KEY-DOWN POWER-UP RESET

Holding any key down during power-up will preset the HP 54201A/D to a predetermined condition.
Key-down power-up reset is a very important feature to use to clear the instrument if the
instrument experiences a lockup state and will not respond to any key press or programming
command. Hold the key down long enough for the power-up tune to be completed. The preset
conditions are shown in the following table.

CONDITION SETTING

TIMEBASE:
Sweep mode Auto
Time range 10 lis
Reference Center
Delay 0.0 s
Autoscale Period
Acquire mode Real time

CHANNELS:
Mode Dual Channel
Range 5.0 V
Offset 0.0 V
Store mode Normal
Labels (blank)
Coupling 1 Mn dc
Probe attenuation 1:1
Autoscale Enabled

TRIGGER:
Mode Analog
Source Channel 1
Level 0.0 V Centered
Slope Positive
Label (blank)
Autoscale Enabled
On Event 00001

DISPLAY:
Graticule Frame
# of graphs 2
Graph sources

1 Channel 1
2 Channel 2

Connect dots Off
Reference lines Off
Accumulate mode Disabled
Data filter On

MEASUREMENTS: Standard

OTHER:
Running True
HP-IB address/mode Not changed
Hardcopy device Printer
Rear BNC Constant low
Beeper On
Setup labels (blank)
Stored setups Unprotected
Stored waveforms Cleared
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STATE SETTINGS:

_____________Status: No Trigger Found _
TALK mil'!"

Define [Hs~lcnrnent] [ Analo On l :

l'lu l tI pl ex i n q

Label.. Pol
l1li

Clock
JKl

---------- UDIID ----------
Pod 2 Pod 1 Pod 0

, " 'I II " •• ,
8 0 8 0 8 0

""""'" """"'! """"'"

Trigger State Assignment Menu after Key-Down Power-Up Reset

_____________Status: No Trigger Found _
TALK ONLI'

T,- i 1~II~el- '-p'
Define [ ~,ec u e nc e ] Tr i qq e r 1'10de [ An a loOn I ~

In '::;equence,
find I!J!mDI Occur-r-enc e s of

[,HI'I =tateJ
then Do Nothing

Sequence Restart on no state

Im.I Tr i gger Te,-,

Label>
Hase >

a
b
c
d

A
'WIIM'

Trigger State Sequence Menu after Key-Down Power-Up Reset
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SECTION 4
FRONT PANEL EXERCISES

4-1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will further familiarize the user
with the front panel operation of the HP
54201A/D Digitizing Oscilloscope by
performing some actual measurements.

This exercise requires a HP 54201A/D, two
BNC cables, and a signal generator capable of
providing a 35 kHz square/sine wave of 5 volts
amplitude and 2.5 volts offset, and a trigger
output. The swept frequency measurement
requires a generator with a sweep frequency
output, a 1-kn resistor, and a 3300 pF
capacitor. An HP Model 8116A option 001
provides all the required generator functions
and has a 50n output.

4-2. SETUP

Set up the generator to give a 35-kHz square
wave with an amplitude of 5 volts and an
offset of 2.5 volts. Connect the signal output
of the generator to the channel one input of
the HP 54201A/D. Connect the trigger output
of the generator to the channel two input.

Preset the HP 54201A/D to known conditions
by holding any key down and powering up the
instrument. Hold the key down for about three
seconds.

Press the STATUS menu key on the HP
54201A/D, then using the field arrow keys,
move the blinking selection cursor to the
Channel Coupling impedance field. Press the
NEXT or PREV key to change 1 Mn to 50 n for
both Input 1 and Input 2.

Get a waveform on screen by pressing the
AUTO SCALE key (figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1.
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4-3. LOOKING AT WAVEFORM EDGES

The instrument is currently triggered on a
positive edge of the square wave. To look at
this edge in greater detail, move the trigger
point from the left edge of the screen to center
screen. First, press the TIME menu key; next,
using the FIELD arrow keys, move the blinking
selection cursor from the Mode selection field
to the Reference selection field. Press the
NEXT key to change the reference from Left to
Center (figure 4-2).

The reference field places the reference point
(trigger plus delay) at the left edge of the
screen, at center screen, or at the right edge
of the screen.

T ~ roeI:.,00 '0'>2 •• __ St e t 1.1'=: 11- ed Fr erne D[I[I~:'~

THU 1:'11L',

_ [Fe,l T,me J ~£.~'l;::~<"

Figure 4-2

Since the delay equals zero right now, the
reference point is the trigger point.

This is an example of how all the controls of
the HP 54201AID operate. The blinking
selection cursor is moved to the desired
selection field and the NEXTjPREV keys are
used to roll through the possible selections.

Numeric selection fields without brackets [ ]
may be changed using the NEXT or PREV key
(which act as increment/decrement keys), or
by entering the desired number from the
numeric key pad followed by the desired units
(sec, Volt, msec, mV, usee, or nsec).

/

Figure 4-3
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With a center reference, the time range can be
changed to a faster value and still keep the
reference point at center screen. This makes it
easy to look at rising or falling edges. Using
the arrow keys, move the blinking selection
cursor to the Range selection field. The time
range is the full-scale time from the left side of
a graph to the right side of the graph. Varying
this value has the same effect as the sweep
speed control on analog oscilloscopes. Press
the PREV key to decrement the range value.
Continue pressing the PREV key until the
positive edge can be seen over one to two
horizontal divisions (figure 4-3).
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4-4. RISE TIME MEASUREMENT
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All automatic measurements are continuously
updated and made on the data shown on
screen. To make a rise time measurement,
there must be at least nine data points on the
edge. Make the rise time measurement by
pressing SHIFT, RISE, 1. The 1 specifies that
the measurement will be made on graph 1.
Measurements may be specified for up to four
different graphs. The rise time of the
waveform should be showing on the display in
the upper left (figure 4-4).

Figure 4-4

4-5. FALL TIME MEASUREMENT
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To make a fall time measurement the falling
edge must be displayed on screen. This is
done by specifying a negative slope for the
trigger. Select the trigger menu by pressing
the TRIG menu key. Move the blinking
selection cursor to the selection field showing
+Slope. Press the NEXT key to select
-SLOPE.

Notice the display is now showing the negative
edge (figure 4-5). Display the measurement
results again by turning off the TRIG menu.
This is done by pressing the TRIG key again.
Each of the menu keys has a toggle function
that switches between the measurement
results, if any. and the desired menu.

Figure 4-5
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The rise time should not have an answer since
the rising edge is not shown on screen. Make
the fall time measurement by pressing SHIFT,
FALL, 1 (figure 4-6).

Measurements slow the update rate slightly
since computation time is required.
Measurements can be turned off by moving
the blinking selection cursor to the undesired
measurement and pressing CLEAR ENTRY or
SHIFT DELETE. Remove both the rise time
measurement and the fall time measurement.

Figure 4-6
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4-6. MEASURING FREQUENCY AND
PERIOD II ~ cH. '"7 I Hz

Per II"" 2E:,EO IF=

To measure the frequency, at least one period
must be displayed on screen. Press AUTO
SCALE to rescale the waveform. To measure
the frequency, press SHIFT, FREQ, 1. To
measure the period, press SHIFT, PERIOD, 1
(figure 4-7). Remember that the 1 specifies
that the measurement will be made on
graph 1.

4-7. CURSOR MEASUREMENTS Figure 4-7

Cursors provide a manual method of making
measurements. Using the cursors allows
precise examination of particular points of
interest. Cursor measurements are made by
first turning on the cursor values. To do this,
make the shift function active by pressing
SHIFT, then press VALUES (figure 4-8).

All cursor functions are performed while SHIFT
is active. A message in the upper right of the
screen tells when SHIFT is on. To move a
cursor, activate the desired cursor by pressing
X, 0, or X&O. Next press the desired left,
right, up, or down cursor arrow. The left and
right arrows move the cursors horizontally
along the waveform. The up and down arrows
move the cursors from one graph to the graph
above or below it.
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Figure 4-8
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Figure 4-9
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Make a manual period measurement by
activating the X cursor, then press -EDGE or
EDGE- until X is on a positive edge of the
waveform. Next, select the 0 cursor, move it
to the top graph using a vertical arrow; then
press -EDGE or EDGE- to put 0 on the
closest positive edge next to the X cursor
(figure 4-9). Cursor O-X time gives the period
measurement. This method gives a slight
error since the X cursor jumps to the lower
threshold and the 0 cursor jumps to the upper
threshold. To correct for this error, move
either cursor to the corresponding place on
the waveform as the other cursor.

The left side of the screen shows which cursor
is active; the voltage values of the X and 0
cursors, the time from the trigger event to the
X and 0 cursors, and voltage and time values
of the 0 cursor minus the X cursor (t:N and
LH)
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4-8. EXPANDING GRAPHS

4-9. Expanding One Waveform

Graphs are expanded horizontally by
positioning the X and 0 cursors about the area
to be enlarged, then press EXPAND. Expand
about the rising edge of the waveshape by
placing the X cursor one division to the left of
the rising edge and place the 0 cursor one
division to the right of the rising edge (figure
4-10); then press EXPAND (figure 4-11).

The expansion is performed on the graph with
the active cursor. If both cursors are on the
same graph, as in this case, it does not matter
which cursor is active.

o 0 ,:4. % 14=
Per 0 = 2::::.1::,[1 IJ'~

IIIIIJ 1.t.7··,]1 2.4',"

l'I'~-' -.' .--------B-----

.",e l ec t ed I
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Figure 4-10
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21 2
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_____________________________ ':,t e t us. : H,= qu It- ed
Notice the little arrow to the left of the graph
advising that the graph is expanded
horizontally. Vertical arrows would indicate
the waveform is off screen vertically.

Automatic measurements may be performed
on expanded waveshapes remembering that
the measurement will be made on the data
shown on screen.

Press NORMAL to return the waveshape to its
unexpanded scale factor.

Figure 4-11
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4-10. Expanding Two Graphs to the
Same Scale

What if two related graphs are displayed and
examination both graphs is desired in finer
detail while maintaining the timing relationship
between the graphs? This can be done by
placing the X cursor on one of the graphs, the
o cursor on the other graph, making X&O
active, and pressing EXPAND. This expands
the time between X and O.

Using the down arrow, move the 0 cursor to
the lower graph. (figure 4-12). Press X&O,
then press EXPAND (figure 4-13). then press
EXPAND. Both graphs should now be
expanded to the same scale factor.

4-11. CONNECT DOTS

When waveforms are expanded, the sample
dots are spread apart and may not be easy to
see clearly. To allow the waveform to be
viewed clearly, the HP 54201AfD has a
connect-the-dots feature. Press the DISPLAY
menu key and change the Connect Dots field
from off to on. Notice that the sample dots
are now connected by straight lines (figure
4-14).

Change Connect Dots to Off. Press NORMAL
to return to the unexpanded scale factor.
Then to remove the cursor values and return
to the graph labels, press VALUES while the
SHIFT key is active.
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4-12. LOOKING AT PULSES

4-13. Positive Pulse Width

To measure a positive pulse width using
automatic measurements, first show a positive
pulse on screen. To do this, go to the TIME
menu and select +Pulse in the Auto Scale field
(figure 4-15). Press AUTO SCALE, then press
SHIFT, +WIDTH, 1 (figure 4-16). As in all
automatic measurements, the 1 specifies that
the measurement will be made on graph 1.
The answer is shown in the measurement
results area.

HP 54201AID - Front Panel Exercises

Figure 4-15
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4-14. Negative Pulse Width

To measure a negative pulse width, go to the
TIME menu and select -Pulse for Auto Scale,
then press AUTO SCALE. This will display a
negative pulse on screen. Next, press SHIFT,
-WIDTH, 1 (figure 4-17).

4-15. DUTY CYCLE

Figure 4-16
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Figure 4-17
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Duty cycle can be measured by adjusting the
time range to show two periods (100 us if a
35-kHz signal is being used), then press
SHIFT, DUTY, 1 (figure 4-18). Signals may be
scaled manually, as in this example, or using
Auto Scale, as in previous examples. Return
the TIME menu Auto Scale to Period and press
AUTO SCALE.
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Figure 4-18
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4-16. WAVEFORM STORAGE
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Waveforms may be saved for later reference.
To save a waveform first press SAVE (figure
4-19), change the storage selection from Setup
to Graph, then select 1 (figure 4-20); next
select memory O. This saves the contents of
graph 1 in memory O.

Similarly, instrument setups may also be saved
using the SAVE key. There are four
instrument setup memories and four waveform
memories. Figure 4-20

To recall the waveform, one of two methods
may be used. The first method uses the
NEXTfPREV keys. Move the blinking selection
cursor to the Graph 1 label field. Roll through
the selections until memory 0 is showing
(figure 4-21). This displays the contents of
memory 0 on graph 1.

.. r-'-'~'...c"-'--,---'-'~--'--,-"" c",-,~·..c'.'.:C.---" ",=ec. "1
IIDllDII

Figure 4-21

The second method uses the RECALL key in
the same manner as the SAVE key was used.
Press RECALL, then change Setup to Graph,
select 2 (figure 4-22), and enter 0 for memory.
The contents of memory 0 is now displayed on
both graphs 1 and 2 (figure 4-23).

Automatic measurements and cursors can be
used on stored waveforms.

Press the RUN-STOP key to start acquisitions
again. Graph 1 will now be Channel 1 again
and Graph 2 will be Channel 2.
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Figure 4-23

Figure 4-22
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4-17. RECOVERING FROM A LOST
FRONT PANEL SETUP

The HP 54201 AID has a unique feature to help
you recover an unstored front panel setup.
Suppose you have the instrument front panel
setup to a special configuration, and
inadvertently hit the TTL, ECl, or AUTO
SCALE key. To recover your lost setup,
immediately press the RECAll key, change
Graph to Memory if required (figure 4-24), and
enter 9 in the "Setup from Memory" field.
Your lost setup will now be returned. RECAll
Setup 9 must be the first keystrokes made
atter the inadvertent entry, or the setup will be
lost.

I I IIBI!II!I!III I, •

1, IBlII!IIIIII
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Figure 4-24

4-18. TROUBLESHOOTING LOGIC
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Figure 4-25
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The HP 54201 A/D accomplishes this easily
with TTl/ECl presets and Vmax and Vmin
measurements.

Troubleshooting a class of logic problems can
be accomplished by qulckly probing a number
of different points and verifying whether a
signal is there, whether the logic high is a
legitimate value, and whether the logic low is a
legitimate value.

The input signal was previously chosen to
simulate TTL levels. Press the TTL preset key.
Next press SHIFT, Vmax, 1; then SHIFT, Vmin, 1
(figure 4-25). Vmax shows the maximum value
of the waveshape or the TTL high. Vmin shows
the minimum value of the waveshape or the
TTL low. Some care must be exercised to
include the effect of overshoot.

Because these measurements are
continuously updated, probe from
point-to-point while glancing at the display to
verify the line is switching, and also verify the
high and low levels.
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Variations of signals can be measured using
the envelope mode. Since the parameters of
channel 1 will be changed a stable trigger
point will have to be established. Go to the
TRIG menu and change the trigger Source
from channel 1 to channel 2. Adjust the
trigger Level if necessary. Change the signal
source to a sine wave. Go to the CHAN menu
and change the channel 1 Store Mode from
Normal to Envelope (figure 4-26).

4-19. MEASURING WORST-CASE
JITTER

Change the signal generator offset from 2.5
volts to 1.5 volts in 100 mV increments.
Watch the channel 1 display as this is done.
The maximum and minimum excursions of the
waveshape are shown (figure 4-27). This is
similar to making a voltage drift measurement.

Start the measurement over by pressing
ERASE then enter 1 in Erase Graph field. Now
go to the DISPLAY menu and select Manual
for the accumulation mode. Change the signal
generator offset from 1.5 volts to 2.5 volts in
100 mV increments. Notice that the
accumulation mode retains all waveshapes for
display purposes (figure 4-28). Manual
accumulation erases the qraph when the
acquisition is restarted; fast accumulation
erases the graph after 16 acquisitions; slow
accumulation erases the graph after 64
acquisitions.

Cursors operate on envelope waveforms but
not accumulation waveforms. All front panel
auto-measurements except Vmin operate on
the maximum array of an envelope. Cursors
and auto-measurements operate on the last
acquired frame when in the accumulate mode.
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Figure 4-27
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Disable the accumulation mode. Restart the
acquisition by pressing ERASE then enter 1 in
the Erase Graph field. Observe timing jitter by
changing the frequency of the signal from 35
kHz to 30 kHz in 1 kHz increments (figure
4-29). Go to the CHAN menu and change the
channel 1 store mode from Envelope back to
Normal. Change the generator signal back to
a 35-kHz square wave.

Figure 4-29
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4-20. SINGLE-SHOT CAPTURE

To demonstrate a single-shot capture, first go
to the TRIG menu and change the trigger
Source from channel 2 to channel 1. Next, go
to the TIME menu and change the Mode from
Auto to Single and the Reference from Left to
Center. Changing the reference from left to
center allows the entire first pulse to be seen.
Disconnect the channel 1 input and press
RUN-STOP, the instrument is now waiting for
a trigger (figure 4-30). Reconnect the input,
and the instrument will capture and display
one acquisition (figure 4-31).
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Figure 4-30

4-21. TRIGGERED MODE

Change the time base mode to triggered
(Trig'd) and press RUN- STOP. Disconnect the
channel 1 input and notice that the last
acquisition stays on screen (figure 4-32). This
is useful when probing, as the last acquisition
remains on screen when the probe is lifted.
Reconnect the input and the display starts
updating again.

4-22. AUTO MODE

Change the timebase Mode to Auto and
disconnect the the channel 1 input. This time
the instrument continues sweeping without a
trigger to show where the voltage of the input
is (figure 4-33). Reconnect the input.
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Figure 4-31
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4-23. SWEPT FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Another typical measurement made with
oscilloscopes is to measure the frequency
response of a test circuit. This measurement
requires a signal generator with the capability
of sweeping frequencies; an HP 8116A with
option 001 is used to describe the the
measurement.

First set up the HP 8116A to sweep from 1
kHz to 500 kHz with a sine wave of amplitude
2.5 volts and offset of 1.25 volts. This gives a
5-volt signal with 2.5 volts of offset into the HP
54201AID 1 megohm input. Choose an
internal sweep (I.SWP) mode for the HP
8116A. Set the start (STA) frequency at 1 kHz,
the stop (STP) frequency at 500 kHz, the
sweep time (SWT) at 50 ms, the high level
(HIL) at 2.5 volts, the low level (LOL) at 0 volts,
and select a sine wave.

T 1 ',-,'O'b 0<0,>0' ~ '3t:3tU:::.: H,:qu ir ed Fr aroe 13DI]13 __
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Figure 4-34

Connect the signal output of the HP 8116A to
the channel 1 input of the HP 54201A/D.
Connect the start of sweep output (rear panel
of HP 8116A, X-OUT) to the channel 2 input of
the HP 54201A/D. Press the TTL preset key.
Select channel 2 as the trigger source. Set
Channel 1 and Channel 2 coupling to 1 Mn dc
Change the time range to 200 ms and adjust
the time delay to get an entire sweep ramp of
channel 2 on screen (figure 4-34).

Thus far the vertical and horizontal controls
have been set up the same as for any signal.
Now set up the controls that are unique for
measuring a frequency response. Go to the
DISPLAY menu and turn off the data filter. Go
to the CHAN menu and put channel 1 in the
envelope mode.

The swept frequency response from 1 kHz to
500 kHz should be displayed. Because this is
not testing a circuit, there are only two parallel
lines (figure 4-34). To look at a more
interesting response, connect a simple
low-pass filter using a t-kn resistor and a
3300-pF capacitor. This gives a roll-off
characteristic around 48 kHz (figure 4-35).
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SECTION 5
STATE TRIGGERING WITH THE HP 542010

5-1. INTRODUCTION

State triggering in an oscilloscope is a new concept, that with some familiarization and practice,
can become a very powerful tool. Even though a primary function of a circuit may be analog,
nearly all state of the art designs include some kind of digital control. State triggering on the
digital control can be accomplished using the 27 parallel bits of state trigger, while the analog input
of the oscilloscope can probe analog or digital signals to be characterized. The 27 bits are for
state triggering only and cannot be viewed on the HP 54201 D display.

Note

This section discusses the various modes and triggering techniques in a
tutorial manner, therefore it is advantageous to operate the HP 542010 while
reading this section of the manual.

5-2. STATE TRIGGER MENUS

Two selections, the Assignment menu and the Sequence menu are available in the State Trigger
menus. Figure 5-1 is a menu tree showing the selections available from the State Trigger menus.
At the end of this section is a quick reference to the State Trigger menus.

TRIGger[State]ITriggert=[Analog Only]
Mode [State Only]

[State Arms Analog]

Define [Assignment]~~StateMOdeE[NOrmalJ
[Qual ified]
[Missing Bit]
[Extra Bit]

Multiplexing (Normal Mode Only)
Clock Assignments
Pod Thresholds
Labels
Pol arity
Bit Assignment

[sequence]Esequence Terms
Restart Terms
Number Base
Resource Terms

Figure 5-1. State Trigger Menu Tree
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5-3. STATE TRIGGER INPUTS

The HP 54201 D uses three HP Model 10271A ten-channel probes to input 27 channels of state
trigger and three clocks. These inputs can be used in a multiplex configuration when triggering on
microprocessor systems with multiplexed buses. To connect these probes to the system under
test perform the following:

1. Snap on the adapters for each of the general purpose probe pods.

2. Connect the line for each probe bit to monitor a node in the system under test. leave
extra lines unconnected. Do not connect signals with different threshold levels (some
TTL and some ECl, for example) in the same probe pod.

3. Connect the ground probe from each pod to a ground point in the system under test.

5-4. STATE TRIGGER ASSIGNMENT MENU

The state trigger must monitor inputs from the digital system under test in exactly the same
manner as the digital system interprets the outputs/inputs. Therefore, the clock assignments and
voltage thresholds utilized by the system must also be used by the HP 54201 D state trigger. The
type of information is specified in the oscilloscope state trigger Assignment menu. The
Assignment menu is also used to group incoming channels and assign labels (names) to the
groups. Assigning labels to groups (such as address, data, and status channels) makes state
triggering much easier for tile user to interpret.

To display the default state trigger Assignment menu, set the HP 54201 D power to off, then set the
power to on while holding down any front panel key (key-down power-on). This presets the HP
54201 D to a known setup. Press the TRIG menu key. This is the menu for setting up the
oscilloscope analog trigger (conventional oscilloscope triggering). The blinking cursor should be in
the Analog field. Press tile NEXT or PREV key to display the trigger STATE menu. The display
should appear as shown in figure 5-2.

5-5. Trigger Mode Assignment

Move the blinking cursor to the Trigger Mode field and press the NEXT or PREV key to cycle
through the three trigger mode options. Trigger mode determines whether the instrument will
trigger on the conditions specified in the analog trigger submenu [Analog only], or will trigger on
the conditions set up in state trigger submenus [State only], or whether the state conditions will
first be found and then used to arm the analog trigger [State Arms Analog]. This trigger mode field
is also present in the State Trigger Sequence menu.

5-6. State Mode Assignment

Move the blinking cursor the the State Mode field and press the NEXT or PREV key to cycle
through four state modes that are available.

[Normal]. State patterns up to 27 channels wide may be defined as trigger qualification. Up to
four unique state patterns can be qualified on, in a user-defined sequence. This mode is identical
to that of state triggering in the HP 1630 and HP 1631 Logic Analyzers.
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[Qualified]. When in the qualified mode, multiplexing is automatically turned on. In addition, the
state sequence search does not begin until after the qualify clock has occurred. The slave clock is
defined as the qualify clock. All other operation is identical to the [Normal] mode.

[Missing Bit]. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence to detect a missing bit in a
string of serial data and triggers the acquisition.

[Extra Bit]. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence specification to detect an extra bit
in a string of serial data and triggers the acquisition.

With Missing Bit and Extra Bit modes, the J clock is used to define the reference time interval or
cell for which a missing or extra bit will be checked. The serial data is input as the L clock.

[ Analo Onllj

No Trlqqer Found _
- - TAU Of1L \'

[Assl nment]Define Trigger Mode

Clock
JI<L

'=:,tate I'lode ---------- lIB ----------
Pod 2 Pod 1 Pod 0

l'lultipleln'~1 I " II II II II
:=:i O 8 0 :=:: 0

Labe 1 F'o 1

II1II uau "S"M"'I' ""I"'" I"""""

Figure 5-2. State Trigger Default Menu

5-7. Clock Assignments

The HP 54201 D state trigger must recognize data (input patterns) on the same clock edge as the
system under test. Three ORed clocks are available in the state trigger Assignment menu. The
default clock assiqnrnent specifies to monitor input data on the positive edge of the J clock. Other
clock specifications may be made by moving the cursor to the ORed clock field on the Assignment
menu and using the NEXT or PREV key to select different clocks and edges.
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5-8. Multiplex Assignment

Some digital systems may use multiplexing in which certain signal lines are used for different
information at different times. For example, data bits and address bits may be multiplexed on the
same pins of the microprocessor. The oscilloscope state trigger can demultiplex these lines. To
set the multiplexing mode on, move the cursor to the Multiplexing field in the state trigger
Assignment menu and press the NEXT or PREV key. The slave clock latches in information from
Pod 1 and Pod 2, while the master clock latches in information from Pod O. On the occurrence of
master clock, both sets of information are checked for pattern recognition and correct sequence
occurrence. rheretore, the master clock must follow the slave clock. To select clock
assignments, move the cursor to the clock field and use the NEXT or PREV keys. Rising edge,
falling edge, either edge, or inactive (.) may be selected for the J, K, and l clocks.

5-9. Threshold Assignments

Input threshold levels can be selected for each pod. The threshold is selected by moving the
cursor into the field under an individual pod and selecting TTL, ECl, or absolute voltages between
-9.9 V and +9.9 V.

Note
All probe connections within a pod are assigned the same threshold level.

5-10. Label Assignments and Polarity

Move the cursor to the label field in the state trigger Assignment menu. A message will
momentarily appear on the display screen indicating a new label may be added. Press the INSERT
key and a new label field will be added. labels are entered with numeric keys and/or the blue shift
key and the alphabetic characters. labels are deleted by pressing the DELETE key (shift INSERT)
when the blinking cursor is on the line of the label to be deleted.

Note

When operating in the Missing Bit or Extra Bit state modes, only one label
field may be assigned.

Notice the Pol (polarity) field to the right of the label field. By using the NEXT or PREV key, + or 
may be selected to indicate whether a voltage above the threshold voltage is to be defined as a 1
or a O. A + in thls field indicates voltages above the threshold are 1 and voltages below the
threshold are O. Choosing - defines the opposite polarity.

The asterisk field to the right of the Pol field assigns which input probes will be active for each
label field. An "*,, designates that input bit as active. A "." designates that input bit as inactive or
ignored, and is referred to as a "masked off" bit. To assign status to an input bit, press the NEXT
or PREV key while in the asterisk field.

Note

The bits assigned to labels need not be physically adjacent. For example, bit
2 in Pod 0 could be combined with bit 5 in Pod 2 for assignment of a single
label consisting of the two probe channels.
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To clarify what we have covered so far, let's consider a specific example. Assume that you want
to trigger when a certain word is written to a DAC. Assume also that this is an 8-bit DAC with a
5-bit address bus decoded to select the DAC chip select input. In the state trigger Assignment
menu, select the Trigger Mode to be [State Only], the State Mode to be [Normal], and Multiplexing
to be [Off]. One of the clock lines should be connected to an I/O write control line for the
microprocessor. In this example (figure 5-3), the rising edge of the J clock from Pod 2 has been
assigned as the state clock. Move the blinking cursor down to the first label field and change the
label to "ADDR". To assign the lower five bits of Pod 2 to monitor the 5-bit address bus, move the
cursor into the asterisk field and press the NEXT or PREY key until only the last five bits of Pod 2
have an "". while all other bits of Pod 0, 1, and 2 have a "." assigned. Placing a "." in the field is
called masking off, or ignoring, a bit. While the cursor is on the top Label line, press the INSERT
key to create a new Label assignment line. Label this line "DATA" and mask off all bits except the
last eight bits of Pod 1. The state trigger Assignment menu should now be completely set up to
define the inputs as shown in figure 5-4. The actual trigger conditions required are defined by the
state trigger Sequence menu. This menu is discussed in the next section.

FROM
MICRD--PROC

I
"<; ----

POD 2 POD 1
J 54201D

ClK 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ClK 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I I I I I I I I I 1,11111111.1 <. ;> 0 0

~

I
\

D0-D7
/ 8-BIT

v DAC ANALOG OUT

~ CHIP ENABLE

I A0-A4 \
/

v DECODING
CIRCUITRY

lOW WRITE

B5420111

Figure 5-3. Example Normal Mode State Triggering Setup
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Figure 5-4. State Trigger Assignment Menu Setup

5-11. STATE TRIGGER SEQUENCE MENU

The state trigger sequence specification determines the conditions under which the state trigger
will cause the oscilloscope to trigger acquisition of data. With the state trigger Assignment menu
setup as specified in the preceding example, move the cursor to the Define Assignment field and
press the NEXT or PREY key to display the Define Sequence menu.

5-12. Trigger Mode Assignment

Move the blinking cursor to the Trigger Mode field. Press the NEXT or PREY key to cycle through
the three trigger mode selections and note the change in the sequence specification. In trigger
mode [State Only] the state condition specified will trigger the oscilloscope acquisition. In the
[State Arms Analog] mode, state conditions and sequences must first be satisfied, and then the
analog trigger (Channel 1, Channel 2, or External) will trigger the oscilloscope acquisition. In the
[Analog Only] mode, state conditions and sequences will "Do Nothing" as the sequence
specification states. In the Analog Only mode, triggering is totally dependent upon analog inputs
as in a conventional oscilloscope. The Trigger Mode field is also present in the state trigger
Assignment menu. Return the Trigger Mode to [State Only].

5-13. Resource Terms

There are four resource terms from which state patterns may be specified; a, b, c, and d. For each
label field specified in the Assignment menu, a corresponding column will be positioned next to the
resource terms. When defining the resource terms, each term is an ANDed function of each
column. For convenience, the user may specify the resource terms in any combination of the four
value bases, hexadecimal, binary, octal, and decimal. Move the cursor to the Base field under one
of the columns labeled "ADDR" or "DATA" and cycle through the four selections by pressing the
NEXT or PREY key.
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Note

An "X" specifies a "don't care" state, while a "$" specifies an undefined state.
"Don't cares" in one value base cannot always be translated to another base;
when this happens a "$" is displayed.

To make this easier to understand, specify the base for each column to be [BIN] (binary). "ADDR"
should be 5 bits wide and "DATA" should be 8 bit wide as previously specified in the Assignment
menu. For our example, assume the DAC address is 11001 and that we desire to trigger the
oscilloscope on various inputs written to the DAC, while monitoring the DAC analog output with
the oscilloscope analog inputs. Move the cursor to the field to the right of the resource terms "a"
and specify the "ADDR" as 11001 by using the numeric key pad. Move the cursor to the "DATA"
field of resource term "a" and specify all 8 bits as O's.

Note

If a "don't care" bit is inadvertently changed to a 1 or a 0, change it back by
pressing the DON'T CARE key (shift CLEAR ENTRY).

Move the cursor to the "ADDR" column of the "b" resource term and specify the bits as 11001.
Move the cursor to the "DATA" column of the "b" resource terms and specify all 8 bits as 1'so
Move the cursor to the "ADDR" field of resource term "c" and specify the bits as 11001, but leave
the "DATA" field of resource term "c" as don't cares. Move the cursor to the "ADDR" column of
resource term "d" and specify the bits as 11001. Move the cursor to the "DATA" column of
resource term "d" and specify the bits as 10000000. The resource definitions should now appear
as shown in figure 5-5.

_____________Status: No Trlqqer Found _
- - TAU CIIIL','

Define [ Se uence ] Tt-II~11~ler- ['lode [ State On 1

In I::;equenc::e,
find~ IJccur-r-ence;=: clf

[an state]
then Trigger AcquIsition

Sequence Restart on no state

Label ADDR DATA
Ba= e IDBII '_a"_'

c
d

Figure 5-5. Sequence Menu Resource Definitions
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5-14. State Sequence Specification

The Sequence Specification may consist of up to 4 sequence terms with the last term occurring up
59999 times. In addition, the last term may be an ORed or ANDed combination of up to 4
individual terms. Sequence Restart may be specified and can consist of up to four ORed terms.

Move the blinking cursor into the sequence specification so that it is in the field labeled [any state].
This is the trigger term which is the last term in a possible of 4 sequence terms. The sequence
specification should presently be setup to trigger the acquisition after finding one occurrence of
[any state]. States are checked on the edge of the clock specified in the Assignment menu, or
when multiplexing, the master clock. In this example, a trigger will be generated on each positive
transition of the J clock input.

Press the NEXT key one time to display [a]. The oscilloscope will now trigger whenever state
pattern "a" is found. As we have defined resource term "a", this will occur each time the DAC is
written to with all zeros on the data bus. The DAC is written to any time 11001 is present on the
decoding circuitry input when the J clock goes high.

Press the NEXT key again to display [b]. The oscilloscope will now trigger each time all ones are
written to the DAC as defined by resource term "b".

Press the NEXT key again to display [c]. The oscilloscope will now trigger any time the DAC is
written to regardless of what is on the DATA bus, as defined by term "c",

Press the NEXT key again to display [d]. The oscilloscope will now trigger whenever 10000000 is
written to the DAC as defined by term "d".

Press the NEXT key again to display [:;tal. This is defined as anything other than term "a". It is not
the complement of "a". With this specification, the oscilloscope will trigger anytime other than
when the DAC is written to with all zeros.

Continue pressing the NEXT key to cycle through the remaining selections (:;tb, :;tc, and :;td) until
term [a] is displayed again. Press the INSERT key once to display a second sequence term, then
press the NEXT key to display term [b] as the second term. The oscilloscope is now specified to
trigger whenever state pattern "a" or "b" occurs. In our example, the oscilloscope will trigger
whenever all zeros or all ones are written to the DAC.

Move the blinking cursor to the Trigger Term field where [or] is displayed. Press the NEXT or
PREY key to display [and]. The sequence terms now are an ANDed function of state patterns "a"
and "b". For our DAC example, the ANDed function of "a" and "b" can never occur.

Change the sequence terms to [:;tal and [:;tb]. This is a valid condition for our example, and is
equivalent to saying: trigger on any state other than "a" or "b". If anything other than all zeros or
all ones is written to the DAC, the oscilloscope will trigger.

Up to four ORed or ANDed terms may make up the sequence term by pressing the INSERT key
while the cursor is on one of the sequence terms. To delete ORed or ANDed terms, move the
cursor to the term to be deleted and press the DELETE key (shift INSERT).
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For our example. change the sequence term to be [a] only. Move the blinking cursor to the
Occurrences field. The last sequence term in the list may be specified to occur up to 59999 times
before generating a trigger. To change the number of occurrences, enter the desired value by
using the numeric key pad or by pressing the NEXT or PREY key to increment or decrement the
value. Specify the number of occurrences to be "4". The oscilloscope will now trigger every fourth
time the DAC is written to with all zeros on the data bus.

While the blinking cursor is in the Occurrences field, press the INSERT key. The sequence
specification should say: find [a] then Count 4 Occurrences of [a]. This is equlvatent to finding 5
occurrences of "a" before triggering the oscilloscope.

Press the INSERT key two more times. The sequence specification should now read: find [a], then
[a], then [a] then Count 4 Occurrences of [a]. This is equivalent to finding 7 occurrences of "a"
before triggering the oscilloscope. We should now have 4 sequence terms specified, which is the
maximum allowed.

Change the second term to [b] and the third term to [c]. The sequence specification should now
read: find [a], then [b], then [c] then Count 4 Occurrences of [a] as shown in figure 5-6. Each
sequence term must be found before the next sequence term will be searched for. If the sequence
of events does not occur as specified in the state trigger sequence specification, then the
oscilloscope will not trigger. The oscilloscope will now trigger only after all zeros are written to the
DAC, followed by all ones written to the DAC, followed by anything written to the DAC, followed by
four more writes to the DAC with all zeros on the data bus.

_____________Status: No Triqqer Found _
- - TALf 1:111L'r'

DefIne [ Se uence ] [ State Onl

In '::,equence,
fInd
then
then
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then TrIgger AcquisItIon

h

d

ADDR
IIDII

I
DATA

'W3"_'

Figure 5-6. State Trigger Sequence Menu
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Move the blinking cursor down to the Sequence Restart field. A sequence restart on [no state] is
equivalent to not having a restart condition. Cycle through all the possible restart conditions by
pressing the NEXT key. A sequence restart on [any state] means that for a sequence specification
to generate a trigger, each term in the specification must immediately follow the term before it
without a break. For example, with the presently displayed setup, state pattern "b" must be the
very next state that is present on the next clock after the initial occurrence of "a", and state pattern
"c" must be the very next state that is present on the next clock after the initial occurrence of "b",
and so on until the full sequence specification is satisfied.

If the sequence restart term is [no state], state pattern "b" must be the next state after the initial
occurrence of "a", but "b" doesn't necessarily have to occur on the next clock cycle; it could occur
several clock cycles later.

If a restart condition is encountered, the sequence search starts over beginning with the first
sequence term.

Note

When a restart condition is specified, the sequence specification takes
priority over the restart condition, and the oscilloscope is triggered if the
sequence specification is satisfied.

The restart term can consist of up to four individual ORed terms. These terms can be entered by
pressing the INSERT key while the cursor is in the Sequence Restart field. To delete ORed terms,
press the DELETE key.

Specify the restart term to restart on state pattern [d]. The state trigger specification should now
appear a shown in figure 5-7. Figure 5-8. shows a flow chart for trigger sequence.

TI" 11~11~lel" 1I'-BIRg4·.11 ::'tatu:;: Ik, TI"I qqer" Found __" _
- - TAU CHiL'I'

Define [ Se uence ] [ State ani
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fInd
then
then
then Count IBl 1:lccur"r"ence:=: of..
then TrIgger AcqUIsitIon

b
c
d

ADDF' DATA
DmI I.a,,_,

I
Figure 5-7. State Trigger Sequence Menu
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Figure 5-8. State Sequence Triggering Flowchart
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5-15. USING QUALIFIED MODE FOR "ARMED DIGITAL DELAY"

As discussed in the previous section, specifying a trigger after N occurrences of [anystate] is
equivalent to triggering after N occurrences of the clock. For a set of single shot events, this
technique allows you to delay by events to a specific event before triggering. For repeated events
it may be necessary to arm, or qualify, the start of the delay. This is accomplished by specifying
operation in the Qualified state mode, which is selected from the state trigger Assignment menu.
The following is a specific example showing how to use the Qualified mode to digitally delay the
trigger.

When working with disc drives, it is often necessary to monitor waveforms at any point on a track.
This can be accomplished by arming on the index pulse and then counting N number of clock
cycles.

Perform a key-down power up reset on the HP 54201 D. This will preset the HP 54201 D to a
specific default state. Press the TRIG menu key, then press the NEXT key to display the state
trigger Assignment menu. Assign the Trigger Mode as [State Only] and assign the State Mode as
[Qualified]. When in the Qualified mode, multiplexing is automatically turned on. Assign the Slave
Clock to be the rising edge of K clock and connect the K clock probe of Pod 1 to the index pulse
signal on the disc drive unit. Assign the Master Clock to be the rising edge of of the J clock and
connect the J clock probe of Pod 0 to the system phase lock loop clock on the disc drive unit.
The Assignment menu should now appear as shown in figure 5-9.

T I~ 11~1':1 e I~ 1I'-IEI;;$lml'lIlII '3t a t us: Ho TI~ 1 q q e I~ Fo u nd __ ~~ _
- - TAU orll','

[Ie f 1 ne [Assl nment] [ State OnI

[ Qua I 1 fled ]

Slave Clock Master Clock
JKl JKl

----- .. ----- ..
Pod 2 Pod 1 Pod 0

I' " " I I I'
:::: ....... 0 E: ....... O E: ....... O

Label Pol

~ uau "'I""'" """"'! "'1"1'1"

Figure 5-9. Assignment Menu for Digital Delay (Example 1)
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Move the blinking cursor to the Define field and press the NEXT key to display the state trigger
Sequence menu. Change the number of occurrences to 500. The Sequence menu should now
appear as shown in figure 5-10. The HP 542010 will now trigger after the 500Ul occurrence of a
system clock after the index pulse. Remember, [anystate] is the same as master clock
occurrences, which in this example are rising transitions of the J clock, which is connected to the
disc drive phase lock loop clock.

DefIne [ Se uence ] [ State On1

In Sequence, Quallf~ on Slave Clock then
fInd~ CJccul-l~ence'=' of

[ani state]
then Trigger AcquisItIon

Label H
B8=' e 'W:lM'

b
c
d

Figure 5-10. Sequence Menu for Digital Delay (Example 1)

Even though specifying a digital delay in this manner may at first be somewhat awkward, there are
advantages to having it as a part of the state trigger. In addition to qualifying on a slave clock and
counting master clocks [anystate], you can also specify within the sequence to find defined states.
For example, if the disc drive that you are testing has real time serial to parallel processing, it might
be advantageous to find a word identifying a particular sector on the track before counting system
clocks. Figure 5-11 and 5-12 show the state trigger Assignment and Sequence menus for an
example such as described above. The slave clock is connected to the index pulse, the master
clock to the system clock, and data inputs of one of the pods are connected to the parallel bus
output of tile disc drive unit. State "d" is defined as the sector identification for sector #4.
Acquisition is triggered only after finding the index pulse, then sector #4, and finally 200
occurrences of the system clock.

Besides providing a very versatile method of digital delay, the analog inputs of the oscilloscope are
free to probe analog signals such as the data being read from the disc (read data), and the
differentiated signal of read data. If the digital delay were part of the analog trigger section, the
analog inputs would always be connected to digital signals for triggering rather than monitoring the
critical analog signals that must be characterized.

Two levels of digital delay may be realized by using this same setup with the following changes.
Change Trigger Mode to State Arms Analog, then go to the analog trigger menu and specifiy the
On Event (holdoff-by-events) field to be any number from 1 to 59999. Now, one state trigger
(500th occurance of a system clock after the index pulse) will satisfy one event of On Event
counter.
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Figure 5-11. State Assignment Menu for Digital Delay (Example 2)
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Figure 5-12. Sequence Menu for Digital Delay (Example 2)
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5-16. EXTRA BIT AND MISSING BIT MODES

Oscilloscopes have traditionally only been able to trigger on the "known". This is fine when the
waveforms under test are predictable. However, when troubleshooting unpredictable waveforms,
triggering at the proper time may be difficult or impossible to do with a conventional oscilloscope.
Two bit fault modes were implemented within the 27-bit parallel state triggering capability of the
HP 54201 D to enable the digitizing oscilloscope to trigger on the "unknown" or fault condition.
When the fault occurs, the HP 54201 D pre-trigger acquisition and built-in measurement capabilities
allows you to perform a thorough cause-and-effect analysis of the failure. Through the missing
and extra bit triggering modes, the HP 54201 D can catch intermittent and mysterious hardware
failures that might otherwise be overlooked. Bit-fault triggering has numerous applications,
especially in detecting faults during digital signal transmission and in disc drive measurements.

5-17. The Faults

A missing bit (signal dropout) is the absence of a signal transition within a given time window. This
window is referred to as the reference cell. An extra bit (glitch) is the occurrence of two or more
transitions within a time window. Figures 5-13 and 5-14 illustrate two examples of these cases.

Reference Cell
(J Clk Input)

I-cell-\
Missing Bit
I-Cell-I

Trigger
Point I

Serial Data
(L Clk Input)

I I

~,---_rLJl__n----,rL
I I

Figure 5-13. Missing Bit Timing Diagram

Reference Cell
(J Clk Input)

Serial Data
(L Clk Input)

I-Cell-I
Extra Bit

I-Cell-I

t I
Trigger

Point

Figure 5-14. Extra Bit Timing Diagram
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For the HP 542010 to detect a fault, a reference signal and serial data (signal under test) must be
applied to the "J" and "l" clock inputs on the oscilloscope state pods. The pod inputs are logic
analyzer type triggering probes which are separate from the analog inputs. In the examples shown
in figure 5-13 and 5-14, the reference input is a simple repetitive clock with the serial data input
being a return-to-zero (RZ) signal. Depending upon the application, various combinations of edge
selections can be made defining reference cell boundaries and data transitions. For example, if in
the examples of figures 5-13 and 5-14, the serial data was non-return-to-zero (Le., one transition
per reference cell), then the serial data would be specified as both rising and falling edges.

5-18. Faulty Serial Data Transmission

Digital signal transmission is simply the transmission of a digital signal from one point to another.
The signal may be transmitted over a long transmission line, or simply from the input to output of a
loqic gate buffer. By defining the input signal as the reference and the output signal as the serial
data, the HP 542010 can easily detect and trigger on intermittent glitches or dropouts during signal
transmission. Two such examples are described in detail below.

5-19. Data Transmission Dropout

A microprocessor bus address line was intermittently dropping out at a point several gates away
from its source. Through the use of the bit-fault triggering modes of the HP 542010, the faulty
component was quickly discovered. The intermittent part was an ECl to TTL translator. To detect
this failure, the ECl input was defined as the reference cell input with the cell boundaries specified
from rising to rising edge. The TTL output was specified as the serial data with data transitions
defined as each falling edge. The state trigger setup time specification for the HP 542010 is 20 ns.
When functioning normally, the output of the translator should follow the input with very little delay
(<<20 ns), therefore the rising edge of the output could not be defined as the data transition. Data
transitions can not be within 20 ns of either cell boundary. In this example, the falling edge of the
output is not in violation of the setup specification.

Figure 5-15 is a hardcopy output of the input and output signals as acquired by the HP 54201 D.
The top graph shows tile ECl input to the translator while the bottom graph shows the TTL
output. Between each rising edge of the input (reference cells), the output had one falling edge
(serial data), except for the cell shown between the X and 0 cursors. The TTL output was
intermittently dropping out for short durations. By operating in the missing bit mode, the HP
542010 detected the drop-out and triggered the oscilloscope on the very next cell boundary (rising
edge) of the reference input (top graph, center screen). Figure 5-16 shows the state trigger
assignment menu setup, while figure 5-17 shows the sequence specification menu. Triggering on
this fault requires only the connection of two state pod inputs and the specifying of edges and
trigger levels for these two inputs.

5-20. Catching the Glitch

The HP 542010 can also easily detect and trigger on a glitch by operating in the extra bit mode.
Figure 5-18 shows an example of an ECl output intermittently glitching high. Note that in the
reference cell between the X and 0 cursors, the output has two falling edges. The trigger point is
at center screen coincident with the second falling edge (extra bit) of the output signal. The setup
for this measurement was identical to that of the dropout example except that the state mode was
selected as extra bit rather than missing bit.
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Figure 5-15. Missing Bit (Signal Dropout) Detection
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Figure 5-16. State Trigger Assignment Menu
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Figure 5-17. State Trigger Sequence Menu
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Graph [ 2 ]
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Figure 5-18. Extra Bit (Glitch) Detection
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5-21. QUICK REFERENCE TO STATE TRIGGER MENUS

The HP 54201 D can trigger on a state condition or arm the analog trigger after a state condition.
Select the TRIG State submenu by pressing the TRIG menu key, then move the blinking cursor to
the Trigger field and press the NEXT or PREV key until a Trigger State menu appears. This only
chooses the state submenu and does not change the trigger from analog to state.

Two selections, the Assignment menu and the Sequence menu, are available in the State Trigger
submenu and are selected from the Define field.

5-22. State Trigger Assignment Menu

The Assignment function (figure 5-19 and 5-20), assigns information about the pod inputs and how
they will be used.

TRIGGER MODE. This selection determines whether the instrument will trigger on the conditions
specified in the analog trigger submenu (Analog Only), or will trigger on the conditions set up in
the state trigger submenu (State Only), or whether the state conditions will first be found and then
used to arm the analog trigger (State Arms Analog). This Trigger Mode field is also present in the
State Trigger Sequence menu.

STATE MODES. Four state modes are available:

Normal Mode. The The normal mode provides state triggering with up to four unique state
patterns of up to 27 bits each that may be qualified on in auser-defined sequence. The last state
can be an ORed or ANDed combination of up to four state patterns and can be specified to occur
from one to 59 999 times before satisfying a complete state sequence. Up to four ORed sequence
terms allow restarting the complete sequence if the restart term occurs before the proper sequence
is completed. Upon satisfying a sequence specification, the HP 54201 D can be defined to trigger
immediately, or trigger on the next valid analog trigger.

Qualified Mode. The qualified mode enables the user to perform digital delay triggering, which is
very useful for triggering on a serial bit string. State sequence search does not begin until after the
qualify clock has occurred. The slave clock is defined as the qualify clock. One application
involves triggering on the nth sector pulse on a disc after an index pulse by qualifying on the index
pulse, and define the sequence to trigger after the nth occurrence of any state.

Missing Bit Mode. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence specification to detect a
missing bit in a string of serial data and triggers the acquisition. A reference clock provided by the
user is compared with the input serial data. There must be one data bit transition in the serial data
within each reference clock cycle. If the data bit is missing, the HP 54201 D detects it and triggers
the acquisition on the next reference clock edge. When in this mode, the last state in the
sequence specification can be defined to search for up to 59999 missing bits. The J clock is used
to define the reference time interval or cell for which a missing or extra bit will be checked. The
serial data is input as the L clock.
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Extra Bit Mode. This mode predefines the last state in the sequence specification to detect an
extra bit in a string of serial data and triggers the acquisition. A reference clock provided by the
user is compared with the input serial data. There must be one data bit transition in the serial data
within each reference clock cycle. If more than one data bit transition occurs within any reference
clock cycle, the HP 54201 D triggers on the extra bit. When in this mode, the last state in the
sequence specification can be defined to search for up to 59999 extra bits. As in the Missing Bit
mode, the J clock is used to define the reference time interval or cell for which a missing or extra
bit will be checked. The serial data is input as the l clock.

CLOCKS. Three ORed clocks operate in a single-phase or two-phase demultiplexing mode. Clock
edges can be selected as positive, negative, or both positive and negative for each clock. Different
edge selections may be made on the same clock if it is used in each phase of the multiplexed
mode. The specified clock edge determines when the data on the state channels is clocked into
the instrument for trigger comparisons.

POD THRESHOLDS. The comparator thresholds for each of the pods may be set to a level suitable
for TTL, ECl, or may be user-defined in volts.

MULTIPLEXING. The clocks may be multiplexed in Normal mode for use with microprocessors
that multiplex their data and address lines.

LABELS. Up to eight different five-character labels may be designated in Normal and Qualified
mode for any combination of input lines for ease in setting specifications. Missing-bit mode and
Extra-bit mode only allow one label. To enter a label, use the alphabetic characters provided when
the shift key is active. To obtain more labels, move the blinking field cursor to the first label field,
then press INSERT. To remove a label, move the blinking field cursor to that label and press
DELETE (shift INSERT).

POL. This field selects logic polarity. Selecting plus (+) indicates positive logic; voltages above the
threshold are logic 1 and voltages below the threshold are logic O. Selecting minus (-) indicates
negative logic; voltages above tile threshold are logic 0 and voltages below the threshold are
logic 1.

POD ASSIGNMENT. This field assigns a particular state channel to a grouping defined by the
label. An asterisk (*) means the channel is active. A period (.) means the channel is not part of
that grouping.
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_____________Status: No Trigger Found __
TALI IJI1L'l'

Define [Ass I nrnen t I [ State On I

'=,tate I'lode [ Qualified]
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Figure 5-19. Example State Trigger Assignment Menu (Qualified Mode)
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Figure 5-20. Example State Trigger Assignment Menu (Missing-bit Mode)
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5-23. State Trigger Sequence Menu

The Sequence function (figure 5-21) sets up a sequence of state terms that determines the state
trigger condition.

TRIGGER MODE. This selection determines whether the instrument will trigger on the conditions
specified in the analog trigger submenu (Analog Only), or will trigger on the conditions set up in
the state trigger submenu (State Only), or whether the state conditions will first be found and then
used to arm the analog trigger (State Arms Analog). This Trigger Mode field is also present in the
State Trigger Assignment menu.

RESOURCE TERMS. These are defined at the bottom of the state trigger sequence menu. Label>
is a carryover from the assignment menu. Base> determines whether the channels grouped under
label are expressed in hexadecimal, binary, octal, or decimal format. Four resource terms (a, b, c.
and d) may be defined by the user for use in sequence triggering.

SEQUENCE. Four user-defined terms (a, b, c, and d), the not equal of those terms, any state, or
no state may be used in any combination to define a sequence of events on which to be triggered.

Initially, only one term is shown. To add more terms, move the blinking field cursor to the
occurrences field and press INSERT. Up to three more terms may be added. To remove a term,
move the blinking cursor to that term and press the DELETE key.

Tr- IIJIJer' 1I1••IIIg'.1l1 '::;tatu:=': 110 Tr i qq e r Fourrd , _
- - TALr<. 1:I[iL'r'

DefIne [ Se uence ] [ State On I

In

Count. Occurrences of

then Trigger AcquisItion

~=;equence F~e:3tat-·t on ..

Label
Ba.:::; e

a
b
c
d

ADDF'
IUDl

I
DATA

'Wa"_'

Figure 5-21. Example State Trigger Sequence Menu
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LAST SEQUENCE TERM. All four resource terms and their not equal terms may be used in any
ORed or ANDed configuration to specify the last sequence term. To do this, move the blinking
field cursor to the last sequence term (after occurrence specification) and change any state to the
desired resource term (either a, b, c, d, ;ta, ;tb, ;tc, or ;td). For more terms, press INSERT while the
blinking field cursor is on the resource term. To remove extra terms, move the cursor to the
undesired term and press the DELETE key.

TRIGGER TERMS. This entry determines whether the last sequence term will OR or AND the
resource terms together.

OCCURRENCES. Occurrences of the last event in the sequence may be specified from 1 to 59999
occurrences.

RESTART. One to four resource terms may be used in an ORed condition for a sequence restart
condition. The sequence restart selection field appears when a resource term is inserted into the
sequence.
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SECTION 6
PERIPHERALS

6-1. INTRODUCTION

The HP 54201A/D has the capability of making a hardcopy dump to various HP-IB graphics
printers and plotters without the use of a controller. This section will show you how to use the HP
54201A/D with a graphics printer or plotter.

6-2. SETTING UP THE HP 54201 AID

When a controller is not connected to the HP 54201A/D and you want to dump to a graphics
printer or plotter, press the front panel SYSTEM menu key. If the Peripherals submenu is not
displayed, press the NEXT/PREV key until the Peripherals submenu appears (Figure 6-1). Move
the blinking field cursor to the HP-IB Address Mode field and press NEXTfPREV key if Talk Only is
not displayed to set address mode to Talk Only.

If a hardcopy dump is desired using a controller, refer to the SYSTEM programming commands
PLOT and PRINT in Section 8.

SpeCification Status: No Trlqqer Found _
- - TAU OIIL'y'

[ erl herals ]

HP-IB Address Mode: [ Tal L On I ]

Hardcopy Device IS: [ PI- I n t e 1- ] ( Must Be in LISTEN ONLY Mode

[ Probe Com ensatlon ( 2 kHz) ]

Beepel- is: Ia.I

FIrmware Revision: A2S47

Serial Number: 2SS0A0010l

Figure 6-1. SYSTEM Peripherals Submenu
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6-3. GRAPHICS PRINTERS

The HP 54201A/D will interface directly with graphics printers that use the Hewlett-Packard Raster
Graphics Standard and the HP-IB.

Connect the graphics printer to the HP-IB connector on the rear panel of the HP 54201 AID using
an HP-IB interface cable. Before the graphics printer is energized, locate the HP-IB configuration
switch on the printer and set the LISTEN ALWAYS (or LISTEN ONLY) switch to the True (1)
position (refer to the printer manual). It is important that this switch is set before the power is
applied to the printer because most printers only read these switch settings when power is first
turned on.

After the printer has been connected to the HP 54201AID and the printer configuration switch has
been set to LISTEN ALWAYS, press the HP 54201AfD front panel SYSTEM menu key. Display the
Peripherals submenu and move the blinking field cursor to the Hardcopy Device Is field. If Printer
is not displayed in this field, press the NEXTjPREV key to display Printer.

The hardcopy function will dUrTJP, exactly what is displayed on the HP 54201AfD display. Set up
the display exactly as it is to be printed, then press the HARDCOPY (shift TTL) key to print the
display. The status line of the display will read "WAIT Hardcopy in Progress". To abort the
hardcopy, press the CLEAR ENTRY key. If the printer is not connected or not working properly,
the status line of the display will report "WARNING Transmission Aborted" then will display "No
Hardcopy Device".

6-4. PLOTTERS

The HP 54201 AID will interface directly with a plotter that uses the Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language (HP-GL) and an HP-IB interface.

Connect the plotter to the HP-IB connector on the rear panel of the HP 54201A/D using an HP-IB
interface cable. Before the plotter is energized, locate the HP-IB configuration switch on the
plotter and set the LISTEN ALWAYS (or LISTEN ONLY) switch to the True (1) position (refer to the
plotter manual). It is important that this switch is set before the power is applied to the plotter
because most plotters only read these switch settings when power is first turned on.

After the plotter has been connected to the HP 54201AID and the plotter configuration switch has
been set to LISTEN ALWAYS, press the HP 54201AfD front panel SYSTEM menu key. Display the
Peripherals submenu and move the blinking field cursor to the Hardcopy Device Is field. If Plotter
is not displayed in this field, press the NEXT/PREV key to display Plotter.

The hardcopy function will dump exactly what is displayed on the HP 54201AID display. Set up
the display exactly as it is to be plotted, then press the HARDCOPY (shift TTL) key to plot the
display. The status line of the display will read "WAIT Hardcopy in Progress". To abort the
hardcopy, press the CLEAR ENTRY key. If the plotter is not connected or not working properly,
the status line of the display will report "WARNING Transmission Aborted" then will display "No
Hardcopy Device".
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SECTION 7
REMOTE CONTROL

7-1. REMOTE OPERATION, HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS

The HP 54201A/D can be operated through the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB). Menu
functions (except protect status on memories), remote only functions, and most front panel
functions (except tile LINE switch and cursor control), are programmable through the HP-IB. Bus
compatibility, programming, and data format are described in the following paragraphs.

The notation used in this section to describe bus communications is defined at the end of this
section in the Notation Conventions and Definitions paragraph.

In this manual, the HP 54201A/D program codes are listed in ASCII code. Table 7-1, Commonly
Used Code Conversions, includes a listing of ASCII characters and some commonly used
equivalent codes.

For more information about HP-IB, refer to IEEE Std 488-1978 (or the identical ANSI Standard
MC1.1), "IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation" and IEEE Std
728-1982 "IEEE Recommended Practice for Code and Format Conventions".

7-2. HP-IB COMPATIBILITY

The HP 54201 AID complete bus compatibility as defined in IEEE Std 488-1978 is presented in
Table 7-2.

The programming capability of the instrument is further described by the twelve HP-IB meta
messages in the left hand column of table 7-2. Foremost among these is the Data message. Data
messages contain the program codes that set the instrument mode of operation.

7-3. HP-IB STATUS DISPLAY

The status of the HP 54201A/D on the HP-IB is annunciated on the CRT by an HP-IB status
message. This message describes the HP 54201A/D remote/local status, address status, and
whether or not the instrument is requesting service via the SRQ bus control line.
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Table 7-1. Commonly Used Code Conversions

HP-IB ASCII Decimal Binary Octal Hexa- HP-IB ASCII Decimal Binary Octal Hexa-
decimal decimal

Addressed NUL 0 00 000 000 000 00 Talk TO @ 64 01 000 000 100 40
Command GTL 50H 1 00 000 001 001 01 Address Tl A 65 01 000001 101 41
Group 5TX 2 00 000 010 002 02 Group T2 B 66 01 000 010 102 42
iACG ETX 3 00 000 011 003 03 'TAGI T3 C 67 01 000011 103 43

Note 2
50C EaT 4 00 000 100 004 04 T4 0 68 01 000 100 104 44
PPC ENQ 5 00 000 101 005 05 T5 E 69 01 000 101 105 45

ACK 6 00 000 110 006 06 T6 F 70 01 000 110 106 46
BEL 7 00 000 111 007 07 T7 G 71 01 000 111 107 47

GET B5 8 00 001 000 010 08 T8 H 72 01 001 000 110 48
TCT HT 9 00 001 001 011 09 T9 I 73 01 001 001 111 49

LF 10 00 001 010 012 OA Tl0 J 74 01 001 010 112 4A
VT 11 00 001 011 013 OB Tll K 75 01 001 011 113 4B

FF 12 00 001 100 014 OC T12 L 76 01 001 100 114 4C
CR 13 00 001 101 015 00 T13 M 77 01 001 101 115 40
50 14 00 001 110 016 OE T14 N 78 01 001 110 116 4E
51 15 00 001 111 017 OF T15 a 79 01 001 111 117 4F

Universal OLE 16 00 010 000 020 10 T16 P 80 01 010 000 120 50
Command LLO OCl 17 00 010 001 021 11 T17 Q 81 01 010 001 121 51
Group OC2 18 00 010 010 022 12 T18 R 82 01 010 010 122 52
(UCG, OC3 19 00 010 011 023 13 T19 5 83 01 010 011 123 53

OCL OC4 20 00 010 100 024 14 T20 T 84 01 010 100 124 54
PPU NAK 21 00 010 101 025 15 T21 U 85 01 010 101 125 55

5YN 22 00010 110 026 16 T22 V 86 01 010 110 126 56
ETB 23 00 010 111 027 17 T23 W 87 01 010 111 127 57

5PE CAN 24 00011 000 030 18 T24 X 88 01 011 000 130 58
5PO EM 25 00 011 001 031 19 T25 Y 89 01 011 001 131 59

5UB 26 00011 010 032 lA T26 Z 90 01 011 010 132 5A
E5C 27 00 011 011 033 lB T27 I 91 01 011 011 133 5B

F5 28 00 011 100 034 lC T28 \ 92 01 011 100 134 5C
G5 29 00 011 101 035 10 T29 I 93 01 011 101 135 50
R5 30 00 011 110 036 lE T30 A 94 01 011 110 136 5E
U5 31 00 011 111 037 IF UNT - 95 01 011 111 137 5F

Listen LO 5P 32 00 100 000 040 20 5econdary 50 96 01 100 000 140 60
Address L1 ! 33 00 100 001 041 21 Command 51 a 97 01 100 001 141 61
Group L2 " 34 00 100 010 042 22 Group 52 b 98 01 100 010 142 62
(LAG, L3 # 35 00 100011 043 23 15CG, 53 c 99 01 100 011 143 63
Note 1 Note 3

L4 $ 36 00 100 100 044 24 54 d 100 01 100 100 144 64
L5 % 37 00 100 101 045 25 55 e 101 01 100 101 145 65
L6 & 38 00 100 110 046 26 56 f 102 01 100 110 146 66
L7 39 00 100 111 047 27 57 g 103 01 100 111 147 67

L8 I 40 00 101 000 050 28 58 h 104 01 101 000 150 68
L9 I 41 00 101 001 051 29 59 i 105 01 101 001 151 69
Ll0 42 00 101 010 052 2A 510 j 106 01 101 010 152 6A
Lll + 43 00 101 011 053 2B 511 k 107 01 101 011 153 6B

L12 44 00 101 100 054 2C 512 I 108 01 101 100 154 6C
L13 - 45 00 101 101 055 20 513 m 109 01 101 101 155 60
L14 46 00 101 110 056 2E 514 n 110 01 101 110 156 6E
L15 / 47 00 101 111 057 2F 515 0 111 01 101 111 157 6F

L16 0 48 00 110 000 060 30 516 P 112 01 110000 160 70
L17 1 49 00 110001 061 31 517 q 113 01 110001 161 71
L18 2 50 00 110 010 062 32 518 r 114 01 110010 162 72
L19 3 51 00 110 011 063 33 519 s 115 01 110011 163 73

L20 4 52 00 110 100 064 34 520 t 116 01 110 100 164 74
L21 5 53 00 110 101 065 35 521 u 117 01 110 101 165 75
L22 6 54 00 110 110 066 36 522 v 118 01 110 110 166 76
L23 7 55 00 110 111 067 37 523 w 119 01 110 111 167 77

L24 8 56 00 111 000 070 38 524 x 120 01 111 000 170 78
L25 9 57 00 111 001 071 39 525 Y 121 01 111 001 171 79
L26 58 00 111 010 072 3A 526 z 122 01 111 010 172 7A
L27 59 00 111 011 073 3B 527 I 123 01 111 011 173 7B

L28 < 60 00 111 100 074 3C 528 I 124 01 111 100 174 7C
L29 = 61 00 111 101 075 3D 529 I 125 01 111 101 175 70
L30 I > 62 00 111 110 076 3E 530 - 126 01 111 110 176 7E

UNL ? 63 00 111 111 077 3F 531 DEL 127 01 111 111 177 7F

NOTE5: 1. L<n>#MLA assigned to device number <n>.
2. 'I<n> = MTA assigned to device number <n>.
3. Meaning defined by Primary Command Group code.
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Table 7-2. HP-IB Message Reference Table

HP-IB
META

MESSAGE

APPLICABLE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE RELATED
COMMANDS

AND CONTROL
LINES

INTERFACE
FUNCTIONS

Data Yes Most front panel, menu,
and remote functions.
Also all instrument
settings may be read
via the HP-IB.

DAB
EOJ
EOS

MLA
UNL
MTA
UNT
OTA

L3
T5

Trigger

Clear

Remote

Local

Local
Lockout

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Responds as if the GET
DIGitize system command MLA
were issued.

Responds by: DCL
* Terminating bus SOC

communication
* Clearing serial poll

bits
* Clearing input and out

put buffers
* Clearing error, msg

and key queues

Enabled to remote mode REN
when the REN bus control MLA
line is true. However, it
remains in local until it
is addressed to listen the
first time.

Returns from remote to GTL
local when it receives the MLA
Local message or the LOCAL
key is pressed. Settings
remain unchanged after the
remote-to-local
transition.

When in remote, and local LLO
lockout is in effect, the
front panel is disabled.
Only the system controller
can return the instrument
to local.

DTl

DCI

RLl

RLl

RLl
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Table 7-2. HP-IB Message Reference Table (Continued)

HP-IB
META

MESSAGE

Clear
Lockout
Setj
Local

Passj
Take

Control

Require
Service

Status
Byte

APPLICABLE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

INSTRUMENT RESPONSE RELATED
COMMANDS

AND CONTROL
LINES

Returns to local and local REN
lockout is cleared when
the REN bus control line
goes false.

The controller subset is TCT
not implemented.

Sets the SRQ line true SRQ
when one of the service
request conditions occur,
if it has been enabled to
send the RQS message for
that condition.

Responds to a Seri al Poll SPE
Enable (SPE) bus command SPD
by sending an 8-bit byte STB
when it is addressed to
talk. Bit 6 (RQS bit) is
true if the HP 54201AjD
has set the SRQ bus
control line true. The
byte is cleared after it
is read by the HP-IB
contorller if the RQS bit
was set.

INTERFACE
FUNCTIONS

RLl

CO

SRI

T5

Status
Bit

Abort

Yes

Yes

Responds to a parallel
poll.

Is unaddressed to listen
or talk.

PPE
PPD

IFC

ppe

PPU
PPl

T5
L3

1. Commands, Control lines and Interface functions are defined in IEEE
Std 488-1978. Knowledge of these might not be necessary if your
controller manual described programming in terms of the twelve HP-IB
Messages shown in the left column.

2. The HP 54201AjD Digitizing Oscilloscope complete bus capability as
defined in IEEE Std 488-1978 is: SHl, AHl, T5, TEO, L3, LEO, SRI,
RLl, PPl, DCl, DTl, CO, El
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7-4. REMOTE MODE

7-5. Remote Capability

The HP 54201 A/D communicates on the bus in both remote and local modes. In remote, all front
panel controls but the LINE switch and the LOCAL and SHIFT keys are disabled. When Local
Lockout is in effect, the LOCAL key is also disabled.

The HP 54201AjD can be addressed to listen or talk while in remote mode. When addressed to
listen, the instrument automatically stops talking and responds to DATA messages. When
addressed to talk, the instrument stops listening and sends either a Data message (if available) or
the Status Byte. Whether addressed or not, the HP 54201AjD responds to the Local, Local
Lockout, Clear Lockout/Set Local, Trigger, Status bit, and Abort Messages and, in addition, the
instrument may issue the Require Service message.

7-6. Local-to-remote Mode Changes

The HP 54201AID switches to remote upon receipt of the Remote message. The Remote message
has two parts:

• Remote Enable (REN) bus control line true
• Device listen address (MLA - MY LISTEN ADDRESS) received once while REN true

All instrument settings remain unchanged with the local-to-remote transition. However, the
remote-to-Iocal transition does disable the front panel with the exceptions mentioned above. The
HP-IB status display will show "REM" to indicate remote mode.

If the instrument is set to talk-only mode, the local-to-remote transition is inhibited.

7-7. LOCAL MODE

7-8. Local Capability

In local, the HP 54201A/D front panel controls are operational. Although it will not respond to
input Data messages in local mode, if addressed to talk, the instrument can send Data messages
and the Status Byte. Whether addressed or not, the instrument responds to the Remote, Local,
Local Lockout, Clear Lockout/Set Local, Trigger, Status bit, and Abort messages. It also can issue
the Require Service message in local mode.

7-9. Remote-to-Local Mode Changes

The instrument always switches to local from remote whenever it receives the Local message
(GTL) or the Clear Lockout/Set Local message. (The Clear Lockout/Set Local message sets the
Remote Enable control line (REN) false.) If it is not in Local Lockout mode, the instrument also
switches to local when the front panel LOCAL key is pressed.
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The instrument settings remain unchanged during remote-to-local transitions except:

• Any data transfers are aborted.
• Screen is turned on.
• DEBug command mode (if on) is turned off.

The "REM" indication on the HP-IB status display will disappear as the rernote-to-tocal change is
made.

7-10. LOCAL LOCKOUT

When program control is interrupted, which can happen by returning the instrument to local via the
front panel LOCAL key, data or settings could be changed. This would leave the instrument in an
unknown state. To prevent this, a local lockout may be used. Local lockout allows return-to-local
only under program control.

Note

neturn-to-tocet can also be accomplished by turning the instrument off, then
on again with the LINE switch. However, this technique has two potential
disadvantages:

• It defeats the purpose of local lockout (that is, the system controller may
lose control of the instrument).

• Other HP-IB conditions reset to default states at power-on.

SRQ can be asserted to signal cycling the instrument power.

7-11. ADDRESSING

The HP 54201 AID interprets the byte on the eight bus data lines as an address or a bus command
if the bus is in the command mode (Attention control line (ATN) true). In addressable mode, the
instrument may be addressed to listen or to talk.

Once addressed to listen, the instrument remains configured to listen until it receives an Abort
message (IFC), its own talk address (MTA), or a universal unlisten command (UNL) from the
controller. Once addressed to talk, the instrument remains configured to talk until it receives an
Abort message (IFC), another instrument talk address (OTA), its own listen address (MLA), or a
universal untalk command (UNT). The HP-IB status display indicates on the CRT when the
instrument is addressed to talk ("Talk") or addressed to listen ("Listen").

The HP 54201 AjD is shipped from the factory in the addressable mode, with its talk address set to
"0" (ie, TO). Refer to Table 7-1 for equivalent address codes. The instrument can also be
configured in the talk-only mode. This mode enables limited bus operation without an HP-IB
system controller. The instrument address and addressing mode may be displayed or changed
from the front panel. Complete instructions for these procedures are given in the Systems
Peripherals Submenu paragraph in Section 3 of this manual.
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7-12. Talk-only Mode

If the instrument is set to talk-only mode, it is always configured as a talker and does not respond
to any of the bus messages. This mode must be selected if the HP 54201AID is to drive a printer
or a plotter without the aid of an HP-IB controller. Refer to Section 6 of this manual for more
information on use of the HP 54201 AID with a printer or plotter.

7-13. HP-IB TURN-ON DEFAULT CONDITIONS

Several HP-IB parameters are reset at power-on. However, both the instrument address and
addressing mode are preserved in non-volatile memory.

HP-IB parameter default conditions are:

• HP-IB local mode

• Local-lockout cleared

• Unaddressed (if in normal addressing mode)

• Status byte register cleared

7-14. DATA MESSAGES

The HP 54201 AID communicates on the HP-IB primarily with Data messages. The instrument
interprets a byte on the eight bus data lines as a Data message when the bus is in the data mode
(Attention control line (ATN) false).

The instrument can both receive and send Data messages. Input Data messages include the
instrument program commands (device-dependent commands) used to program front panel
functions, menu functions, and all remote functions. Output Data messages include instrument
status information, the settings of specific functions, measurement results and the Learn String
and waveforms.

Of special consideration is the Learn String which can be sent and received by the instrument. It
is a binary data string that contains a condensed coding of the entire instrument state. The Learn
String is described later in this section and in the descriptions of the "SETUp" and "SETUp?",
programming commands in section 8 of this manual.
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7-15. RECEIVING THE DATA MESSAGE

The HP 54201 AjD responds to Data messages when it is in the remote mode (REN control line
true) and is addressed to listen.

7-16. Input Data Message Format

Input Data messages contain a string of device dependent commands (program commands) and
an End-of-String (EOS) message. The program codes within a Data message are executed after
the EOS message is received. The following format rules must be observed for all input Data
messages:

• A Iinefeed «LF» or an EOI are used as the End-of-String (EOS) message. Each Data
message must be terminated by a <LF> or by asserting the EOI bus signal line with the last
byte in the message.

• The carriage return character «CR» is not required before <LF>. Preceding <LF>, <CR>
is treated as "no operation" and may be repeated as many times as permitted by the
maximum string length limitation.

• When several program commands are sent in a Data message, a semicolon (preferred), or
space must be used to separate each program command from each other.

• Multiple arguments for a command must be separated by commas.

• The maximum length of a Data message is 256 characters (including: semicolons,
commas, <SP>, <CR>, and <LF», except those messages that include binary data blocks.
Binary data blocks must begin within the first 256 bytes of the data message.

Errors in Data messages syntax are trapped and can be reported via the HP-IB. For details about
detecting and reporting format errors refer to the "STAtus?" and "ERRor?" programming
commands in section 8 of this manual.

7-17. Program Order Considerations

Commands are interpreted and setups are changed in the HP 54201AID as they are received and
found to be syntactically correct. Commands preceding an error in multi-command messages are
executed up to the point where the error is detected. This provides consistent operation whether
command are sent one per message or several per message.
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7-18. Program Command Format

Program commands consist of a header followed by a parameter field. Headers may be of a Long
or Short (abbreviated) form. This allows the programmer to use full words or abbreviations for
program commands. Command arguments can be words, or numbers in most cases. This allows
one programmer to generate readable code, and allows another programmer to generate code that
is more efficient in the use of space in his computer.

Program Code Parameters may be of four types:

Strings - Any collection of ASCII characters surrounded by quotation marks.

Blocks - A block of data in formats as defined by IEEE Std 728-1982.

#A - This format is a binary block with the format: <#><A><length
word><DAB ...DAB>. The length word is a 15 bit binary integer representing the
number of DABs. DABs are the data bytes themselves. <#> and <A> are ASCII
bytes.

#Y - This format is an ASCII representation of a binary number with the format:
<#><Y><DAB ...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

#0 - This format is an ASCII representation of an octal number with the format:
<#><O><DAB...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

#H - This format is an ASCII representation of a hexadecimal number with the
format: <#><H><DAB...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

Numeric - Any integer (NR1 format), decimal (NR2 format), or exponential value (NR3
format). The character <E> or <e> may be used to delimit the mantissa of
exponential parameters. Spaces are not allowed between the <+>, <->, <E>,
<.>, or between digits. Refer to figure 8-2 in Section 8 for syntax diagrams of
NR1, NR2, and NR3 numeric representations.

Alpha - Some commands require or allow alpha arguments such as "ON" or "OFF".
These arguments are ASCII strings that start with an alpha character and are
followed by printable character except a <SP>, <;>, <,>, <#>, <">, or <DEL>.

The general rules of program command format are:

• The HP 54201AID sends and receives Data messages in standard 7-bit ASCII code.

• The instrument responds equally to upper and lower case characters.

• Parameter fields containing multiple parameters require a comma (,) to delimit individual
parameters.

Errors in Data messages syntax are trapped and can be reported via the HP-IB. For details about
detecting and reporting format errors refer to the "STAtus?" and "ERRor?" programming
commands in Section 8 of this manual.
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7-19. SENDING THE DATA MESSAGE.

The HP 54201 AjD can send Data messages in local or remote mode, when it is addressed to talk,
or in the talk-only mode.

Note

Before the instrument is addressed to talk, the desired output data must be
specified witti the appropriate input Data message, otherwise the instrument
sends nothing.

7-20. Output Data Message Format

output Data messages include the settings of individual functions, instrument status information
and binary Learn String data. Refer to the "LONGform", "HEADer", and "ARGument" programming
commands in Section 8 of this manual for more information on output format selection.

Note

Exponential values are sent by the HP 54201AID with the ASCII character
"E" (upper case) as the separator between the mantissa and the exponent.

7-21. LEARN MODE

If the HP 54201 AjD receives a "SETup?" (instrument setup query) command and is then addressed
to talk, it sends tile Learn String. The learn string is a binary data block (type A) that contains
instrument configuration. This binary data can be stored in the controller memory for future use.

The learn string can be returned to the HP 54201 AID restore configuration. Refer to the "SETup"
programming command in Section 8 of this manual for more detailed information.

7-22. RECEIVING THE CLEAR MESSAGE

The HP 54201 AjD responds to the Clear message <DCl> and Selected Device Clear message
<SDC> by:

1. Clearing all serial poll status bits.
2. Clearing the input and output buffers.
3. Clearing the error, msg, and key queues.

7-23. RECEIVING THE TRIGGER MESSAGE.

The HP 54201 AID responds to the Trigger message «GET> bus command) in the same way that it
responds to a DIGitize system command.

7-24. RECEIVING THE REMOTE MESSAGE

The Remote message has two parts. First, the remote enable bus control line (REN) is held true,
then the device listen address <MLA> is sent by the controller. The HP 54201 AID is enabled to go
into remote when REN goes true but it does not actually switch into remote until addressed to
listen the first time. No instrument settings are changed by the transition from local to remote.
When actually in remote mode, the instrument displays "REM" in the HP-IB status display to
indicate remote mode.
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7-25. RECEIVING THE LOCAL MESSAGE

The Local message returns the HP 54201A/D to front panel control. The local message (GTL bus
command) addresses the instrument to listen and then switches it from remote to local mode. The
remote indicator ("REM") in the HP-IB status display will turn off when the Local message is
received. No instrument settings are changed by the remote-to-Iocal transition.

Although the Local message returns front panel control, it does not clear local lockout. Unless the
instrument receives the Clear Lockout/Set Local message, if local lockout is in effect, it will return
to local lockout mode the next time it goes to remote.

7-26. RECEIVING THE LOCAL LOCKOUT MESSAGE

The Local Lockout message (LLO bus command) disables the HP 54201AjD front panel LOCAL
key. Local lockout is accepted when the instrument is in either remote or local mode. Afterwards,
whenever the instrument is in remote mode, lockout is in effect. While the instrument is in local
lockout, the remote-to-Iocal transition can only be made from the system controller by sending the
Clear Lockout/Set Local message or the Local message.

7-27. RECEIVING THE CLEAR LOCKOUT/SET LOCAL MESSAGE

The Clear Lockout/Set Local message (REN control line false) returns the Measurement System
from remote to local mode and clears the local lockout condition. No instrument settings are
changed by this message. It is accepted while the instrument is in either remote or local mode. If
the instrument is in remote mode, the remote indicator ("REM") in the HP-IB status display is
blanked when the Clear Lockout/Set Local message is received.

7-28. RECEIVING THE PASS CONTROL MESSAGE

The HP 54201AID does not implement the controller subset, therefore, it does not respond to the
Pass Control message.

7-29. SENDING THE REQUIRE SERVICE MESSAGE

The HP 54201A/D sends the Require Service message (by setting the SRQ bus control line and bit
6 of the status byte true) when a previously programmed condition occurs. The instrument can
send the Require Service message in either local or remote mode. The Require Service message
is cleared when a serial poll is executed by the system controller. During serial poll, the SRQ
control line is reset immediately before the instrument places the Status Byte message on the bus.
Table 7-3 includes the conditions that can be selected to cause the Require Service message. If
no conditions are selected, the Require Service message is disabled.

The HP 54201A/D indicates having sent the Require Service message by displaying "SRQ" in the
HP-IB status display. This indicator is turned off during the serial poll when the SRQ control line is
reset.

If the HP 54201AID is set to talk-only mode, it cannot send the Require Service message.
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7-30. SENDING THE STATUS BYTE MESSAGE

The Status Byte message consists of one a-bit byte in which the bits are set according to the
conditions described by Table 7-3. The HP 54201A/D sends the Status Byte message when it is
addressed to talk and it receives the Serial Poll Enable (SPE) bus command from the HP-IB system
controller.

If the instrument is set to talk-only mode, it does not respond to the SPE or SPD (Serial Poll
Disable) commands and cannot send the Status Byte.

Bits in the status byte are set depending on the instrument state. If a condition occurs that causes
one of the bits in the status byte to be set and if its corresponding bit in the RQS mask is set, the
Require Service message will be sent.

If the RQS bit is set, indicating that the instrument sent the Require Service message, and a serial
poll is executed, all bits in the status byte will be cleared. If the RQS bit is clear and a serial poll is
executed, the status byte will be left unchanged.

If a condition that caused one of the bits in the status byte to be set is removed and if the
corresponding bit in the RQS mask is clear, the corresponding bit in the status byte will be cleared.

To supplement the information in the Status Byte, the "ERRor" "KEY", "MSG", and "RDY" queries
can be used to determine what specific error occurred.

7-31. THE STATUS WORD

The instrument status word is a 16-bit integer containing information about the instrument
conditions that set the ready bit in the status byte and/or generate a Require Service message.
See Tables 7-3 and 7-4 for a description of the bits in the Status Word. The upper a bits of the
Status Word are known collectively as the ready byte, while the lower a bits correspond to the
status byte sent during a serial poll.

A companion 16 bit word, the request mask, is used to specify both those conditions in the ready
byte that set the ready bit in the status byte, and those conditions in the status byte that generate a
Require Service message. The bits in the request mask have the same meanings as those in the
instrument status word. The ready bit in the status byte is set when all of the conditions
corresponding to bits in the ready mask are true at the same time. This bit is actually set on the
transition of the last condition to become true.

The "REQuest" programming command is used to specify the request mask while the "STATus"
programming command can be used to read the instrument status word. For more information
refer to these two commands in Section a of this manual.

7-32. SENDING THE STATUS BIT MESSAGE

The HP 54201A/D responds to a Parallel Poll Enable (PPE) bus command; and send the Status Bit
message.

7-33. RECEIVING THE ABORT MESSAGE

The Abort message (IFe control line true) halts all bus activity. When the HP 54201A/D receives
the Abort message, it becomes unaddressed and stops talking or listening. The Require Service
message and the Status Byte are unaffected by the Abort message.
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Table 7-3. The Lower Byte of tne Status Word
(The Status Byte)

BIT MASK STATUS BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

7 128 MSG = High indicates that a message was displayed on the
status line of the display. A MSG query is used to
determine the message code.

6 64 RQS = Request·j ng service - High indicates that this
instrument requested service.

5 32 ERR = Error - High indicates an error occurred. An ERR
query is used to determine error code.

4 16 ROY = Ready - High indicates the instrument is ready. This
is based on the ready mask. A ROY query is used to
determine condition.

3 8 LCL = Local switch or power cycle - High indicates that the
instrument has been sWitched to local from the front
panel power was cycled off then on again.

2 4 FPS = Front panel service request - High indicates a front
panel key has been pressed. A KEY query is used to
determine the key code.

1 2 PWR = Not used, always O.

0 1 RQC = Request control - Not used, always O.

Notes: 1. To set the RQS bit and SRQ bus control line true, the condition
must be enabled in the RQS mask.

2. If no condition is enabled, the 54200A/D can not set the SRQ
bus control line nor the RQS bit true. However, bits 2-5 and 7
of the status byte are set to indicate which conditions have
occurred.
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Table 7-4. The Upper Byte of the Status Word
(The Ready Byte)

BIT MASK READY BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

15 32768 Not used, always O.

14 16384 Cal = High indicates that self calibration has completed
execution.

13 8192 Test = High indicates that the requested self test has
completed execution.

12 4096 Hard = Hardcopy complete - High indicates that the last byte
of printer or plotter dump has been sent and received

11 2048 Data = Data available - High indicates that something is
in the buffer waiting to be read.

10 1024 Acq = Acquisition complete - High indicates that all
waveforms are acquired.

9 512 Trig = Triggered - High indicates that the instrument is
receiving triggers.

8 256 Parse = Parse complete - High indicates that the last
command has completed parsing.

Note: The Ready bit (bit 4) of the Status Byte (Table 7-3) is set if all
of the ready conditions specified in the RQS mask are true.
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SECTION 8
PROGRAMMING THE HP 54201A/D

8-1. INTRODUCTION

This section provides instructions to allow you to program the HP 54201AjD. The HP 54201AjD is
a fully HP-IB bus programmable instrument. Menu functions (except protect status on memories),
remote-only functions, and front panel functions (except the line switch and cursor movements)
are programmable through the HP-IB.

8-2. COMMAND STRUCTURE

The HP 54201AjD programming commands are divided into three types: system commands,
subsystem selectors, and subsystem commands. A programming command tree is shown in
figure 8-1, and a programming command cross-reference is shown in table 8-1.

System commands control general oscilloscope functions and may be issued at any time. They do
not change the subsystem selection.

Subsystem selectors are special system commands that address portions of the instrument. Only
one subsystem may be selected at any given time. At power on, no subsystem is selected.

The nine subsystems are:

Acquire allows the store mode for Channel 1 and Channel 2 to be set at the same time.

Channel controls all Y axis oscilloscope functions, including the type of data to be
acquired.

Display controls how waveforms, cursor data, and text is displayed and written on the
screen.

Graph allows the user to define the graph source, define graph specific measurement
criteria when measurement mode is defined, and perform X-axis windowing.

Measure provides access to front-panel and special-function waveform measurements.

State available only on HP 54201D. Provides a means to program the state trigger
function.

Timebase controls all X-axis oscilloscope functions.

Trigger controls all analog trigger oscilloscope functions.

Waveform provides access to waveform data, including active data from channels as well
as static data from waveform memories.
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Subsystem commands may be issued once a subsystem has been selected. For example, once
the time base subsystem has been selected, any timebase command may be issued.

This tree structured approach to instrument control offers several advantages to the programmer.
Equivalent functions appearing in several subsystems may be programmed with the same syntax
once the appropriate subsystem is selected. For example:

CHANNELl;COUPLING DC
CHANNEL2;COUPLING DC
TRIGGER;SOURCE EXTERNAL;COUPLING DC
WAVEFORM;SOURCE MEMORYl;COUPLING DC

Generally, the tree structure allows more rapid instrument configuration. For best performance,
select a subsystem and make all setting changes required at one time, then select another
subsystem and make all changes, and so on. Note that once a subsystem is selected, it remains
selected until either a new subsystem is selected, the system commands NODE or RESet are
received, or the HP-IB clear meta message (see table 7-2) is received. Once selected, a subsystem
may be programmed with one data message with multiple commands, or may be programmed
with several data messages with single commands, whichever is convenient.

For example, a task may be output as a single data message with multiple commands:

OUTPUT 707;"WAVEFORM;SOURCE MEMORYl;COUPLING DC"

or may be sent as multiple data messages, each with a single command:

OUTPUT 707;"WAVEFORM"
OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE MEMORYl"
OUTPUT 707;" COUPLI NG DC"

However, best performance is obtained when longer data messages are transmitted that fully
utilize the HP 54201AID 256-byte input buffer.
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Figure 8-1. Programming Command Tree
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Table 8-1. Alphabetical Command Cross-Reference

COMMAND WHERE USED COMMAND WHERE USED COMMAND WHERE USED

ACCumulate Display subsystem KEY System command SAMPle Timebase subsystem

ACQuire Subsystem selector SAVE System command

ALlocate State subsystem LABel Channel subsystem SCALe Channel subsystem

ARGument System command LABel State subsystem SCALe Timebase subsystem

ASSignment State subsystem LABel Waveform subsystem SCALe Trigger subsystem

AUToscale System command LEVel Trigger subsystem SCRATch Measure subsystem

LINE Display subsystem SCReen Display subsystem

BASE State subsystem LONGform System command SENDvalid Measure subsystem

BEEPer System command LOWer Graph subsystem SEQuence State subsystem

BNC System command SERial System command

MASTer State subsystem SETup System command

CALibrate System command MEASure Subsystem selector SHOW Display subsystem

CENTered Trigger subsystem MENU System command SLAVe State SUbsystem

CHANnel Subsystem selector MIDdle Graph subsystem SLOPe Trigger subsystem

CLOCk State subsystem MODE Channel subsystem SOURce Graph subsystem

COLumn Display subsystem MODE Measure subsystem SOURce Measure subsystem

CONnect Display subsystem MODE State subsystem SOURce Tr"lgger subsystem

COPY System command MODE Timebase subsystem SOURce Waveform subsystem

COUNt State SUbsystem MODE Trigger subsystem STATe Subsystem Selector

COUNt Acquire subsystem MSG System command STAtus System command

COUNt Waveform subsystem MULTiplex State subsystem STOP System command

COUPling Channel subsystem STORe Channel subsystem

COUPling Trigger subsystem NODE System command STRing Display subsystem

COUPling Waveform subsystem NORMal Graph subsystem

CURSor Measure subsystem NWIDth Measure subsystem TERMs State subsystem

TEST I TST System command

DATA State subsystem OF State subsystem TEXT Display subsystem

DATA Waveform subsystem OFFSet Channel subsystem TIMebase Subsystem selector

DEBug System command OPTions System command TMAX Measure subsystem

DEFine Measure SUbsystem OVERshoot Measure subsystem TMIN Measure subsystem

DELay Measure subsystem TPOint Measure subsystem

DELay Timebase subsystem PATtern State subsystem TRIGger Subsystem selector

DELete State subsystem PERiod Measure subsystem TTL Channel SUbsystem

DIGitize System command PLOT System command TTL Trigger subsystem

DISPlay Subsystem selector PODO State subsystem TVOLt Measure subsystem

DSP System command POD1 State subsystem TYPE Acquire subsystem

DUTycycle Measure SUbsystem POD2 State subsystem TYPE Waveform subsystem

POINts Acquire subsystem

ECl Channel subsystem POINls Waveform subsystem UNITs Graph subsystem

ECl Trigger subsystem POLarity State subsystem UPPer Graph subsystem

EOI System command PREamble Waveform subsystem

ERASe System command PREShool Measure subsystem VALid Measure subsystem

ERRor System command PRINt System command VAlid Waveform subsystem

EVENt Trigger subsystem PROBe Channel subsystem VALues Display SUbsystem

EXPand Graph SUbsystem PROBe Trigger subsystem VAMP Measure subsystem

PTIMe Measure subsystem VAVE Measure subsystem

FALL Measure subsystem PVOLt Measure subsystem VBASe Measure subsystem

FilTer Acquire subsystem PWIDlh Measure subsystem VMAX Measure subsystem

FIND State subsystem VMIN Measure subsystem

FORMat Display subsystem RANGe Channel subsystem VPOinl Measure subsystem

FORMal Waveform subsystem RANGe Timebase subsystem VPP Measure subsystem

FREQuency Measure subsystem READy I ROY System command VRMS Measure subsystem

RECall System command VTIMe Measure subsystem

GRAPh Subsystem selector REFerence Display subsystem VTOP Measure subsystem

GRATicuie DISplaysubsystem REFerence State subsystem

REFerence Tlmebese subsystem WAVeform Subsystem selector

HEADer System command REQuest I RQS System command WINDow Graph subsystem

HELP System command RESTart State subsystem

RESUlts Measure subsystem XINCrement Waveform subsystem

10 System command RESUMe System command XORlgin Waveform subsystem

IMPedance Channel subsystem RESel I RST System command XREFerence Waveform subsystem

IMPedance Trigger subsystem REVision System command

IMPedance Waveform subsystem RISE Measure subsystem YINCrement Waveform subsystem

INSert State subsystem ROW Display subsystem YORigin Waveform subsystem

INVerse Display subsystem RUN System command YREFerence Waveform subsystem
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8-3. COMMAND ABBREVIATIONS

Every command and every alpha parameter has at least two forms, a short form and a long form,
although in some cases these are identical. The longform throughout this manual is shown with
leading upper case letters and trailing lower case letters. The shortform is only the upper case
letters. The short form is obtained by truncating the longform using the following rule:

If the longform has more than 4 characters,
then if the 4th character is a vowel or the same as the 3rd character,
then truncate to 3 characters,
else truncate to 4 characters.

Example - LONGFORM abbreviates to LONG and is shown as LONGform
REFERENCE abbreviates to REF and is shown as REFerence
STATE abbreviates to STAT and is shown as STATe

In the case where two or more short forms would be identical, all but one is changed slightly to
differentiate between the commands. For example RESET is abbreviated to RES, RESUME is
abbreviated to RESUM, and RESULTS is abbreviated to RESUL. In the command descriptions that
follow, each command is given in both long and short forms.

Some commands also have industry standard forms, such as RQS for REQUEST and RDY for
READY. These are also valid forms in the HP 54201A/D instruction set.

The commands may be executed using either long or short form. When a query is executed and
the HEADer command is set ON, the answer returned to the controller will be returned in the long
form format if the LONGform command has been set ON and will be returned in short form format
if the LONGform command has been set OFF. If the HEADer command is set OFF, neither long
nor short form format will be returned to the controller.

In addition to providing some memory savings in your application program, the use of short form
gives slightly faster command transmission and execution time at the expense of readability.

8-4. ALPHA AND NUMERIC ARGUMENTS

Most of the programming commands that require parameters can use either alpha or numeric
arguments as their parameters. For these commands, the syntax of the command gives the
relationship between the numeric and alpha arguments. For example if the syntax of a command
is:

SCReen {[ OFF 0]
[ON I]}

executing SCREEN OFF is the same as SCREEN 0 and

executing SCREEN ON is the same as SCREEN 1

The commands may be executed using either alpha or numeric arguments. When a query is
executed, the answer returned to the controller will be returned in alpha format if the ARGument
command has been set to ALPHa and will be returned in numeric format if the ARGument
command has been set to NUMeric.

The HP 54201A/D parses input data messages using alpha arguments somewhat faster than those
using numerics; however, in response to queries, the two formats are equivalent in execution time.
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8-5. NOTATION CONVENTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The following conventions are used in this manual in descriptions of remote (HP-IS) operation:

<>

{ )

Angular brackets enclose descriptive words or characters that are used to symbolize
a program code parameter or an HP-IS command. For example, <A> represents the
ASCII character 'A'.

"is defined as". For example, <A> ::= <S> indicates that <A> can be replaced by <S>
in any statement containing <A>.

When several items are enclosed by braces, one, and only one of these elements
must be selected.

"or": Indicates a choice of exactly one element from a list. For example, <A>I<S>
indicates <A> or <S> but not both.

An ellipsis (trailing dots) is used to indicate that the preceding element may be
repeated one or more times.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed items are optional parameters.

!X!N An exclamation mark used in this form indicates a parameter may be repeated from
X times up to N times.

The following definitions are used:

d" A single ASCII numeric character, 0-9

n" A single ASCII non-zero, numeric character, 1-9

<LF>" ASCII Iinefeed (decimal 10)

<CR> ::= ASCII carriage return (decimal 13)

<SP> ::= ASCII space (decimal 32)

8-6. SYNTAX DIAGRAMS

At the beginning of the system command section and each subsystem command section are
syntax diagrams showing the proper syntax for each command. All characters contained in a
circle or oblong are literals, and must be entered exactly as shown. Words and phrases contained
in rectangles are names of items used with the command and are described in the accompanying
text of each command. The syntax diagrams show only the alpha argument for each command.
Refer to the command text for numeric arguments. Each line can only be entered from one
direction as indicated by the arrow on the entry line. Any combination of commands and
arguments that can be generated by following the lines in the proper direction is syntactically
correct. An argument is optional if there is a path around it. Alpha arguments must be separated
with a space; numeric arguments and queries (?) do not require a space.
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8-7. PROGRAMMING AIDS

The system DEBug command helps those who are unfamiliar with the command syntax to find
programming errors and to understand the formats used to transmit data from the instrument to
the controller. When DEBug ON is issued, each data message is shown on the HP 54201 A/D
display just as it is received or transmitted over the HP-IB. The data messages appear within the
< > symbols including imbedded carriage returns (CR) and line feeds (LF). Thus, spelling and
syntax errors can be quickly located and corrected by stepping through a program. If an error
occurs, the error is highlighted with an inverse video cursor on the HP 54201AjD display. An error
message is then displayed, followed by message text, on the status line of the HP 54201 A/D to
indicate the nature of the error.

The system HELP? command returns the entire command set of the HP 54201A/D organized by
subsystem. Refer to the System Command portion of this section for detailed information on this
aid.

In addition, querying a subsystem (such as CHANneI1?) or specific functions is often a useful
means to obtain an example of program syntax.

8-8. PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

All programming examples used in this section are given in HP Series 200 Desktop Computer
enhanced BASIC programming language. For all examples, the HP 54201A/D interface
select/address code is set to 707.

The following diagram shows how the commands are sent to the HP 54201 A/D:

Interface
Select Code

-l
Command
Header

I

T
HP 54201AjD

HP-IB Address

OUTPUT

-r
Controller
Output

Statement

7 07; "AUTOSCALE FULL"

T
Command
Argument
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8-9. DATA OUTPUT (QUERY) FORMAT TO CONTROLLER

If a query command (command followed by"? ") is sent to the HP 54201AID, a response message
is generated and sent back to the controller the next time the HP 54201AID is addressed to talk.

The command header will be returned if HEADer command has been set ON and will not be
returned if set OFF.

The command argument will be returned as an alpha argument if ARGument command has been
set to ALPha and will be returned as a numeric argument if set to NUMeric.

Headers and alpha arguments will be returned in the longform if LONGform command has been
set ON and will be returned in the shortform if set OFF.

8-10. INPUT DATA FORMAT FROM CONTROLLER

Input Data messages contain a string of device dependent commands (program commands) and
an End-of-String (EOS) message. The program codes within a Data message are executed after
the EOS message is received. The following format rules must be observed for all input Data
messages:

• A linefeed «LF» or an EOI are used as the End-of-String (EOS) message. Each Data
message must be terminated by a <LF> or by asserting the EOI bus signal line with the last
byte in the message.

• The carriage return character «CR» is not required before <LF>. Preceding <LF>, <CR>
is treated as "no operation" and may be repeated as many times as permitted by the
maximum string length limitation.

• When several program commands are sent in a Data message, a semicolon (preferred), or
space must be used to separate each program command from each other.

• Multiple arguments for a command must be separated by commas.

• The maximum length of a Data message is 256 characters (including: semicolons,
commas, <SP>, <CR>, and <LF», except those messages that contain binary data blocks.
Binary data blocks must begin within the first 256 bytes of the data message.

8-11. Program Order Considerations

Commands are interpreted and setups are changed in the HP 54201AjD as they are received and
found to be syntactically correct. Commands preceding an error in multi-command messages are
executed up to the point where the error is detected. This provides consistent operation whether
command are sent one per message or several per message.
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8-12. Program Code Parameters

Program Code Parameters may be of four types:

Strings - Any collection of ASCII characters surrounded by quotation marks.

Blocks - A block of data in formats as defined by IEEE Std 728-1982.

#A - This format is a binary block with the format: <#><A><length
word><DAB ...DAB>. The length word is a 16 bit binary integer representing the
number of DABs. DABs are the data bytes themselves. <#> and <A> are ASCII
bytes.

#Y - This format is an ASCII representation of a binary number with the format:
<#><Y><DAB ...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

#0 - This format is an ASCII representation of an octal number with the format:
<#><O><DAB...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

#H - This format is an ASCII representation of a hexadecimal number with the
format: <#><H><DAB...DAB>. All bytes are ASCII.

Numeric - Any integer (NR1 format), decimal (NR2 format), or exponential value (NR3
format). The character <E> or <e> is used to delimit the mantissa of
exponential parameters. Spaces are not allowed within the numeric paramter
between the <+>, <->, <E>, <.>, or between digits. Refer to figure 8-2 for syntax
diagrams of NR1, NR2, and NR3 numeric representations.

Alpha - Some commands require or allow alpha arguments such as "ON" or "OFF".
These arguments are ASCII strings that start with an alpha character and are
followed by printable character except a <SP>, -c;», <,>, <#>, -c"», or <DEL>.

8-13. General Program Command Format Rules

The general rules of program command format are:

• The HP 54201AfD sends and receives Data messages in standard 7-bit ASCII code.

• The instrument responds equally to upper and lower case characters.

• The instrument responds equally to longform and shortform command headers and alpha
arguments.

• The instrument responds equally to alpha and numeric arguments.

• Parameter fields containing multiple parameters require a comma (,) to delimit individual
parameters.

• Alpha arguments must be separated from the command header with a space; numeric
enumerated arguments and queries (?) do not require a space.

Errors in Data messages syntax are trapped and can be reported via the HP-IB. For details about
detecting and reporting format errors refer to the system "STAtus?" and "ERRor?" programming
commands.
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Integer Format NR1

digit

Decimal Format NR2

Exponential Format NR3

digit

65429911

Figure 8-2. Numeric Formats NR1, NR2, and NR3 used in Command Arguments
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

System commands provide general utility functions useful in many subsystems, or special
functions which are simple to specify. Note the hierarchical structure of the system and
subsystem commands that was shown in Programming Command Tree, Figure 8-1.

SUBSYSTEM SELECTORS

The nine subsystem selectors are commands which allow access to subsystem functions. All have
a query form which provides a means to interrogate all settings in that subsystem. Subsystem
selectors are:

ACQuire
CHANnel<N>
DISPlay
GRAPh<N>
MEASure
STATe
TIMebase
TRIGger
WAVeform

These commands are detailed in the corresponding subsystem.

SYSTEM COMMANDS:

ARGument
AUToscale
BEEPer
BNC
CALibrate
COPY
DEBug
DIGitize
DSP
EOI
ERASe
ERRor
HEADer
HELP
10
KEY
LONGform
MENU

MSG
NODE
OPTions
PLOT
PRINt
READy I ROY
RECall
REQuest I RQS
RESet I RST
RESUMe
REVision
RUN
SAVE
SERial
SETup
STAtus
STOP
TEST I TST
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

+
,

'I
" ACQuIre acqu Ire sUbsystem commands _1

,
channe 1 subsystem commands-, CHANnel)

" DISPlay display subsystem corrmands

GRAPh' graph subsystem commands-,

-, MEASure measure subsystem commands
SUBSYSTEM
SELECTORS

STATe state subsystem commands-,
TIMebase timebase SUbsystem commands

-( TRIGger trigger subsystem commands

-,WAVeform waveform SUbsystem commands

HARGument ALPHa-, )

------( NUMer Ie )--

?

~AUToscale~ fULL

~

SELective

HBEEPer)

f---{ ON )--

f---{ Off )--

?

K BNC ) LaN )

~ HIGH )--

~ PROBe }--

~TRIGger~

f---{ fRAMe )---

~ COUNt )-

f---{PULSe_se~

~HIGfLseq)----

f---( CLOCk )---.

?

System Command Syntax Diagram
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

GAINCALibrate }-'~-.I
"---_-/

LABel

? l------'

DEBug \------,-.-i
'------"

? }-----'

DIG! tlze \-----------------r--------------.,

CHANnel

}-.-,---..I ON\--r----------------------..-.,

System Command Syntax Diagram (Cant)
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

NUMber ? }------------_._~

? }---------------

r---,-~ ON}---r----------------------~
'------'

System Command Syntax Diagram (Cant)
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

GRAPh

SETup

B54211"

System Command Syntax Diagram (Cont)
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

ARGument command/query

Command sets output mode (instrument response to a query) for commands that have both alpha
and numerical arguments. If set to alpha, the arguments are returned in alpha format and follow
the same abbreviation rules as commands. If set to numeric, the arguments are returned in
numerical format NR1. This does not affect input data messages to the HP 54201 AID -
arguments may be input in either alpha or numerical form regardless of how the ARGument
command is set. ARGument is set to NUMeric when the system RESet command is executed.

Query returns current argument mode.

Command Syntax: ARGument ([ALPHa
[NUMeric

1 ]
o ])

Example: OUTPUT 707; "ARGUMENT NUMERIC"

Query Syntax: ARGument?

Returned Format: [ARGument]<argument><crl f >

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ARGUMENT?"
ENTER 707;Argument$
PRINT ArgumenU

AUToscale command

Command which performs autoscale per CHANnel, TIMebase, and TRIGger subsystem
specifications if SELECTIVE is specified. If FULL is specified or no argument is specified, a full
autoscale (period and both inputs) is performed. Autoscale rearranges graph sources such that
signals found (chan1 or chan2) are presented on the first graphs (1, and 2 if two inputs have
signals). Any sources not autoscaled or autoscaled with no input signals are displayed on
subsequent graphs. The remaining graphs are turned off unless they contain memory waveforms.
Active sources are displayed in normal mode (i.e., not expanded) and will be displayed on no more
than one graph after autoscale.

Command Syntax: AUToscale [ FULL 0
[SELective 1

Example: OUTPUT 707;"AUTOSCALE SELECTIVE"
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

BEEPer command/query

Commands sets beeper mode. If no argument is passed, a beep is sounded without affecting the
beeper status. Query returns the current beeper mode.

Command Syntax: BEEPer [OFF 0]
[ON 1]

Example: OUTPUT 707;"BEEP OFF"

Query Syntax: BEEPer?

Returned Format: [BEEPer]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"BEEPER ?"
ENTER 707;Beep$
PRINT Beep$

BNC command/query

Command sets the output mode of the rear-panel BNC. Query returns the current mode of
rear-panel BNC.

Command Syntax: BNC { [ LOW 0 ]
[ HIGH 1 ]
[ PROBe 2 ]
[ TRIGger 3 ]
[ FRAMe 4 ]
[ COUNt 5 ]
[ PULSE_SEQ 6 ]
[ HIGH_SEQ 7 ]
[ CLOCk 8 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"BNC PROBE"

Query Syntax: BNC?

Returned Format: [BNC ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"BNC ?"
ENTER 707;Bnc$
PRINT Bnc$

(HP 54201 D only)
(HP 54201 D only)
(HP 54201 D only)
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

CALibrate command/query

If GAIN or DELay is specified, HP 54201 AID performs a self cal. If LABel is specified, HP
54201 AID accepts a quoted string up to 64 characters in length that may be used to indicate when
the cal was performed, when the next cal should be done, etc. The rear-panel cal switch must be
set the unprotected position for all of these, otherwise an error is generated.

Note

GAIN requires all front panel inputs to t-IP 54201A/D be disconnected before
being executed or an erroneous cal will be performed. DELay requires
rear-panel BNG be connected to INPUT 1 or INPUT 2 as appropriate, or an
erroneous cal will be performed.

Command Syntax: CALibrate {[GAIN 0]
[DELay I 1] {,[ CHANnell I 1 ][ CHANne12 I 2 ]}
[LABel<string> I 2<string>]}

Examples: OUTPUT 707;"CAL LABEL ''''CAL PERFORMED XX/XX/XX"""

OUTPUT 707;"CALIBRATE DELAY,CHANNELl"

Query Syntax: CALibrate LABel?

This query returns the current cal label:

Returned Format: [CALibrate ]< 64 character quoted string><crlf>

Example: DIM Cal$[80]
OUTPUT 707; "CALIBRATE LAB ?"
ENTER 707;Cal$
PRINT Cal$
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

COpy command

Command which copies data from first graph specified to second graph specified.

Command Syntax: COpy <copy specification>

<copy specification>::= [GRAPh]<graph #>, [GRAPh]<graph #>

<graph #> ::= { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COPY GRAPH 1,GRAPH 2"

DEBug command/query

The system DEBug command helps those who are unfamiliar with the command syntax to find
programming errors. When DEBug ON is issued, each command is shown on the HP 54201AfD
display as the command is received over the HP-IB. The commands are defined as either inputs
or outputs and appear within the < > symbols with imbedded carriage returns (CR) and line feeds
(LF). The input and output buffers are displayed exactly as they are received or sent with the
exception that binary blocks are represented in an abbreviated fashion. Spelling and syntax errors
can be quickly located and corrected by stepping through a program. If an error occurs, the error
is highlighted with an inverse video cursor on the HP 54201AjD display. An error message is then
displayed, followed by message text, on the status line of the HP 54201AjD.

Query returns the current debug mode.

Command Syntax: DEBug {[ ON 1]
[OFF O]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DEB ON"

Query Syntax: DEBug?

Returned Format: [DEBug]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DEBUG?"
ENTER 707;Debug$
PRINT Debug$
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

DIGitize command

Upon receipt of the DIGitize command, and the DIGitize command is sent with an argument
(CHANneI1 or CHANneI2), all graphs are turned off and acquisition is stopped. DIGitize
automatically assigns channels to their default graphs for convenience of measurements following
acquisition. The DIGitize command then causes HP 54201AjD to start running, as if the RUN
command had been sent.

When each requested source completes its acquisition, it is "turned off" (no longer acquired).

When all are acquired, acquisition is stopped as though the STOP command had been issued and
the message "Acquisition Complete" is displayed in the status line.

Note

This command does not have a finite number of arguments, therefore the
last argument cannot be punctuated with a",".

If no argument is included with DIGitize, and there is an active channel on at least one graph, all
graphs are left alone - none are turned off or unexpanded. This facilitates some special
measurements such as delay between channel 1 and a reference waveform in memory.

If no argument is included with DIGitize, and there is no active channel on any graph, then the
current graph sources determine what is acquired; the default is made as follows:

• If one graph is displayed, channel 1 is assigned to graph 1.
• If two graphs are displayed, channel 1 is assigned to graph 1 and channel 2 is assigned to

graph 2.
• If four graphs are displayed, channel 1 is assigned to graph 1, and channel 2 is assigned

to graph 2.
• All other graphs are set to off.

Command Syntax DIGitize [<acquire spec>[,<acquire spec>]!O!N!

<acquire spec> ::= [ CHANnell 1]
[ CHANne12 2]

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DIGITIZE CHANNELl,CHANNEL2"
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

DSP command/query

Command places string up to 32 characters long in the message area of the HP 54201AfD display.
Priority is higher than normal advisories, lower than errors. The null string ('''') clears the DSP
message. Query returns advisory string currently in status line.

Command Syntax: DSP <quoted string>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DSP ""Set offset, then press CONTINUE"""

Query Syntax: DSP?

Returned Format: [DSP]<string><crl f>

Example: DIM Dsp$[40]
OUTPUT 707;"DSP?"
ENTER 707;Dsp$
PRINT Dsp$

EOI command/query

Command sets EOI mode for data outputs. If on, then EOI is asserted with the last data byte sent.
Command does not affect response to EOI on input data messages. Query returns the current
status of EOI.

Command Syntax: EOI {[ ON
[ OFF

1 ]
o ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EOI OFF"

Query Syntax: EOI?

Returned Format: [EOI]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EOI?"
ENTER 707;Eoi$
PRINT Eoi$

ERASe command

Command erases specifed graph. If the graph contains a memory waveform, the graph is turned
off. If the graph contains a channel waveform then the waveform display is erased and the
acquisition count for that waveform is set to "0" (no data acquired yet).

Command Syntax: ERASe [GRAPh] { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;IIERASE GRAPH 1"
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

ERRor query

Query which responds with the error code for the first error condition since ERRor?, device clear,
RESet, instrument power-on, or RQS<mask spec>. If STRing is specified, a quoted string up to 32
characters long is returned. If NUMber is specified or no argument is sent, only the error number
is returned. All errors will halt parsing. Refer to system MSG query for other types of messages.

Query Syntax: ERRor [ NUMber I
[ STRing I

o ]
1 ]?

Returned Format: [ERRor][<NRl><crlf> I <string><crlf>]

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ERROR STRING ?"
ENTER 707;String$
PRINT StringS

Device Dependent Error Messages (Primarily from local operation):

ERROR NO.

3
4
5
8
9
10
11
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
30
31
39
40
43
49
58
70
86
89
90

126
127

8-22

ERROR STRING

Register Write Protected
Not Allowed In This Menu
Graphics Must Be On
Use [NEXT] [PREV] Keys
Numeric Entry Required
Use Hex Keys
Use Alphanumeric Keys
Requires Correction First
DON'T CARE Not Allowed
Use 0 or 1
Use 0, 1, or DON'T CARE
Use 0 thru 7
Use 0 thru 7 or DON'T CARE
Use 0 thru 3
Use 0 thru 3 or DON'T CARE
Value is Too Large
CHS Not Allowed
Value Not Allowed
Maximum INSERT's Used
Use 0 thru 9
Turn Lines Off First
Disable Accumulate First
Must Be in Talk Only
Value Out of Range
No Hardcopy Device
Cal RAM Write Protected
Hardware Failure
Local Lockout In Effect
Key Not Allowed in Remote
RAM Data Loss
Firmware Error



ERRor (cant)

Standardized HP-IB Error Messages:

HP 54201AfD - Programming

SYSTEM COMMANDS

ERROR NO.

-100
-110
-119
-120
-121
-123
-125
-129
-130
-131
-132
-133
-134
-135
-136
-137
-139
-142
-143
-150
-151
-200
-211
-212
-231
-233
-300
-302
-311
-312
-313
-321
-330

ERROR STRING

In Controller Command
Invalid Header
Command Header Expected
In Numeric Argument
Numeric Data Expected
Numeri c Overfl ow
Invalid Representation
Missing Argument
In Non-numeric Argument
Character Data Expected
String Data Expected
Block Data Expected
String Too Long
Block Length
Block Checksum
Invalid Argument
Missing Argument
Too Many Arguments
Missing Argument Delimiter
Query Expected
Query Not Permitted
Execution Not Possible
Settings Conflict
Number Out of Range
Input Buffer Overflow
Output Buffer Empty
Hardware Failure
System Fault
RAM Failure
RAM Data Loss
CAL Factor Loss
ROM Checksum
Power-up Failed
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SYSTEM COMMANDS

HEADer command/query

Command sets command header echo mode for query responses; query responses will only return
the command header when HEADer is set ON. HEADer is set OFF by the RESet command. Query
form of this command returns the current echo mode.

Command Syntax: HEADer {[ ON
[ OFF

1 ]
o ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"HEADER ON"

Query Syntax: HEADer?

Returned Format: [HEADer]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"HEADER ?"
ENTER 707;Header$
PRINT Header$

HELP query

Query which returns all commands in tabular form organized by SUbsystem. The command
arguments are not output. "?" optional for this query.

Query Syntax: HELP [?]

Returned Format: [HELP]<string with imbedded <crlf's> >

ID

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EOI OW
DIM Help$[2000]
OUTPUT 707; "HELP?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K"; Help$
PRINT USING "K"; Help$

query

Query which returns model identification string, HP 54201A or HP 54201D.

Query Syntax: ID?

Returned Format: [ID] IIHP 54201A "<crl f> or
[ID ] IIHP 54201D"<crl f>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;" ID ?"
ENTER 707;Id$
PRINT Id$
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KEY query

Query which returns the code of the first key pressed in the key buffer. A key queue of length 10
is held. If more than 10 keys have been pressed, the most recent key is the last in the buffer.

Query Syntax: KEY?

Returned Format: [KEY]<key code><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;IKEY?"
ENTER 707;Key$
PRINT Key$

CODE KEY CODE KEY CODE KEY

1 NEXT[ j/FINE 34 CHS 67 B

2 PREV[ j/FINE 35 Not assigned 68 C

3 - FIELD 36 Not assigned 69 D

4 - FIELD 37 sec/Volt 70 E

5 t FIELD 38 rnsec/rnv 71 F

6 +FIELD 39 usee 72 G

7 - CURSOR 40 nsee 73 H

8 - CURSOR 41 Not assigned 74 I

9 t CURSOR 42 Not assigned 75 J

10 t CURSOR 43 76 K

11 SYSTEM MENU 44 SAVE 77 L

12 STATUS MENU 45 RECALL 78 M

13 DISPLAY MENU 46 COPY 79 N

14 TRIG MENU 47 ERASE 80 0

15 CHAN MENU 48 Not assigned 81 P

16 TIME MENU 49 0 82 Q

17 RUN/STOP 50 1 83 R

18 RESUME 51 2 84 S

19 AUTO SCALE 52 3 85 T

20 ECL 53 4 86 U

21 HARDCOPY 54 5 87 V

22 TTL 55 6 88 W

23 CLEAR ENTRY 56 7 89 X

24 INSERT 57 8 90 Y

25 DELETE 58 9 91 Z

26 LOCAL 59 Not assigned 92 RISE MEASUREMENT

27 CURSOR VALUES 60 -EDGE 93 FALL MEASUREMENT

28 DON'T CARE 61 EDGE- 94 DUTY MEASUREMENT

29 CURSOR X 62 FREQ MEASUREMENT 95 DELA Y MEASUREMENT

30 CURSOR 0 63 PERIOD MEASUREMENT 96 VamplMEASUREMENT

31 CURSOR X&O 64 +WIDTH MEASUREMENT 97 Vmax MEASUREMENT

32 CURSOR NORM 65 -WIDTH MEASUREMENT 98 Vmln MEASUREMENT

33 CURSOR EXPAND 66 A 99 Vrms MEASUREMENT

100 BLUE SHIFT KEY
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LONGform command/query

Command sets longform mode for instrument responses to queries. If OFF then command
headers and alpha arguments are sent from HP 54201AID in the abbreviated form, else the whole
word is output. This does not affect input data messages to the HP 54201 A/D -- headers and
arguments may be input to the HP 54201AID in either long or short form regardless of how the
LONGform command is set. LONGform is set OFF by the RESet command. Query returns the
LONGform status.

Command Syntax: LONGform {[ ON 1]
[OFF O]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LONG I"

Query Syntax: LONG form ?

Returned Format: [LONGform]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LONGFORM?"
ENTER 707;Long$
PRINT Long$

MENU command/query

Command displays the desired menu. Menus 41 and 42 are available for the HP54201D only. The
HP 54201 A treats 41 or 42 as parameter errors. Query returns the current menu selected.

Command Syntax: MENU { [ 0 ] (None/measurement answers)
[ 10 ] (System Peripherals)
[ 11 ] (System Calibration)
[ 12 ] (System Self Tests)
[ 20 ] (Status Configuration)
[ 21 ] (Status Measurements)
[ 22 ] (Status Memory)
[ 30 ] (Display)
[ 40 ] (Trigger Analog)
[ 41 ] (Trigger State Assignment)
[ 42 ] (Trigger State Sequence)
[ 50 ] (Channel 1)
[ 51 ] (Channel 2)
[ 60 ] (Timebase)
[ 70 ]} (Text-see Display subsystem TEXT command)

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MENU 40"

Query Syntax: MENU?

Returned Format: [MENU ]<NRl><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MENU ?"
ENTER 707;Menu$
PRINT Menu$
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MSG query

Query which responds with the message code for the first advisory since MSG query, device clear,
RESet, instrument power-on, or RQS<mask spec>. If STRing is specified, a quoted string up to 32
characters long is returned. If NUMber is specified or no argument is sent, only the message
number is returned. Text, Status, Warning, and Wait messages but not ERRor messages are
returned. Refer to system ERRor query for error messages. The MSG query clears the advisory
bit in the status byte (if set and no SRQ is pending).

Query Syntax: MSG [ NUMber I 0
[ STRi ng I 1 ?

Returned Format: [MSG][<NR1><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MSG NUMBER?"
ENTER 707;Message
PRINT Message

Device Dependent Message Codes:

<string><crlf> ]

MSG NO.

1
6
7

12
14
26
27
28
29
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
41
42
45
46
47
48
50
51
52

MESSAGE STRING

Power-Up Complete
Expansion Limit Reached
No Waveform Exists
Enter Hardware Test
End of Waveform
INSERT to Add Sequence Term
INSERT to Add OR'd Pattern
INSERT to Add New Label
One "*" Required For Each Label
Each Label Must Have a Name
All Names Must Be Unique
At Least 1 Clock Edge Required
Delay Rounded
Enter 55 to 99 %
Enter 1 to 45 %
DELETE to Remove Field
INSERT to Add AND'd Pattern
Only One Label Allowed
Command Ignored
Coupled Function Changed
Offset/Trig Will Change
INSERT-Proceed Else CLEAR ENTRY
Enter Cal 0 thru 9
Enter Test 0 thru 2
No Edge Found
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MSG (cont)

MSG NO.

55
56
57
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
87

MESSAGE STRING

Hardcopy in Progress
Acquired Frame <N> (See Note)
Hardcopy Device Down
No Ext Trig Auto
Hardcopy Aborted
Enter Service 0 thru 3
Waiting to Send Data
Waiting to Receive Data
Mode Configured in Status Menu
Executing Autoscale
Exceeds Graph Scale
Enter Address 0 thru 30
Default Complete
Slow Trigger
Armed by State Trigger
Trigger On State Only
Enter Graph 1 thru 4
Enter Memory 0 thru 3
Auto Scale Disabled
Offset/Trig Rounded
Threshold Limited
Enter Value and Units
Signal Not Found
Trigger Changed
Acquisition Stopped
Acquisition Complete
No Trigger Found
Waiting for Trigger
SHIFT Selects Alphabet

Note

Frame number returned may not agree with count
displayed when message was generated.

Standardized HP-IB Warning Messages:

MSG NO.

-122
-230
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NODE command/query

Command that resets HP 54201A/D parser to SYStem node. If query, HP 54201AfD returns
currently selected node (system or subsystem).

Command Syntax: NODE

Example: OUTPUT 707; lNODE"

Query Syntax: NODE?

Returned format: [NODE] {[ SYStem
[ CHANnel
[ TRIGger
[ TIMebase
[ DISPlay
[ GRAPh
[ ACQuire
[ WAVeform
[ MEASure
[ STATe

Example: OUTPUT 707;"NODE ?"
ENTER 707;Node$
PRINT Node$

o ]
1 ]
2 ]
3 ]
4 ]
5 ]
6 ]
7 ]
8 ]
9 ]}<crlf>

OPTions query

Query which returns what options are installed in HP 54201A/D. There currently are no options.

Query Syntax: OPTions?

Returned Format : [OPTi ons ]{NONE I 0 }<crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"OPTIONS?"
ENTER 707;Option$
PRINT OPtionS
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PLOT command

Command sets hardcopy device to plotter and does hardcopy dump of HP 54201 AID display in a
format acceptable to an HPGL plotter as soon as the HP 54201 AID is next addressed to talk.

Command Syntax: PLOT

Example:

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
2:::0
290
300
:::: 1 0
321:":1
330
340

PRINt

CLEAP 707
OUTPUT 707;"PLOT"
::;Et'~D 7; Ut~T Ut'~L

saun 7; L I STEt·~ 5
:::nm 7; TALK 7
srun 7; DATA

Cl~ar int~rfac~ buff~rs.

Starts plott~r buff~ring.

Cl~ars bus, s~t ATN 1 in~ at controll~r true.
I T~l ls plott~r at addr~ss 5 to ~ ist~n.

S~ts 54201A/D to talk mod~.

S~ts ATN 1 in~ at control l~r to fals~

so data can b~ transf~rr~d.

Wait 50 s~conds for transf~r to finish
If programming, us~ th~ SPQ capabi 1 iti~s
of th~ 54201A/D to d~t~rmin~ if th~ transf~r

is compl~t~. Att~mpting to program th~

54201A/D whil~ making a hardcopy dump will
c .a.I~~ S E' E' t-·r' 0 r-s.•

command

Command sets hardcopy device to printer and does hardcopy dump of HP 54201 AID display in a
format acceptable to a printer compatible with the HP RASTER GRAPHICS STANDARD as soon as
the HP 54201 AjD is next addressed to talk.

Command Syntax: PRINt

Example:

~IJAIT 25

CLEAP 7~37

OUTPUT ;:'l17;" PIU tH"
:::Et'~D 7; Ut'~T Ut'~L

SEtHI 7; L I ::;TEt·~ 1
:::EtHI 7; TALK 7
:::nm 7; DATA

10
20
30
40
5~::'1

60
70
:::0
90
100
110
120
130
140
150 run
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Cl~ar int~rfac~ buff~rs.

I Starts print buff~ring.

C1ears bu s, se t ATt·~ 1 i n e .3.t c on t r-o 1 1ET t ru e,

T~lls print~r at addr~ss 1 to 1 ist~n.
S~ts 54201A/D to talk mod~.

I S~ts ATN lin~ at controll~r to fals~

so data can b~ transf~rr~d.

Wait 25 s~conds for transf~r to finish
If programming, us~ th~ SPQ capabi 1 iti~s
of th~ 54201A/D to d~t~rmin~ if th~ transfer
is compl~t~. Att~mpting to program th~

54201A/D whil~ making a hardcopy dump will
c aus E' E' r' r' (I rs.•
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READy I ROY query

Query which returns an integer equivalent to the HP 54201AID ready register (ready byte of the
status word). The ready register is dynamic and indicates the current status of the instrument.
The ready register is defined as follows:

Query Syntax: {READy I RDY } ?

Returned Format: [READy]<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"READY?"
ENTER 707;Ready$
PRINT Ready$

The Ready Register

BIT MASK READY BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

7 128 Not used, always O.

6 64 Cal = High indicates that self calibration has completed
execution.

5 32 Test = High indicates that the requested self test has
completed execution.

4 16 Hard = Hardcopy complete - High indicates that the last byte
of printer or plotter dump has been sent and received

3 8 Data = Data available - High indicates that something is
in the buffer waiting to be read.

2 4 Acq = Acquisition complete - High indicates that all
waveforms are acquired.

1 2 Trig = Triggered - High indicates that the instrument is
receiving triggers. Can only be set while running;
if stopped, reflects status previous to stopping.

0 1 Parse = Parse complete - High indicates that the last
command has been completely parsed.
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RECall command

Command displays a waveform from HP 54201AID memory on the specified graph or, restores the
specified instrument setup. Refer to the SAVE command to save waveforms or setups. RECall
SETup9 is a special function which returns the instrument to the state it was in before AUToscale,
Eel, or TTL was executed.

Command Syntax: RECall {[GRAPh<graph#>, [MEMory] <memory#>]
[[SETup,][MEMory]<memory#> ]}

<graph#> ::= ( 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 )
<memory#> ::= ( 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 9 )

Examples: OUTPUT 707;"RECALL GRAPHl,2"
OUTPUT 707;"RECALL GRAPHl,MEMORY2"

OUTPUT 707;"RECALL SETUP,MEMORYO"
OUTPUT 707;"RECALL SETUPO"
OUTPUT 707;"RECALLO"

REQuest I RQS

is equivalent to

is equivalent to
and

command/query

THe REQuest command sends an SRQ enable code which is an integer representing the binary
weighted values of the condition bits in the ready mask and the RQS mask.

The ready mask determines what ready conditions cause the ready bit in the status byte to be set.
The RQS mask determines what conditions will cause an SRQ to be issued.

Setting the SRQ enable code clears any pending SRQ, as well as all errors, messages and keys
awaiting query.

Bits 0, 1, 6 are don't cares and are always set to zero.

Query returns the current SRQ enable code.

Command Syntax: {REquest I RQS }<SRQ enable code>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RQS 56"

Query Syntax: (REquest I RQS ) ?

Returned Format: [REQuest]<SRQ enable code><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REQUEST ?"
ENTER 707;Request$
PRINT Request$
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The Ready Mask

HP 54201AID - Programming

SYSTEM COMMANDS

BIT MASK READY BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

15 32768 Not used, always O.

14 16384 Cal = High indicates that self calibration has completed
execution.

13 8192 Test = High indicates that the requested self test has
completed execution.

12 4096 Hard = Hardcopy complete - High indicates that the last byte
of printer or plotter dump has been sent and received

11 2048 Data = Data available - High indicates that something is
in the buffer waiting to be read.

10 1024 Acq = Acquisition complete - High indicates that all
waveforms are acquired.

9 512 Trig = Triggered - High indicates that the instrument is
receiving triggers. Can only be set while running;
if stopped, reflects status previous to stopping.

8 256 Parse = Parse complete - High indicates that the last
command has been completely parsed.

Note: To set the RDY bit in the status byte, all of the conditions
set true ( 1) in the ready mask must be true in the READY
registers (1ogi cal AND) .
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REQuest I RQS (cont)

The RQS mask is defined as follows:

The Status Mask

BIT MASK STATUS BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

7 128 MSG = High indicates that a message was displayed on the
status line of the display. A MSG query is used to
determine the message code.

6 64 RQS = Not used, always O.

5 32 ERR = Error - High indicates an error occurred. An ERRor
query is used to determine error code.

4 16 ROY = Ready - High indicates the instrument is ready. This
is based on the ready mask. A ROY query is used to
determine condition.

3 8 LCL = Local switch or power cycle - High indicates that the
instrument has been switched to local from the front
panel or that the power was cycled off then on again.

2 4 FPS = Front panel service request - High indicates a front
panel key has been pressed. A KEY query is used to
determine the key code.

1 2 PWR = Not used, always O.

0 1 RQC = Not used, always O.

Notes: 1. To set the RQS bit and SRQ bus control line true, the condition
must be enabled in the RQS mask.

2. If no condition is enabled, the HP 54201A/O can not set the SRQ
bus control line nor the RQS bit true. However, bits 2-5 and 7
of the status byte are set to indicate which conditions have
occurred.
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RESet I RST command

The HP 54201AjD has three distinct levels of reset capabilities; two are HP-IB bus commands and
one is a HP 54201AfD system command.

1. IFC (HP-IB bus command)
• Per IEEE-488, resets only the device interface functions (T, TE, l,lE, and C) as defined.

2. DCl or SOC (HP-IB bus commands)
• Resets the parser state so that no subsystem is enabled.
• Clears device status word (system STAtus command), and KEY, MSG, and ERRor queues.
• Clears all IEEE-488 input and output buffers.
• DOES NOT affect any device variables handled by system RESet command, in particular:

WAVeform FORMat
lONGform
EOI
HEADer
ARGument
RQS

3. RESet (RST) HP 54201AjD system command.
• Resets parser state so that no subsystem is enabled.
• Clears device status word (system STAtus command), and KEY, MSG, and ERRor queues.
• Basically the same as key-down power up, except no system tests are performed or

corresponding failure default actions.
• Changes these command variables:

WAVeform FORMat = WORD
EOI = ON
lONGform = OFF
HEADer = OFF
ARGument = NUMeric
RQS = 32512 (Ready bits all true except bit 15, status bits all false)
Sets GRAPh, TRIGger, and WAVeform SOURce parameters to CHANnel 1
Sets MEASure SOURce parameter to GRAPh1

Command Syntax: RESet I RST

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RST"

When RESet system command has been executed, the condition of the HP 54201AfD is as follows:
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RESet I RST (cant)

CONDITION

TIMEBASE:
Sweep mode
Time range
Reference
Delay
Autoscale
Acquire mode

CHANNELS:
Mode
Range
Offset
Store mode
Labels
Coupling
Probe attenuation
Autoscale

TRIGGER:
Mode
Source
Level
Slope
Label
Autoscale
On Event

DISPLAY:
Graticule
# of graphs
Graph sources

1
2

Connect dots
Reference lines
Accumulate mode
Data filter

MEASUREMENTS:

OTHER:
Running
HP-IB address/mode
Hardcopy device
Rear BNC
Beeper
Setup labels
Stored setups
Stored waveforms
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SETTING

Auto
10 tJ.s
Center
0.0 s
Period
Real time

Dual Channel
5.0 V
0.0 V
Normal
(blank)
1 Mn de
1:1
Enabled

Analog
Channel 1
0.0 V Centered
Positive
(blank)
Enabled
00001

Frame
2

Channel 1
Channel 2
Off
Off
Disabled
On

Standard

True
Not changed
Printer
Constant low
On
(blank)
Unprotected
Cleared
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RESet I RST (cont)

STATE SETTINGS:

_____________Status: No Trlqqer Found _
- - TALK or'~l''('

[ Ana I 0 OnI[A·;" I nrne nt ]Define Trigger Mode

Clock
JKl

c::;tate I'lode ---------- .. ----------
Pod 2 Pod 1 Pod 0

f'lu I tip I e In g II I I II I I II ,
:3 0 8 0 8 0

label Pol

.. __ """"'" """"" 1"""'1*'

Trigger State Assignment Menu after RESet

_____________Status: No Trlqqer Found _
- - TAU Orll \'

DefIne [ Se, uence ] Tr I gger" l'lode

In ':;equence,
find IIIIIIII Occur-rence s of ~ Trt qqer Terr

then Do Nothing

Sequence Restart on no state

label>
Rase

A'WII_'
;~

b
c
d II

Trigger State Sequence Menu after RESet
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RESUMe command

Command causing HP 54201AID to resume running. This differs from the RUN command in that
averaging or enveloping continue with the data already obtained.

Command Syntax: RESUMe

Example: OUTPUT 707;IRESUME"

REVision query

Query which returns the revision date of HP 54201AID firmware.

Query Syntax: REVision?

Returned Format: [REVision]<date code><crlf>

<date code>::=<NR1> (YYWW : where YY is years since 1960
and WW is week of that year)

Example: OUTPUT 707;IREVISION?"
ENTER 707;Rev$
PRINT Rev$

RUN command

Command causing HP 54201AfD to start running. Same as pressing the HP 54201 AID front-panel
RUN key. Waveforms are initialized to count of 0 (no data) and when terminal count is satisfied
the ACQ bit is set in the ready byte (see READy command). Differs from the DIGitize command in
that acquisition is not halted when terminal count is satisfied. RUN does not disturb graph source
selection or expansion, so is very useful for specialized measurements.

Command Syntax: RUN

Example: OUTPUT 707;IRUN"
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SAVE command

Command saves the waveform or setup in the specified memory. If the memory is protected, an
error is generated and SAVE is not executed. Protection can be cleared via the RESet command,
but cannot be set via HP-IB. Refer to RECall command to recall waveforms and setups.

Command Syntax: SAVE {[GRAPh<graph#>,[MEMory]<memory#>]
[ [SETup,] [MEMory]<memory#> ]}

<graph#> : := { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }
<memory#> ::= { 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 }

Examples: OUTPUT 707;"SAVE GRAPH 1,2"
OUTPUT 707;"SAVE GRAPH 1,MEMORY 2"

OUTPUT 707;"SAVE SETUP,MEMORY 0"
OUTPUT 707;"SAVE SETUP 0"
OUTPUT 707;"SAVE 0"

SERial

is equivalent to
and

is equivalent to
and

command/query

Command programs the serial number of the HP 54201A/D. Any string is accepted up to 10
characters. If less than 10 characters, it is padded with spaces to length 10. A checksum is made
and the value is stored in non-volatile RAM. The rear-panel cal switch must be set to the not
protected position, otherwise SERial is a query-only command. Query returns HP 54201A/D serial
number.

Command Syntax: SERial <string>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SERIAL '"'2601A01219'""'

Query Syntax: SERial?

Returned Format: [SERial]<serial number code><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SERIAL?"
ENTER 707;Serial$
PRINT Serial$
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SETup command/query

Command sets up HP 54201A/D according to learn string. Query returns HP 54201AfD learn
string. Block length is 978 bytes (982 including the "#A" and two-byte count value). Block format
#A is discussed in Program Code Parameters paragraph at the front of this section. This
command allows instrument setups to be stored in the controller. This data can then be sent back
to the HP 54201A/D when this controller-stored setup is desired.

Query Syntax: SETup?

Returned Format: [SETup] <block type A>

Example: DIM Learn$[982]
OUTPUT 707i"HEADER OFFiSETUP?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K"iLearn$

-1:'

Command Syntax: SETup <#A><number of bytes in learn string><learn string>

Example: OUTPUT 707 USING "#,K";"SETUP",Learn$

STAtus query

The instrument status word is a 16-bit binary word which is returned as an integer, and contains
information about the instrument conditions that set the ready bit in the status byte and/or
generate a Require Service message. The upper 8 bits of the status word are known collectively
as the ready byte, while the lower 8 bits correspond to the status byte sent during a serial poll.
The STAtus query is used to read the status word representing the current status of the HP
54201A/D. Unlike the response to a serial poll, the conditions are dynamic, not latched. Therefore
the status response reflects current status.

A companion 16 bit word, the request mask, is used to specify both those conditions in the ready
byte that set the ready bit in the status byte, and those conditions in the status byte that generate a
Require Service message. The bits in the request mask have the same meanings as those in the
instrument status word. The ready bit in the status byte is set when all of the conditions
corresponding to bits in the ready mask are true at the same time. This bit is actually set on the
transition of the last condition to become true. The REQuest system command is used to specify
the request mask.

Query Syntax: STAtus?

Returned Format: [STAtus]<NRl>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"STATUS?"
ENTER 707;Status$
PRINT Status$
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STAtus (cont)

The ready byte of the 16-bit status word is defined as follows:

The Upper Byte of the Status Word
(The Ready Byte)

BIT MASK READY BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

15 32768 Not used, always O.

14 16384 Cal = High indicates that self calibration has completed
execution.

13 8192 Test = High indicates that the requested self test has
completed execution.

12 4096 Hard = Hardcopy complete - High indicates that the last byte
of printer or plotter dump has been sent and received

11 2048 Data = Data available - High indicates that something is
in the buffer waiting to be read.

10 1024 Acq = Acquisition complete - High indicates that all
waveforms are acquired.

9 512 Trig = Triggered - High indicates that the instrument is
receiving triggers. Can only be set while running;
if stopped, reflects status previous to stopping.

8 256 Parse = Parse complete - High indicates that the last
command has been completely parsed.
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STAtus (cont)

The status byte of tile 16-bit status word is defined as follows:

The Lower Byte of the Status Word
(The Status Byte)

BIT MASK STATUS BIT CONDITION
WEIGHT

7 128 MSG = High indicates that a message was displayed on the
status line of the display. A MSG query is used to
determine the message code.

6 64 RQS = Requesting service - High indicates that this
instrument requested service.

5 32 ERR = Error - High indicates an error occurred. An ERRor
query is used to determine error code.

4 16 ROY = Ready - High indicates the instrument is ready. This
is based on the ready mask. A ROY query is used to
determine condition.

3 8 LCL = Local switch or power cycle - High indicates that the
instrument has been switched to local from the front
panel or that the power was cycled off then on again.

2 4 FPS = Front panel service request - High indicates a front
panel key has been pressed. A KEY query is used to
determine the key code.

1 2 PWR = Not used, al ways O.

0 1 RQC = Not used, always O.

STOP

Command which causes HP 54201AjD to stop running.

Command Syntax: STOP

Example: OUTPUT 707;"STOP"
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TEST I TST command/query

Command form executes the specified self test. Failures are reported as errors. If the query form
of the command is used, the specified self test is executed and the result of the test is returned in
the form of a 16-bit word. A result of 0 indicates the test passed.

Note

Inputs must be properly configured before the TEST command is issued:

TEST 0 - No special configuration required.
TEST 1 - All input signals must be disconnected.
TEST 2 - Connect rear panel BNC to INPUT 1 BNC.
TEST 3 - Connect rear panel BNC to INPUT 2 BNC.

Command Syntax: {TEST I TST} <test number>

<test number> ::= 0
1
2
3

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TE5T 3"

Query Syntax: {TEST I TST}<test number>?

Returned Format: [TEST I TST]<NRl>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TES13?"
ENTER 707;Test3$
PRINT Test3$

(Self test 0: CPU/Memory)
(Self test 1: Acquisition/Trigger)
(Self test 2: Channel 1 Input)
(Self test 2: Channel 2 Input)

In this example, assume the result returned in Test3$ is the number 384.

then 384 = 256 + 128, therefore bits 9 and 8 were set. Refering to bits 9 and 8 for TEST3
in the table on the next page, you can see that CHAN 1 and CHAN 2 failed.
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TEST I TST (cont)

TEST Query Result Register Encoding

BIT BINARY TESTO TESTl TEST2 and
WEIGHT TEST3

15 16384 0 0 0

14 8192 0 STATE BOARD FAILED 0

13 4096 0 STATE POD FAILED 0

12 2048 0 INTERPOLATOR FAILED 0

11 1024 0 AUTOSCALE FAILED 0

10 512 0 FISO FAILED 0

9 256 0 CHAN 2 FAILED CHAN 2 FAILED

8 128 0 CHAN 1 FAILED CHAN 1 FAILED

7 64 0 0 0

6 32 0 ACQUISITION/TRIGGER FAI LED 0

5 16 0 0 INPUT TEST FAI LED

4 8 RAM FAIL 0 0

3 4 ROM FAIL 0 0

2 2 0 0 0

1 1 STC FAIL 0 0

0 0 HPIB FAIL 0 0
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ACQuire command/query

The acquire subsystem allows the store mode for channel 1 and channel 2 to be set the same with
two commands, TYPE and COUNt. The POINts command is included to provide compatibility
between HP HP 54201AjD programs and HP 54100AjD programs. The TYPE and COUNt
functions may be selectively programmed by using the STORe command of the channel
subsystem.

The ACQuire command selects acquire subsystem as the destination for the commands that
follow.

The ACQuire query responds with the settings of the acquire subsystem. Store mode and
completion criteria for all active sources are set to be the same as those in effect for channel 1.

Command Syntax: ACquire

Example: OUTPUT 707;IACQUIRE"

Query Syntax: ACquire?

Returned Format: [ACquire <crlf> ]
[ TYPE ]<argument><crlf>
[ POINts ]<NRl><crlf>
[ COUNt ]<NRl><crlf>
[ FILTer ]<argument><crlf>

Example: DIM Acquire$[70]
OUTPUT 707;IACQUIRE?"
ENTER 707 USING I-K";Acquire$
PRINT USING IK";Acquire$
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ACQuire Commands:

COUNt
FILTer
POINts
TYPE

ACQu i re ~--,--------., ? ~r----------------------,.--'"

}---,----t~ COUN t J-----,-~

FIL Ter ~----r----t--< ON ~---r----------~

I------t~ OfF ~---t~

POINts J-----.-~ points_org I-----r------------~

TYPE NORMal

'--------~ system commands 1-----------.----"
B~42.1.4

ACQuire Subsystem Syntax Diagram
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COUNt command/query

If store mode is type average, command signifies both the terminal count and the number of
averages (sample weighting factor). For the other store modes, command determines the terminal
count, that is, the number of frames which were acquired.

For normal store mode the count parameter can be 1 to 10,000.

For average mode, the COUNt must be exactly 4, 16, 64, or 256.

For envelope, COUNt parameter can be 10 to 10,000.

All active sources are set the same.

Query returns the count factor as described above. Channel 2 type and count are set the same as
channel 1 so that the response is consistent for all sources.

Command Syntax: COUNt <NRl>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUNT 1"

Query Syntax: COUNt?

Returned Format: [COUNt]<NRl><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUNT?"
ENTER 707;Count$
PRINT Count$
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FILTer command/query

Command sets the data filter mode, which extends resolution to 7-bits. Three types of data filters
are available to the user depending on the time range and sampling mode selected.

Real time sampling, 5 gs to 10 s range - Data is put through a 3-point, moving-average filter.
FILTer may be ON or OFF. The voltage at displayed data point n is defined as:

Real time sampling, 50 ns to 2 gs range - Data is put through a digital reconstruction filter.
FILTer is always on regardless of how the command is sent. However, if FILTer is
programmed OFF in this mode, and you switch to either of the other filter time ranges, the filter
will be off.

Repetitive sampling, all time ranges - During repetitive sampling, more than one sample may
occur at a given data point on a graph during a single acquisition frame. When FILTer is set
ON, these samples for a given data point are averaged together.

The FILTer query returns the data filter mode.

A slight speed enhancement is obtained by turning the filter off when acqumnq averaged
waveforms. The only benefit of the filter on this type of waveform is the low-pass characteristic of
the filter, since averaging produces greater than 7-bit resolution.

The filter should be turned off when the absolute magnitude of individual data points is important
to the measurement, such as when performing a Vmax measurement and there are fewer than
three samples on the waveform peak.

The filter should also be turned off when measuring a deliberately aliased signal, such as in swept
frequency response measurements.

Command Syntax: FILTer {[ ON I 1 ]
[ OFF I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FILTER ON"

Query Syntax: FILTer?

Returned Format: [FILTer]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FILTER?"
ENTER 707;Filter$
PRINT Filter$
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POINts command/query

Command does nothing, but must be a valid integer. Query returns the number of data points
acquired, 1001.

Command Syntax: POINts <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POINTS 1001"

Query Syntax: POINts?

Returned Format: [POINts] <NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POINTS?"
ENTER 707;Points$
PRINT Points$

TYPE command/query

Command sets the data type for all active sources and makes the count setting of channel 2 the
same as channel 1.

Query responds with the data type of channel 1 and makes channel 2 the same type and count so
that the response is consistent for all sources.

Command Syntax: TY PE {[ NORMa1 I 1 ]
[AVErage I 2 ]
[ ENVelope I 3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ACQUIRE; TYPE NORMAL"

Query Syntax: TYPE?

Returned Format: [TYPE ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TYPE?"
ENTER 707;Type$
PRINT Type$
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CHANnel command/query

The channel subsystem controls all "Y axis" functions, including selecting the type of data to be
acquired. Channel 1 and Channel 2 are independently programmable for all functions.

The CHANnel command selects channel 1 or channel 2 as the destination for the commands that
follow.

The CHANnel query responds with all of the settings for the specified channel.

Command Syntax: CHANnel { 1 I 2 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"CHANNEL 1"

Query Syntax: CHANnel { 1 I 2 } ?

Returned Format: [CHANnel]<NRl><crlf>
[PROBe]<NR3><crlf>
[RANGe]<NR3><crlf>
[OFFSet]<NR3><crlf>
[COUPling]<argument><crlf>
[IMPedance]<argument><crlf>
[LABel]< 10 chars quoted ><crlf>
[STORe]<argument>,<NRl><crlf>
[SCALe]<argument><crlf>
[MODE]<argument><crlf>

Example: DIM Chan$[150]
OUTPUT 707;"CHANNEL I?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K";Chan$
PRINT USING "K";Chan$

CHANnel Commands: COUPling
ECl
TTL
IMPedance
LABel
MODE
OFFSet
PROBe
RANGe
SCAle
STORe

Channel commands can be sent to either channel 1 or channel 2 and they are order dependent as
follows: Range limits are determined by the current probe attenuation factor. The value limits for
offset are determined by the current range selection. So to completely specify channel settings,
program PROBe, then RANGe, and then OFFSet.
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,-,--.-,COUP I I "g }----,---1o-{ AC }---..------------.j

MODE

OffSet }---.,-.., offset_erg I----.----------~~

SCALe

STORe

?

NORMal

?

count

'-------..,system cemme"ds~-----------'

85-428185

CHANnel SUbsystem Syntax Diagram
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COUPling command/query

Command selects the input coupling for the selected channel. If AC coupling is selected, and 50Q
impedance is in effect, impedance will be changed to 1 MQ (see IMPedance command). Query
responds with the selected coupling.

Command Syntax: COUPling {[ DC I 1 ]
[ AC I 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING DC"

Query Syntax: COUPling?

Returned Format: [COUPling]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING?"
ENTER 707;Coupling$
PRINT Coupling$

ECl command

Command presets the selected channel for ECl as follows:

COUPling
OFFSet
RANGe

= DC
= -1. 00 V
= 2.0 V

SCALe
PROBe
IMPedance

DISabled
= unchanged

unchanged

The SCAle (autoscale) function is disabled so that a selective autoscale may be performed, thus
preserving the channel settings.

Command Syntax: ECl

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ECl"

TTL command

Command presets the selected channel for TTL as follows:

COUPling
OFFSet
RANGe

= DC
= 2.50 V
= 6.0 V

SCAle
PROBe
IMPedance

= DISabled
= unchanged

unchanged

The SCAle (autoscale) function is disabled so that a selective autoscale may be performed, thus
preserving the channel settings.

Command Syntax: TTL

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TTL"
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IMPedance command/query

Command sets the impedance for dc input coupling, 50n or 1 Mn. Ac input coupling is always 1
Mn. Attempting to set LOW impedance for AC coupling will generate an error. Query returns
impedance of selected channel coupling.

Command Syntax: IMPedance {[ LOW I 0 ]
[ HIGH II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE HIGH"

Query Syntax: IMPedance?

Returned Format: [IMPedance]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE?"
ENTER 707;Imped$
PRINT Imped$

LABel command/query

Command sets the user label for selected channel. Query responds with the user label for
selected channel.

Command Syntax: LABel <10 character string>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;"LABEL ""TEST 1'""'

Query Syntax: LABel?

Returned Format:: [ LABel]< 10 characters quoted ><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LABEL?"
ENTER 707;Label$
PRINT Label$
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MODE command/query

Command selects input configuration for Channel 2: NORMal (Dual channel), SUBTract (Ch1-Ch2),
or ADD (Ch1 +Ch2). In NORMal mode, channels acquire data present at the corresponding inputs
(INPUT 1 and INPUT 2). Channel 1 operates only in NORMalrnode. Channel 2 may be set to act
as a differential input in which the signal present at INPUT 2 is either subtracted from or added to
the signal at INPUT 1. The subtraction or addition occurs as a software function after the two
input signals have been acquired, therefore these modes don't provide the full benefit of common
mode rejection as a true differential input system.

If either the SUBTract or ADD mode is selected for channel 2, all channel functions are slaved
together except store mode and label. When channel 1 is addressed, setting probe factors, range,
offset, coupling, or impedance controls these functions for both inputs. When channel 2 is
addressed, probe, coupling, and impedance will be the same as selected for channel 1. However,
range and offset are in terms of the resultant sum or difference waveform. For either ADD or
SUBTract mode, the possible range of the resultant waveform is twice that of the individual input
ranges. For SUBTract mode, the resultant offset can only be zero since the offset applied to each
input is the same. For add mode, the resultant offset is twice that applied to each input.

Query returns the current input configuration.

Command Syntax: MODE {[ NORMal 0 ]
SUBtract 1]
ADD 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE ADD"

Query Syntax: MODE?

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE?"
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$
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OFFSet command/query

Command sets channel offset. Offset is ±1.5 V for 40 mV to 790 mV channel range and ±30 V for
800 mV to 16 V channel range.

Query responds with the channel offset setting.

Command Syntax: OFFSet <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"OFFSET 400E-3"

Query Syntax: OFFSet?

Returned Format: [OFFSet]<NR3><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"OFFSET?"
ENTER 707;Offset$
PRINT Offs et S

PROBe command/query

Command sets channel probe factor. Must be 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100. Query responds with
channel probe factor.

Command Syntax: PROBe <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"PROBE 10"

Query Syntax: PROBe?

Returned Format: [PROBe]<NR3><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"PROBE?"
ENTER 707;Probe$
PRINT ProbeS
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RANGe command/query

Command sets channel range. Query responds with current range setting. The allowable range
settings (with 2-digit resolution) are based on the PROBe setting and are as follows for dual
channel mode. Range settings are doubled for CH1+CH2 and CH1-CH2 modes.

PROBE FACTOR
NORMAL MODE

VALID RANGE SETTING

1: 1
2: 1
5: 1

10:1
20: 1
50:1

100:1

Command Syntax: RANGe <NR3>

40 mV to
80 mV to

200 mV to
400 mV to
800 mV to

2 V to
4 V to

16 V
32 V
80 V

160 V
320 V
800 V

1600 V

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RANGE 5.5EO"

Query Syntax: RANGe?

Returned Format: [RANGe]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RANGE?"
ENTER 707;Range$
PRINT Range$

SCALe command/query

Command sets autoscale mode for channel. Query responds with current autoscale mode.

Command Query: SCALe {[ DISabled I 0 ]
[ENABled II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE ENABLED"

Query Syntax: SCALe?

Returned Format: [SCALe]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE?"
ENTER 707;Scale$
PRINT Scale$
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STORe command/query

Command sets the store mode. If average mode is selected, count determines both the terminal
count and the number of averages (sample weighting factor). For the other store modes, count
determines the terminal count, that is, the number of frames which must be acquired until the
waveform is considered ready for analysis.
For normal store mode the count parameter is optional; if not sent it defaults to 1.

Valid range is from 1 to 10,000
For average mode, the count must be exactly 4, 16, 64, or 256.
For envelope, count can be 10 to 10,000.

The STORe function may also be programmed using the ACQuire subsystem TYPE and COUNt
commands.

Query responds with the current store mode for the addressed channel.

Command Syntax: STORe < type >,< count>

< type> ::= {[ NORMal 1]
AVErage I 2 ]
ENVelope I 3 ]}

< count> .. - <NRl>

Query Syntax: STORe?

Returned Format: [STORe]<argument>, <NRl><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"STORE?"
ENTER 707;Store$
PRINT Store$
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DISPlay command/query

The display subsystem provides access to HP 54201AID functions which control how waveforms
are presented on the CRT. It contains commands to select whether the cursor values display is
on. Also, a group of commands is provided that allow users to write text messages to screen.

The text display is available when the text menu is on and allows up to 4 lines of text to be
displayed in the user definable text area. Five lines of text can be held in memory, the fifth line is
not displayed unless the display is rolled up or down.

Text is volatile, it is set to " " at power on. However, once written, the user may display it with
"TEXT ON" or display the previous menu by sending "TEXT OFF". The system command "MENU
70" is equivalent to ''TEXT ON".

The SCReen command is particularly useful. By turning SCReen OFF, you can obtain significant
improvements in instrument response times.

The DISPlay command selects display subsystem as the destination for the commands that follow.

The DISPlay query responds with the settings of the display SUbsystem.

Command Syntax: DISPlay

Example: OUTPUT 707;IDISPLAY"

Query Syntax: DISPlay?

Returned Format: [DISPlay ]<crlf>
[ FORMat ]<NRl><crlf>
[ GRATicule ]<argument><crlf>
[ ROW ]<NRl><crlf>
[ COLumn ]<NRl><crlf>
[ SCReen ]<argument><crlf>
[ TEXT ]<argument><crlf>
[ INVerse ]<argument><crlf>
[ REFerence ]<argument><crlf>
[ ACCumulate ]<argument><crlf>
[ VALues ]<argument><crlf>
[ SHOW] GRAPh<NRl><crlf>
[ CONnect ]<argument><crlf>

Example: DIM Display$[160]
OUTPUT 707;"DISPLAY?"
ENTER 707 USING I-K";Display$
PRINT USING "K";Display$
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DISPlay ?

1-------,~ACCumu I ate }-,----I~ DISab I ed }--.------------I~

? }------'

CONnecl 1----,----11"'\ ON }--.--------.-----I

GRAT i cu I e)----,--., GRID }---r-----------

INVerse

LINE

I----,----II~ ON }--.--------------I

"ale ing"
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REFerence r----r~
'-----"

RON

SCReen

SHON

row#

? }------"

ON

OFF

VALues 1--,-_"1

'-------~~systemcommondsl-----------'
85429'98

DISPlay Subsystem Syntax Diagram (cant)
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DISPlay Commands:

ACCumulate
COL
CONnect
ROW
FORMat
GRATicul e
INVerse
LINE
REFerence
SCReen
SHOW
STRing
TEXT
VALues

ACCumulate command/query

Command sets the accumulate mode. If enabled, waveform data is displayed accumulated as it is
acquired. If fast is selected, data is erased every 16 frames. Slow erases every 64 frames. Manual
doesn't erase (use system ERASe command).

Query returns the current accumulate mode selection.

Command Syntax: ACCumulate {[ DISabledl 0 ]
[FAST I 1 ]
[SLOW I 2 ]
[MANual I 3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ACCUMULATE DISABLED"

Query Syntax: ACCumulate?

Returned Format: [ACCumul ate ]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ACCUMULATE?"
ENTER 707;Accum$
PRINT Accum$
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COLumn command/query

Command sets the specified column as the target for LINE or STRing commands. This does not
affect the current ROW command specification. Query returns the current column number.

Command Syntax: COLumn < column number>
< column number> ::= 0.. 63

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COLUMN 42"

Query Syntax: COLumn?

Returned Format: COLumn ]<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COLUMN?"
ENTER 707;Column$
PRINT Column$

ROW command/query

Command sets the specified row as the target for LINE or STRing command. This does not affect
the current COLumn command specification. Query returns the current row number.

Command Syntax: ROW { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ROW 3"

Query Syntax: ROW?

Returned Format: [ROW ]<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ROW?"
ENTER 707;Row$
PRINT Row$
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CONnect command/query

Command sets connect dots mode for displayed waveforms on or off. Query returns status of
connect dots mode.

Command Syntax: CONnect {[ OFF I 0 ]
[ON I 1 ]

Example: OUTPUT 707; "CONNECT ON "

Query Syntax: CONnect?

Example: OUTPUT 707;"CONNECT?"
ENTER 707;Connect$
PRINT ConnectS

FORMat command/query

Command sets the number of graphs displayed; number must be 1, 2, or 4. Query returns the
number of graphs displayed.

Command Syntax: FORMat { 1 I 2 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FORMAT 2"

Query Syntax: FORMat?

Returned Format: [FORMat]<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FORMAT?"
ENTER 707;Format$
PRINT Format$
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GRATicuie command/query

Command sets the graticule type on the display graph. Query returns the graticule type displayed.

Command Syntax: GRATicule {[ GRID I 1 ]
[ FRAMe I 2 ]}

Exampl e: OUTPUT 707; "GRATICULE GRID"

Query Syntax: GRATicule?

Returned Format: [GRATicule]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"GRATICULE?"
ENTER 707;Grat$
PRINT Grat$

INVerse command

Command sets inverse video display on or off. After INVerse ON is received, all subsequent text is
displayed in inverse until INVerse OFF is received.

Command Syntax: INVerse {[ OFF
[ ON

10]
II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"INVERSE OFF"
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LINE command/query

Command displays the string starting at the current row and column specification. If the column
limit (63) is reached, the text is wrapped to the next line irrespective of word boundaries. At the
end of the string, the remainder of the current row is set to " " and row is initialized to the next row
and column is set to O. If column limit is reached on row 4, the display is roiled up and the new
line 4 is set to " " before the write operation continues. Refer to the STRing command for similar
application.

Command Syntax: LINE < any quoted string>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LINE ""Enter text on this line"""

REFerence command/query

Command sets the reference lines display mode. In define mode, when display menu is on, the
graph levels are displayed by the graphs. Query returns the reference lines mode.

Command Syntax: REFerence {[ OFF I 0 ]
[ ON I 1 ]
[ DEFine I 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REFERENCE OFF"

Query Syntax: REFerence?

Returned Format: [REFerence]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REFERENCE?"
ENTER 707;Ref$
PRINT Ref$
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SCReen command/query

Command controls the HP 54201A/D display. ON turns normal display on, which has no effect if
the display is already on; the last HP 54201A/D menu is restored. OFF turns everything except line
1 and 2 of the display off, resulting in faster operation when running since in this mode waveform
data is not written to graph displays. Accumulated displays are not generated with screen off.
This command cancels system command DEBug display.

Query returns the current screen status.

Command Syntax: SCReen {[ ON I 1 ]
[ OFF I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCREEN ON"

Query Syntax: SCReen?

Returned Format: [SCReen]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCREEN?"
ENTER 707;Screen$
PRINT Screen$

SHOW command/query

Command selects which graphs scale factors are shown in the scale line; value must be 1, 2, 3, or
4. If higher than maximum graph currently displayed then value is rounded to that graph number
with no error.

Query returns graph number shown on current scale-factor line of display.

Command Syntax: SHOW [GRAPh] { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SHOW GRAPH 4"

Query Syntax: SHOW?

Returned Format: [SHOW] GRAPh <NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SHOW?"
ENTER 707;Show$
PRINT Show$
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STRing command

Command displays the string starting at the current row and column specification. If the column
limit (63) is reached, the text is wrapped to the next line irrespective of word boundaries. At the
end of the string, the row and column is set to the next available number. If column limit is
reached on row 4, the display is rolled up and the new line 4 is set to " " before the write operation
continues. Refer to the LINE command for similar appliation.

Command Syntax: STRing < any quoted string>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"STRING ""Press INSERT to continue"'"'

TEXT command/query

TEXT OFF command sets menu previously displayed before text was turned on (no effect if text
isn't on). TEXT ON saves current menu and puts on text menu. TEXT BLANk clears text memory,
sets COLumn=1 and ROW=1, but doesn't affect what menu is displayed.

Query returns text on/off status.

Command Syntax: TEXT {[ OFF 0 ]
[ ON 1 ]
[BLANk 2]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TEXT ON"

Query Syntax: TEXT?

Returned Format: [TEXT] <argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TEXT ON"
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VALues command/query

Command controls the display of the cursor values readout. If off, the labels for the graphs are
displayed.

Query returns the values mode.

Command Syntax: VALues {[ OFF I 0 ]
[ON I 1 ])

Example: OUTPUT 707;"VALUES ON"

Query Syntax: VALues?

Returned Format: VALues ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"VALUES?"
ENTER 707;Values$
PRINT Values$
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GRAPh command/query

The graph subsystem allows the user to define the graph source and to define graph specific
measurement criteria when measurement mode is user defined. X-axis windowing can also be
done using the graph subsystem.

The GRAPh command selects the graph that is the destination for the graph commands that
follow.

The GRAPh query responds with all of the settings for the specified graph.

Command Syntax: GRAPh { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"GRAPH 1"

Query Syntax: GRAPh { 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 } ?

Returned Format: [GRAPh<NRl><crl f> ]
[SOURce]<source spec><crlf>
[UNITs]<argument><crlf>
[UPPer]{<NRl>J<NR2>J<NR3>}<crlf>
[LOWer]{<NRl>J<NR2>I<NR3>}<crlf>

Example: DIM Graph$[70]
OUTPUT 707; "GRAPH 2? II

ENTER 707 USING "-K";Graph$
PRINT USING "K";Graph$

GRAPh Commands:

SOURce
UNITs
UPPer
LOWer
MIDdle
WINDow
EXPand
NORMal
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?

SOURce l-------o----.--.-I CHANne I

UNITs

OFF

MEMory

PERCent

2

o l--r--~

lower_org

?

slarl slop

'---------~systemcommandsl----------/
85420103

GRAPh Subsystem Syntax Diagram
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SOURce command/query

Command selects the data source for the currently addressed graph. When a new source is
selected for a graph, the graph is initialized to an unexpanded (Le. normal) display of the waveform
data.

Query returns the data source displayed on the addressed graph.

Command Syntax: SOURce {[ CHANnell 1
[ CHANne12 2
[ OFF ]
[ MEMory {0111213} ]}

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE CHANNEll"

Query Syntax: SOURce ?

Returned Format : [SOURce]{[ CHANnell ]
[ CHANne12 ]
[ OFF ]
[ MEMoryO ]
[ MEMoryl ]
[ MEMory2 ]
[ MEMory3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE?"
ENTER 707;Source$
PRINT SourceS
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UNITs command/query

Command sets the measurement threshold units when user defined measurement mode is
selected. Each units selection has its own settings for upper, middle, and lower.

Query returns the units selection in the user-defined mode for the addressed graph.

Note

If the HP 54201A/D is currently in standard measurement mode, the query
will still return the user-defined UNITs selection.

Command Syntax: UNITs {[ PERCent 0]
[ VOLT s 1 ]
[ TTL 2 ]
[ ECl 3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"UNITS PERCENT"

Query Syntax: UNITs?

Returned Format: [UNITs ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"UNITS?"
ENTER 707;Units$
PRINT Un its$

UPPer command/query

Command sets upper measurement threshold if UNITs has been set to VOLTs or PERCent. The
upper limit is preset for ECl and TTL. If UNITs has been set to PERCent, the allowable upper limit
is from 55% to 99%.

Query returns the value of the upper measurement threshold.

Command Syntax: UPPer <upper limit>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;"UPPER 85" (assuming UNITs has been set to PERCent)

Query Syntax: UPPer?
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Returned Format: [UPPer] {[ <NRl> ]
[ <NR3> ]
[ <NR2> ]} <crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"UPPER?"
ENTER 707;Upper$
PRINT Upper$

(if percent)
(if volts)
(if TTL or ECl)
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MIDdle

Query which returns the value of the middle measurement threshold.

query

Query Syntax: MIDdle?

Returned Format: [MIDdle] {[ <NRl> ]
[ <NR3> ]
[ <NR2> ]} <crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MIDDLE?"
ENTER 707;Middle$
PRINT Middle$

(if percent)
(if volts)
(if TTL or ECl)

LOWer command/query

Command sets lower measurement threshold if UNITs has been set to VOLTs or PERCent. The
lower limit is preset for Eel and TTL. If UNITs has been set to PERCent, the allowable lower limit
is from 1% to 45%.

Query returns the value of the lower measurement threshold.

Command Syntax: LOWer <lower limit>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;"LOWER 25" (assuming UNITs has been set to PERCent)

Query Syntax: LOWer?

Returned Format: [LOWer] {[ <NRl>]
[ <NR3> ]
[ <NR2> ]} <crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LOWER?"
ENTER 707;Lower$
PRINT Lower$

(if percent)
(if volts)
(if TTL or ECl)
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WINDow query

Query returns a pair of (X,Y) coordinates describing the time and voltage limits of the graph
display. Effectively these are P1 and P2 coordinates as used in plotter or HP Series 200 Controller
window commands.

Query Syntax: WINDow?

Returned Format: [WINDow] <NR3>, <NR3>, <NR3>, <NR3><crl f>

where the first NR3 pair is the P1 (time,volts) and
the second NR3 pair is the P2 (time,volts).

Example: DIM Window$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"WINDOW?"
ENTER 707;Window$
PRINT Window$

EXPand

PI

,-------e P2

command

The graph expand function uses time rather than cursor location as the expansion criteria. The
command sets the time at the starting point of the graph and at the stopping point of the graph.
The graph must contain valid data or an error is generated.

The start time must be greater than or equal to the time of the first point of the waveform. The
stop time must be less than or equal to the time of the last point. Minimum time (Stop - Start)
must be ~54 sample intervals, i.e., the minimum number of points displayed must be ~55.

The WINDow command is useful to determine the min and max values for start and stop times
respectively.

Command Syntax: EXPand <start time>,<stop time>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EXPAND 50E-9,125E-9"

NORMal command

Command sets graph to show entire waveform, unexpanded.

Command Syntax: NORMal

Example: OUTPUT 707;"NORMAL"
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MEASure command/query

The measure subsystem provides access to the front panel measurement functions and also
provides some special functions particularly useful in systems applications.

The MEASure command selects the measure subsystem for the commands that follow.

The MEASure query responds with the settings of the measure subsystem,

Command Syntax: MEASure

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MEASURE"

Query Syntax: MEASure?

Returned Format: [MEASure <crl f> ]
[ SOURce] <source spec><crlf>
[ MODE ]<argument><crlf>
[ SENDvalid ]<argument><crlf>
[DEFine]{DELay I 0 },<meas spec><crlf>
[DEFine]{NWIDth I 1 },<meas spec><crlf>
[DEFine]{PWIDth I 2 },<meas spec><crlf>
[ DEFine]{ENVelope I 3 },<meas spec><crlf>

Example: DIM Measure$[180]
OUTPUT 707;"MEASURE?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K";Measure$
PRINT USING "K";Measure$
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MEASure Commands:

DEFine
MODE
SCRatch
SENDvalid
SOURce
VALid

RESULts

DELay
DUTycycle
FALL
FREQuency
NWIDth
OVERshoot
PERiod
PREShoot
PWIDth
RISE
TMAX
TMIN
VAMP
VAVE
VBASe
VMAX
VMIN
VPP
VRMS
VTOP

PTIMe
VTIMe
PVOLt
TVOLt
TPOint
VPOint
CURSor
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MEASure l--r-------.{ ?

/~------ t 1-----~,

?

?

?

DELay

ENVe lope }---r--<-./

DEf' ne

MODE }---.---< STANdard }--,------------------------"'

SCRatch

SENDvalld )---.,...-I~ ON

SOURce GRAPh

VALId?

MEASure Subsystem Syntax Diagram
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DEFINED
MEASURMENTS

?

MEASure SUbsystem Syntax Diagram (Cant)
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slope & occurence

f------I-.{ ? )-------------<~

f------l~ ? )-------------<~

time

voltage

point #

}---,-----.{x}------..-----.(?}---------.,CURSOR
VALUES

FUNDAMENTAL
MEASURMENTS

'--------~ system commands )-------------------.-/

MEASure Subsystem Syntax Diagram (cont)

SETTING THE MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT

HP 54201AID provides two basic modes for measurements, standard and user defined. In
standard mode, graph reference levels are preset and measurement definitions are fixed. In user
defined mode, reference levels may be individually selected for each graph and certain
measurement definitions may be customized to better suit your application.

Graph reference thresholds are set in the graph subsystem,

All measurements are based upon the time voltage windows defined by the four graphs;
measurements always reference graphs, not channels or memories directly. By expanding a
graph, you can select a region of the waveform data to measure.
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MODE command/query

Command sets the measurement mode (definitions and thresholds). User mode definitions are set
by the MEASure DEFine command. USER mode thresholds are set by the GRAPh subsystem
UNITs, UPPer, and LOWer commands.

Query returns the current measurement mode.

Command Syntax: MODE {[ STANdard
[ USER

10]
II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE STANDARD"

Query Syntax: MODE?

Returned Format: [MODE]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE?"
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$

SOURce command/query

Command selects the graph to be addressed for the measurements that follow. This graph will be
the default for measurement commands as well as the one used for the VAlid query.

Query returns the currently addressed graph.

Command Syntax: SOURce [GRAPh]{ 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 }

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE GRAPH 1"

Query Syntax: SOURce?

Returned Format: [SOURce] GRAPh<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE?"
ENTER 707;Source$
PRINT SourceS
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SENDvaiid command/query

If command SENDvaiid is ON, an optional parameter is sent by the HP 54201 A/D with
measurement RESUlts queries that qualifies the result. This parameter indicates why an invalid
result occurred or that the measurement result is good data. The optional validity parameter
returned with the RESUlts query is:

<val idity> ::= { [ GOOD_DATA 1 ]
[ NO_WAVEFORM 0 ]
[ SCALING? -1 ]
[ THRESHOLD? -2 ]
[ CLIPPED -3 ]
[ NOT_FOUND -6 ]}

The SENDvalid query returns the current SENDvalid selection, ON or OFF.

Command Syntax: SENDvalid {[ ON I 1 ]
[ OFF I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707; "SENDVALID ON"

Query Syntax: SENDvalid?

Returned Format: [SENDvalid]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SENDVALID?"
ENTER 707;Send$
PRINT Send$

VAlid query

Query which returns the valid status for the currently addressed graph. The VAlid arguments are
the same as defined by SENDvalid.

Query Syntax: VALid?

Returned Format: [VALid] {[ GOOD_DATA
[ NO_WAVEFORM
[ SCALING?
[ THRESHOLD?
[ CLI PPED
[ NOT_FOUND

Example: OUTPUT 707;"VALID?"
ENTER 707;Valid$
PRINT Valid$

1 ]
o ]

-1 ]
-2 ]
-3 ]
-6 ]} <crlf>
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DEFine command/query

Several of the instrument measurements can be customized to suit special requirements using the
DEFine command. These definitions can be set at anytime, but only take effect when the MODE
command has been set to USER mode.

The DEFine query returns the current definition for the specified measurement.

Command Syntax: DEFine {[ DELay
[ PWIDth
[ NWIDth
[ ENVelope

o ]
1 ]
2 ]
3 ]} ,<measurement specification>

The PWIDth measurement is made from the first rising threshold defined by the measurement
specification to the next falling threshold. The NWIDth measurement is made from the first falling
threshold defined by the measurement specification to the next rising threshold. For both width
measurements,

o ]
1 ]
2 ]}

, '
" -<measurement specification> {[ MIDdl e

[ UPPer
[ LOWer

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DEFINE PWIDTH,MIDDLE"

For DELay, both edges can be set independently. For each edge, polarity and threshold level is
definable,

<measurement specification> ::= <polarity>,<level>,<polaritY>,<level>

<pol arity> ' '- {[ POSit i ve 0 ]
[ NEGative 1 ]}

<level> . '- { [ MIDdl e 0 ]
[ UPPer 1 ]
[ LOWer 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DEFINE DELAY,POSITIVE,UPPER,POSITIVE,UPPER"

DEFine ENVelope allows the selection of the minimum waveform or the maximum waveform for
fundamental measurement commands VTIMe, VPOint, TVOLt, and PVOLt. For ENVelope,

<measurement specification> ::= {[ MINimum I 0 ]
[ MAX imum II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DEFINE ENVELOPE,MAXIMUM"
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DEFine (cant)

Query Syntax: DEFine {[ DELay ]
[PWIDth ]
[NWIDth ]
[ ENVelope ]}?

Returned Format: [DEFine] {[ DELay
[ NWIDth
[ PWIDth
[ ENVelope

Example: DIM Define$[60]
OUTPUT 707;"DEFINE DELAY?"
ENTER 707;Define$
PRINT Define$

o ]
1 ]
2 ]
3 ]} ,<meas spec><crlf>

SCRatch command

Command clears the voltage and time measurement lists from the display.

Command Syntax: SCRatch

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCRATCH"
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EXECUTING MEASUREMENTS

The two modes of execution of measurements in the HP 54201 AjD are immediate and queued.

• In immediate mode (query form), the measurement is performed as the command
is parsed and the results are entered into the output buffer. If the waveform being measured is
currently being acquired, the measurement is postponed until the waveform reaches its terminal
count criteria as specified with the CHANnel STORe command or ACQuire COUNt command.

• In queued mode (command form), the measurement is added to the display list
on screen. The queued measurements are performed as a part of the normal acquisition cycle
and results are displayed on screen. The results may be read over HP-IB by using the RESUlts
query. If the instrument is in RUN mode (System command), the measurements are updated
each time a new frame is acquired. If the instrument is in DIGitize mode (System command),
the measurements are updated when the digitized operation is fully completed.

In addition to the defined measurement functions on the front panel, two other groups of
fundamental measurements exist. The cursor values may be read over HP-IB and a set of general
purpose time, voltage, and point measurements are provided.

RESUlts query

RESUlts is a query which causes the HP 54201 AjD to output the list of active measurements
which is displayed on screen.

Query Syntax: RESULts?

Returned Format: [RESULts ]<# of measurements><crlf>
[<Time measurement list>]
[<Volt measurement list>]

<# of measurements> ::= integer from 0 to 6

<Time measurement list> and <Volt measurement list> ::=

[<measurement name> ]<value>[,<validity>]<crlf>
[<measurement name> ]<value>[,<validity>]<crlf>
[<measurement name> ]<value>[,<validity>]<crlf>
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RESULts (cont)

Number of answers returned in Time measurement list can be from 0 to 3.
Number of answers returned in Volt measurement list can be from 0 to 3.

Validity parameter only returned if SENDvalid command is set ON.

<validity> ::= ([ GOOD_DATA 1 ]
[ NO_WAVEFORM 0 ]
[ SCALING? -1 ]
[ THRESHOLD? -2 ]
[ CLIPPED -3 ]
[ NOT_FOUND -6 ])

Example: DIM Results$[200]
OUTPUT 707;IRESULTS?"
ENTER 707 USING "_K" .Resul t sS
PRINT USING "K"jResults$

Defined Measurements

The following measurements are defined for HP 54201AID:

DELay delay from first specified edge on one graph to the next specified edge on same
graph, or to first specified edge on another graph.

DUTycycle ( +WIDth I PERiod)

FALL fall time of first falling edge from upper to lower threshold.

FREQuency ( 1/pERiod )

NWIDth LlT from first falling edge threshold to next rising edge threshold.

OVERshoot (VMAX - VTOP)

PERiod LlT from first edge middle threshold to next like edge middle threshold.

PREShoot (VBASe - VMIN)

PWIDth lH from first rising edge threshold to next falling edge threshold.

RISE Rise time of first rising edge from lower to upper threshold.

TMAX Time at which first occurrence of VMAX occurred.

TMIN Time at which first occurrence of VMIN occurred.

VAMP (VTOP - VBASe), see note next page
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Defined Measurements (cant)

VAVE

VBASe

VMAX

VMIN

Vpp

VRMS

VTOP

Average voltage calculated on full period of waveform if available, else calculation
based on full graph.

0% level voltage, see note below.

Absolute maximum voltage.

Absolute minimum voltage.

(VMAX -- VMIN )

True rms voltage (dc + ac component). Ac couple to remove ac component.
Calculated on full period of waveform if available, else calculation based on full graph.

100% level voltage, see note below.

Note

The 0% level and 100% level are determined from the occurrence density histogram of the data points
windowed in a graph. The histogram is computed by summing the number of occurrences of each
quantization level in the waveform data. The quantization level with the greatest number of occurrences
in the top half of the waveform corresponds to the 100% level. The quantization level with the greatest
number of occurrences in the bottom 17alf of the waveform corresponds to the 0% level. If the
computed 0% and 100% levels do not contain a significant number of occurrences (at least 5% of the
total number of data points windowed in the graph), then the 0% level and 100% level default to the
values of VMIN and VMAX. All percentage thresholds area calculated from the 0% and 100% levels.

VMAX
TMAX

VTOP (100%)

OVERSHOOT

VPP

VAMP

PRESHOOT

----------------------------------------------_.~~-- M542G11g1

VBASE (0%)
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Defined Measurements (cont)

All defined measurements, except DELay, follow the syntax:

Command/Query Syntax: <measurement name>[<graph number>][?]

If no graph is specified, the. graph specified with the MEASure SOURce command is measured.

If the command form is specified, the measurement is added to tile appropriate measurement list
(time or volt) on the HP 54201 AID display and the answers are returned to the controller using the
RESUlts query. If more than 3 measurements are specified for either the time or YOIt list, only the
last 3 are retained (performed) and any others are discarded.

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;" FREQUENCYl" or

OUTPUT 707;"VMAX4"

If the query form is specified, the measurement is performed immediately and not displayed on the
HP 54201 AfD. The results are placed in the output buffer of the HP 54201 AID with the following
format for non-delay measurements:

Returned Format: [<measurement name>]<value>[,<validity>]<crlf>

Example: DIM Rise[30]
OUTPUT 707;"RISE?"
ENTER 707;Rise$
PRINT Rise$

Note

When any of these defined measurements (except TMAX, TMIN, VMIN,
VMAX, and VPP) are performed on envelope type waveforms, the maximum
wave data is always used. All wave data is used for TMAX, TMIN, VMIN,
VMAX, and VPP.
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Defined Measurements (cent)

DELay

Command Syntax:

command/query

DELay [<graph#>,<graph#>[,[LAST I MINimum I MAXimum I AVErage]

LAST - delay measured for last acquistion.
MINimum - minimum delay measured for on acquisitions since DELay executed.
MAXimum - maximum delay measured for on acquisitions since DELay executed.
AVErage - average of delay measured for all acquisitions since DELay executed.

If no graph is specified, the graph specifed with the MEASure source command is measured.

When the command form is specified, the DELay measurement is added to the time measurement
list on the HP 54201A/D display and the answers are returned to the controller using the RESUlts
query. The LAST measurement will be made if not specified otherwise. If more than 3
measurements are specified for the time list, only the last 3 are retained (performed) and any
others are discarded.

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DELAYl,2" or

OUTPUT 707;"DELAYl,4,MINIMUM"

Query Syntax: DELay [<graph#>,<graph#>]?

When the query form is specified, only the LAST measurement will be performed. The
measurement is performed immediately and not displayed on the HP 54201A/D. The results are
placed in the output buffer of the HP 54201AfD with the following format:

Returned Format: [DELay]<value>[,<validity>]<crlf>

Example: DIM Delay$[30]
OUTPUT 707;"DELAYl,2?"
ENTER 707;Delay$
PRINT Delay$

When the DELay measurement is performed on envelope type waveforms, the maximum wave
data is used except for one case. When the edges defined by the DEFine command are on the
same graph (graphs defined by DELay command) and when the edge polarity and threshold levels
are the same for each edge, the delay is measured from the edge threhold on the maximum wave
data to the like edge threshold on the minimum wave data. This is a convenient way to make a
jitter measurement.

Example: DIM Jitter$[30]
OUTPUT 707; "DEFINE DELAY, NEGATIVE, MIDDLE, NEGATIVE, MIDDLE"
OUTPUT 707;"DELAYl,1?"
ENTER 707;Jitter$
PRINT J itter$
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Fundamental Measurements

The following measurements are basic voltage, time, and point queries that can be used to create
custom measurements not handled by the defined measurements. All queries reference the
current measurement source waveform.

PTIMe
VTIMe
PVOLt
TVOLt
TPOint
VPOint

PTIMe

If point of time is requested, the nearest point preceding the requested time is returned.

Query Syntax: PTIMe <time> 7

Returned Format: [PTIMe]<NRl><crlf>

Example: DIM Ptime$[25]
OUTPUT 707;"PTIME 500E-6 7"
ENTER 707;Ptime$
PRINT Ptime$

query

VTIMe query

Query returns the interpolated voltage at the specified time.

Note

If the waveform is type envelope and user mode is selected for
measurements, the user definition of min/max is used to select which
waveform to measure.

Query Syntax: VTIMe <time> 7

Returned Format: [VTIMe ]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Vtime$[25]
OUTPUT 707; "VTIME 2E-3 7"
ENTER 707;Vtime$
PRINT Vtime$
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Fundamental Measurements (cant)

PVOlt query

When point of voltage is requested, the waveform is searched from the first displayed point until an
interval is found that contains the requested voltage.

The sign of <slope & occurrence> selects rising (+) or falling (-) edge. The magnitude of this
parameter selects the occurrence count. For example, if <slope & occurrences> -2, the waveform
is searched for the second occurrence of the specified voltage on a negative slope. The nearest
point preceding this interval is returned.

Note

If the waveform is type envelope and user mode is selected for measurements, the user
definition of min/max is used to select which waveform to measure.

Query Syntax: PVOLt <voltage>,<slope &occurrence> ?

Returned Format: [PVOLt ]<NRl><crlf>

Example: DIM Pvolt$[25]
OUTPUT 707;"PVOLT 200E-3,-3 ?"
ENTER 707;Pvolt$
PRINT Pvolt$

TVOlt query

When time of voltage is requested, the waveform is searched from the first displayed point until an
interval is found that contains the requested voltage. Then a linear interpolation is done to
estimate the time the voltage was traversed.

The sign of <slope & occurrence> selects nsmq (+) or falling (-) edge. The magnitude of this
parameter selects the occurrence count. For example, if <slope & occurrence-« -2, the waveform
is searched for the second occurrence of the specified voltage on a negative slope.

Note

If the waveform is type envelope and user mode is selected for measurements, the user
definition of min/max is used to select which waveform to measure.

Query Syntax: TVOLt <voltage>,<slope &occurrence> ?

Returned Format: [TVOLt ]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Tvolt$[25]
OUTPUT 707;"TVOLT 5.5,+2 ?"
ENTER 707;Tvolt$
PRINT Tvolt$
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Fundamental Measurements (cont)

TPOint

Query returns the time of the specified point (1 to 1001).

Query Syntax: TPOint <point number> ?

Returned Format: [TPOint ]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Tpoint$[25]
OUTPUT 707;"TPOINT 267 ?"
ENTER 707;Tpoint$
PRINT Tpoint$

query

VPOint query

Query returns the voltage of the specified point (1 to 1001).

Note

If the waveform is type envelope and user mode is selected for
measurements, the user definition of min/max is used to select which
waveform to measure.

Query Syntax: VPOint <point number> ?

Returned Format: [VPOint ]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Vpoint$[25]
OUTPUT 707;"VPOINT 426 ?"
ENTER 707;Vpoint$
PRINT Vpoint$
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Cursor Values

Although the cursors are not programmable via the HP-IB, the cursor values may be read.

CURSor query

If a query with X or 0 argument is executed, the HP 54201AID returns an x,y pair representing the
time and voltage at the point of the specified cursor.

If a query with the DELTa argument is executed, the HP 54201AID returns an x,y pair representing
the (). time and (). voltage between the points of the X and the 0 cursors.

The optional validity parameter is only returned if the SENDvalid command has been set to ON.

Query Syntax: CURSor ([ DELTa
[ X
[ 0

o ]
1 ]
2 ]) ?

Returned Format: [CURSor ]<argument>,<Time>,<Voltage>[,<validity>]<crlf>

<Time> and <Voltage> are number type NR3

<validity> ::= {[ GOOD_DATA 1 ]
[ NO_WAVEFORM 0 ]
[ SCALING? -1 ]
[ THRESHOLD? -2 ]
[ CLIPPED -3 ]
[ NOT_FOUND -6 ]}

Example: DIM Cursor$[25]
OUTPUT 707; "CURSOR DELTA ?"
ENTER 707;Delta$
PRINT Delta$
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STATe command/query

The state subsystem is available only on the HP 54201D and provides a means to program the
state trigger function. The two major groupings of the state trigger commands are assignment and
sequence.

• Assignment consists of defining the mode of state operation, and specifying
the probe thresholds, labels and patterns.

• Sequence is the actual specification of the events that are needed before a
state trigger is generated.

The STATe command selects the state subsystem as the destination for the commands that follow.
Tile STATe query responds with all of the settings for the state subsystem.

Command Syntax: STATe

Example: OUTPUT 707;"STATE"

Query Syntax: STATe?

Returned Format: [STATe <crlf> ]
[ASSignment <crlf>]
[MODE]<argument><crlf>
[MULTi p1ex]<argument><crlf> (normal mode only)
< clock specification>
[PODO ]<NR2><crlf>
[POOl ]<NR2><crlf>
[POD2 ]<NR2><crl f> (normal and qualified modes only)
{< 1abe1 speci fi cat ion >}! 1 !8! (maximum is 1 for bit fault modes)
[SEQuence <crlf>]
[FIND] <sequence find list><crlf>
[COUNt ]<NRl><crlf>
[OF ]<sequence trigger list><crlf>
[TERMs ]<argument><crlf>
[RESTart ]<sequence restart list><crlf>

<clock specification> ::=

For normal mode, multiplexing off:

[CLOCk] <argument>,<argument>,<argument><crlf>

For normal mode, multiplexing on or for qualified mode:

[MASTer] <argument>,<argument>,<argument><crlf>
[SLAVe] <argument>,<argument>,<argument><crlf>

For missing or extra bit modes:

[DATA ] <argument><crlf>
[REFerence] <argument><crlf>
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STATe (cont)

Note

The following label commands apply to all defined labels. When used
individually they refer to the currently addressed label.

<label specification> ::=
[LABel ]<5 chars quoted><crlf>
[POLarity ]<argument><crlf>
[ALLocate ]<NRl>,<NRl>,<NRl><crlf>
[BASE ]<argument><crlf>
[PATtern] A, <pattern expression><crlf>
[PATtern] B, <pattern expression><crlf>
[PATtern] C, <pattern expression><crlf>
[PATtern] D, <pattern expression><crl f> (normal and qualified modes only)

<pattern expression> ::= { [
[
[
[

#H<hexadecimal expression> ]
<decimal expression> ]

#O<octal expression> ]
#Y<binary expression> ]}

<hexadecimal expression>

<decimal expression>

<octal expression>
<binary expression>

. '.. -

{ Ol112131415161718191albi
cldlelfiAIBICIDIEIFIXI$ }!1!7!

{ 0111213141516171819IXI$ }!1!9!

{ 01112131415161718IXI$ }!1!9!
{ on tx }!1!27!

Note

"$" valid for query only. An "X" specifies a don't care state, while a "$"
specifies an undefined state. "Don't cares" in one value base cannot always
be translated to another base.

Example: DIM State$[500]
OUTPUT 707;ISTATE?"
ENTER 707 USING I-K";State$
PRINT USING IK";State$
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Assignment Commands

ASSignment
MODE
MULTiplex
CLOCk
MASTer
SLAVe
DATA
REFerence
PODO
POOl
POD2
LABel
INSert
DELete
POLarity
ALLocate
BASE
PATtern

Sequence Commands

SEQuence
FIND
COUNt
OF
TERMs
RESTart

HP 54201A/D - Programming

STATE SUBSYSTEM
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STATe 1---,-----_0{ ?

NORMal

?

ONMULTiplex ~---,--~
'-----'

K

~-r---rl-.l NEGat I ve ~-r---rl-.l

L

L
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BASE

PATtern

BINary

HEXadec Irna I

? >--_./

"string"

expression ~---~~

? )------.,-.l

STATe Subsystem Syntax Diagram (ASSignment cant)
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SEQuence h----------r--------------+-I

COUNt }-----,---~

TERMs }-----.-~

? }----'

FIND

A

B

C

o

STATe Subsystem Syntax Diagram (SEQuence)
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?

A

B

C

o

?}-----.-----------------

A

B

C

o

'----------~ system cOlT1Tlands 1---------------'
85428'1'

STATe SUbsystem Syntax Diagram (SEQuence cant)
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Assignment Commands

ASSignment

Command enables state assignment queries to be returned intact.
Query returns the current assignment settings.

Command Syntax: ASSignment

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ASSIGNMENT"

Query Syntax: ASSignment?

command/query

Returned Format: [STATe <crlf> ]
[ASSignment <crlf>]
[MODE]<argument><crlf>
[MULTiplex]<argument><crlf>
< clock specification>
[PODO ]<NR2><crlf>
[POOl ]<NR2><crlf>
[POD2 ]<NR2><crlf>
{< label specification »!1!8!

Example: DIM Assign$[200]
OUTPUT 707;"ASSIGNMENT?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K";Assign$
PRINT USING "K";Assign$

(normal mode only)

(normal and qualified modes only)
(maximum is 1 for bit fault modes)

MODE command/query

Command sets the state trigger mode. Query returns the current mode selection.

Command Syntax: MODE {[ NORMal 0 ]
[QUALified 1]
[ MISsing 2 ]
[ EXTRa 3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE QUALIFIED"

Query Syntax: MODE?

Returned Format: [MODE ]<argument><crl f>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707; II MODE?"
ENTER 707jMode$
PRINT Mode$
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MULTiplex command/query

Command defines multiplexing of clocks when state is in normal mode; other modes have
predefined multiplexing. Query returns the multiplexing mode in effect when in normal mode.

Command Syntax: MULTiplex {[ ON I 1 ]
[ OFF I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MULTIPLEX ON"

Query Syntax: MULTiplex?

Returned Format: [MULTiplex ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MULTIPLEX?"
ENTER 707;Mult$
PRINT Mult$

CLOCk command/query

Command sets the clock polarities for the master clock used in the normal mode with multiplexing
off. Query returns the master clock settings used in normal with multiplexing off.

Command Syntax: CLOCk <J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec>

< any clock spec >::= {[ NEGative 0]
POSitive 1]
BOTH 2 ]
DISabled 3]}

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707; "CLOCK POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, POSITIVE"

Query Syntax: CLOCk

Returned Format: [CLOCk]<J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec><crlf>

Example: DIM Clock$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"CLOCK?"
ENTER 707;Clock$
PRINT Clock$
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MASTer command/query

Command sets the clock polarities for the master clock used in normal mode with multiplexing on
or in qualified mode. Query returns the master clock settings used in normal mode with
multiplexing off and qualified modes.

Command Syntax: MASTer <J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec>

< any clock spec >::= {[ NEGative 0
[POSitive 1
[ BOTH 2
[DISabled 3

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MASTER NEGATIVE,NEGATIVE,NEGATIVE"

Query Syntax: MASTer?

Returned Format: [MASTer]<J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec><crlf>

Example: DIM Master$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"MASTER?"
ENTER 707;Master$
PRINT Master$

SLAVe command/query

Command sets the clock polarities for the slave clock used in normal multiplex mode or qualified
mode. Query returns the slave clock settings used in normal multiplex and qualified modes.

Command Syntax: SLAVe <J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec>

< any clock spec >::= {[ NEGative 0]
[POSitive 1]
[ BOTH 2 ]
[DISabled 3]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SLAVE POSITIVE,POSITIVE,POSITIVE"

Query Syntax: SLAVe?

Returned Format: [SLAVe]<J clock spec>,<K clock spec>,<L clock spec><crlf>

Example: DIM Slave$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"SLAVE?"
ENTER 707;Slave$
PRINT Slave$
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DATA command/query

Command sets the clock polarity for the serial data clock in extra or missing bit modes. Query
returns the serial data clock setting used in extra or missing bit modes.

Command Syntax: DATA <L clock spec>

< L clock spec >::= {[ NEGative 0]
[POSitive 1]
[ BOTH 2 ]
[DISabled 3]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;IIDATA BOTH II

Query Syntax: DATA?

Returned Format: [DATA ]<L clock spec><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;IIDATA?1I
ENTER 707;Data$
PRINT Data$

REFerence command/query

Command sets the clock polarity for the reference cell clock used in extra or missing bit modes.
Query returns the reference cell clock setting used in extra or missing bit modes.

Command Syntax: REFerence <J clock spec>

< J clock spec >::= {[ NEGative 0]
[POSitive 1]
[ BOTH 2 ]
[DISabled 3]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;IIREFERENCE POSITIVE II

Query Syntax: REFerence?

Returned Format: [REFerence ]<J clock spec><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REFERENCE?1I
ENTER 707;Ref$
PRINT Ref$
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POD command/query

Command sets the threshold for the specified pod. TTL and ECl are presets. <NR2> has the
range -9.9 to 9.9 volts. Query returns the settings for the specified pod. ECl and TTL are
returned as voltage values.

Command Syntax: {POOO I POOl I P002 } {[ TTL ]
[EeL ]
[ <NR2> ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POOO TTL"

Query Syntax: {POOO I POOl I P002 ) ?

Returned Format: [POOO I POOl I P002 ]<NR2><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"P002?"
ENTER 707;Pod2$
PRINT Pod2$

LABel command/query

The label command addresses a particular label up to five characters long as the destination for
the label commands that follow. A valid label name cannot be all spaces (" "). If the label does
not exist, then a new label is added to the list, unless the list is full. If all labels had been
previously deleted, the dummy first label is replaced with the new label entered.

label names are sensitive to leading spaces. If the label name is less than 5 characters, spaces
are appended to pad to 5 characters. Thus "A" becomes "A ", and "A "is unique from" A".

When a new label is declared, its polarity is defaulted to positive, and all bits are allocated.

In normal and qualified modes, up to 8 labels may be used. In the bit fault modes, only one label
is permitted. There is a unique label list held for each of the two cases.

Query returns the currently addressed label.

Command Syntax: LABEL <string>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LABEL ""DATA"''''

Query Syntax: LABel?

Returned Format: [LABel ]<string><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LABEL?"
ENTER 707;Label$
PRINT Label$
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ALLocate command/query

This command sets the allocation for the label, that is it determines which pins are used on the
pods or that label. The <NR1> values are interpreted as mask values much like the RQS mask.

Query returns the allocation of the addressed label.

Command Syntax: ALLocate {[<pod2 NRl>,<podl NRl>,<podO NRl>] (three pods in normal
or qualified mode)

[<podl NRl>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ALLOCATE 511,2,4"

This allocation would be shown on the HP 54201 D display as:

]} (only one pod in
missing or extra bit mode).

label [+] [*********

Query Syntax: ALLocate?

*........ ...... * .. ]

Returned Format: [ALLocate ][{<pod2 NRl>,<podl NRl>,<podO NRl> ]
<podl NRl> ]}<crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"ALLOCATE?"
ENTER 707;Allocate$
PRINT All ocate$

POLarity command/query

Command sets the polarity of the addressed label. Query returns the polarity of the addressed
label.

Command Syntax: POLarity {[ POSitive I 1 ]
[ NEGative I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POLARITY POSITIVE"

Query Syntax: POLarity?

Returned Format: [POLari ty ] <argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707"POLARITY?"
ENTER 707;Polarity$
PRINT Pol arity$
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BASE command/query

Command Selects the base in which the pattern resource terms are displayed for the addressed
label and sets the base for query responses. Binary is the most useful in many cases since any
pattern of don't cares is expressible without "$".

Query returns the selected display base.

Command Syntax: BASE {[ BINary 0 ]
[ OCTal 1 ]
[ DECimal 2 ]
[HEXadecimal 3]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"HEXADECIMAL"

Query Syntax: BASE?

Returned Format: [BASE ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"BASE?"
ENTER 707;Base$
PRINT Base$

DELete command

Command which deletes either all labels or the label specified. If all labels are deleted, a
temporary place holding label is written to the first label location since front panel operation
requires at least one label to be displayed. However, this label is replaced when a new label is
defined with the LABel command or the INSert command. The place holder is considered a valid
label if any of its attributes are changed or after reset or power cycle, and it is used for triggering.

Command Syntax: DELete {[ ALL ]
[<5 characters quoted>]}

Example:

INSert

OUTPUT 707;"DELETE ""DATA """

command

Command allows a new label to be added to the list directly following the currently addressed
label. Similar in action to the label command except the label name must be unique, that is, the
insert command cannot be used to merely address a label. Refer to the LABel command for more
details.

Command Syntax: INSert <5 characters quoted>

Example: OUTPUT 707"INSERT" Clk """
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PATtern command/query

Command defines the selected resource term for the addressed label. Pattern D is not allowed for
missing or extra bit modes.

Query returns the specified pattern expression for the addressed label.

Command Syntax: PATtern <which pattern>,<pattern expression>

<which pattern> ::= { AIBICID }

<pattern expression> ::= { [ #H<hexadecimal expression> ]
[ <decimal expression> ]
[ #O<octal expression> ]
[ #Y<binary expression> ]}

<hexadecimal expression>

<decimal expression>
<octal expression>
<binary expression>

·'-·.-
.. · .-

{ Ol112131415161718191albi
cldlelfiAIBICIDIEIFIXI$ }!1!7!

{ 0111213141516171819IXI$ }!1!9!
{ 01112131415161718IXI$ }!1!9!
{ cu rx }!1!27!

Note

"$" valid for query only. An "X" specifies a don't care state, while a "$"
specifies an undefined state. "Don't cares" in one value base cannot always
be translated to another base.

Example: OUTPUT 707;"PATTERN A,#YOIllOOOl"

Query Syntax: PATtern <which pattern> ?

Returned Format: [PATtern] <which pattern>,<pattern expression><crlf>

Example: DIM Pattern$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"PATTERN?"
ENTER 707;Pattern$
PRINT Pattern$
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Sequence Commands

SEQuence

Command enables sequence queries to be returned intact.
Query returns the current sequence settings.

Command Syntax: SEquence

Example: OUTPUT 707;ISEQUENCE"

Query Syntax: SEquence?

Returned Format: [SEquence <crlf> ]
[FIND] <sequence find list><crlf>
[COUNt ]<NRl><crlf>
[OF ]<sequence trigger list><crlf>
[TERMs ]<argument><crlf>
[RESTart ]<sequence restart list><crlf>

Example: DIM Seq$[200]
OUTPUT 707;ISEQUENCE?"
ENTER 707;Seq$
PRINT Seq$
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FIND command/query

Command defines the sequence terms that must be found before the trigger term. There can be
0, 1, 2, or 3 sequence terms. "FIND NOTHing" specifies the °term case. Terms "0" and "NaTO"
are not permitted in missing bit and extra bit modes.

Query returns the sequence term list.

Command Syntax: FIND < sequence find list>

< sequence find list >::= {[ NOTHing I 0 ]
[ <list item [,<list item>[,<list item>]]]}

<list item>:;= {[ ANYState 1]
[ A 2 ]
[ B 3 ]
[ C 4 ]
[ 0 5 ]
[ NOTA 6 ]
[ NOTB 7 ]
[ NOTC 8 ]
[ NaTO 9 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FINO ANYSTATE"

Query Syntax: FIND

Returned Format: [FIND ]<sequence find list><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FIND '1

ENTER 707;Find$
PRINT Find$

COUNt command/query

Command programs the trigger term occurrence count. Range is 1 to 59999.
Query returns the occurrence count.

Command Syntax: COUNt < NRI >

Example; OUTPUT 707;"COUNT 154"

Query Syntax: COUNt?

Returned Format: [COUNt ]<NR1><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUNT?"
ENTER 707; CountS
PRINT Count$
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OF command/query

Command defines the trigger term. 1 to 4 terms may be used in the compound expression. Only
one term may be specified if using "ANYState" list item. The "TERMs" command defines whether
the terms "or" or "and". This command is not valid for missing bit and extra bit modes.

Query returns the compound trigger term.

Command Syntax: OF < sequence trigger list>

<sequence trigger list> ::=
<list item>[,<list item>[,<list item>[,<list item>]]]

<list item>::= {[ ANYState 1]
[ A 2 ]
[ B 3 ]
[ C 4 ]
[ 0 5 ]
[ NOTA 6 ]
[ NOTB 7 ]
[ NOTC 8 ]
[ NOTO 9 ]}

Query Syntax: OF?

Returned Format: [OF] <sequence trigger list ><crlf>

Example: DIM Of$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"OF?"
ENTER 707;Of$
PRINT Of$

TERMs command/query

Command defines whether to "or" or "and" the trigger terms.
Query returns the "and" or "or" mode for the trigger terms.

Command Syntax: TERMs {[ OR
[ AND

10]
II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TERMS AND"

Query Syntax: TERMs?

Returned Format: TERMs ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TERMS?"
ENTER 707;Terms$
PRINT Terms$
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RESTart command/query

Oefines the restart expression. 1 to 4 terms may be used in a compound expression. Only one
term may be specified if using "NOSTate" or "ANYState" list items. The "0" and "NOTO" terms are
not permitted in missing bit or extra bit modes.

Query returns the restart expression.

Command Syntax: RESTart <sequence restart list>

<sequence restart list>::=
<list item>[,<list item>[,<list item>[,<list item>]]]

<list item>::= {[ ANYState I I ]
[ A I 2 ]
[ B I 3 ]
[ C I 4 ]
[ 0 I 5 ]
[ NOTA I 6 ]
[ NOTB I 7 ]
[ NOTC I 8 ]
[ NOTD 19]
[ NOSTate I IO]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RESTART B,NOTC"

Query Syntax: RESTart?

Returned Format: [RESTart ]<sequence restart list><crlf>

Example: DIM Restart$[50]
OUTPUT 707;"RESTART?"
ENTER 707;Restart$
PRINT Restart$
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TIMebase

The timebase group controls all "X axis" oscillscope functions.

command/query

The TIMebase command selects timebase as the destination for the commands that follow.

The TIMebase query responds with all of the settings for the timebase.

Command Syntax: TIMebase

Example: OUTPUT 707; lTIMEBASE"

Query Syntax: TIMebase?

Returned Format: [TIMebase]<crlf>
[ MODE]<argument><crlf>
[ RANGe]<NR3><crlf>
[ DELay]<NR3><crlf>
[ REFerence]<argument><crlf>
[ SAMPle]<argument><crlf>
[ SCALe]<argument><crlf>

Example: DIM Time$[130]
OUTPUT 707; "TIMEBASE?"
ENTER 707 USING l-K";Time$
PRINT USING lK";Time$

TIMebase Commands:

MODE
RANGe
DELay
REFerence
SAMPle
SCALe
RATE

Timebase commands are order dependent in that delay limits are determined by the current range
setting.
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TIMebase }----,-------.{ ?

MODE AUTO

DELay )----,---....

RANGe )----,---....

REFerence}----~., LEFT

SAMPle )----,.--j~ REALt ime )----r-------------~

SCALe }-----r-~ DISab I ed )---.---------------..

?

'----------+01 system conmands r---------------'
8542'1'1

TIMebase SUbsystem Syntax Diagram
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MODE

Command sets the timebase sweep mode.
Query returns the current sweep mode.

Command Syntax: MODE {[ AUTO 0 ]
[TRIGgered 1]
[ SINGle 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"AUTO"

Query Syntax: MODE?

Returned Format: [MODE]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE?"
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$

command/query

RANGe command/query

Command sets timebase range (s/div * 10 div). Range is from 10 ns to 10 s in a 1-2-5 sequence.
If a range is entered that is not in this sequence, the number will be rounded up to the next larger
range. Real time sampling mode range is from 50 ns to 10s and repetitive sampling mode is from
10 ns to 20 IJs (see SAMPle command).

Query returns the current range setting.

Command Syntax: RANGe. <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RANGE 50E-3"

Query Syntax: RANGe?

Returned Format:: [RANGe]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RANGE?"
ENTER 707;Range$
PRINT Range$
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DELay command/query

Command sets time to current reference point from trigger. Post-trigger delay range is at least 200
screen diameters (horizontal time ranges). Pre-trigger delay range is defined as follows.

Pre-Trigger Range:
Sampling Mode

Real Time

Repetitive

Query returns current delay setting.

Time Range

50 ns to 5 us
10 us to 10 s

10 ns to 20 us

Pre-Trigger Range

Upto10fJS
Up to 2 screen diameters

Up to 2 screen diameters

Command Syntax: DELay <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DELAY 50E-6"

Query Syntax: DELay?

Returned Format: [DELay]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"DELAY?1f
ENTER 707;Delay$
PRINT Delay$

REFerence command/query

Command sets the reference point for delay such that delay specifies the time of point 1 (LEFT),
point 501 (CENTer), or point 1001 (RIGHt).

Query returns the current delay reference point.

Command Syntax: REFerence {[ LEFT I 0 ]
[ CENTer I 1 ]
[RIGHt I 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REFERENCE CENTER"

Query Syntax: REFerence?

Returned Format: [REFerence]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"REFERENCE?1f
ENTER 707;Ref$
PRINT Ref$
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SAMPle command/query

Command set the sampling mode for the HP 54201A/D. REAltime mode acquires all samples for
a displayed waveform on a single sweep with a 50-MHz bandwidth. REPetitive mode acquires
samples for a displayed waveform on multiple sweeps with a 300-MHz bandwidth. Valid time
range for REAltime sampling mode is 50 ns to 10 s, and valid time range for REPetitive mode is
10 ns to 20/-Ls. If the time range is greater than 20/-Ls, REAltime is always used independent of
sample mode setting. If the time range is less than 50 ns, REPetitive sampling is always used
independent of sample mode setting. In general, if the signal to be acquired is of a low repetition
rate or is not truly repetitive and 50 MHz bandwidth is sufficient, REAltime mode is preferable.

Query returns the currently selected sample mode.

Command Syntax: SAMPle {[ REALtime I 0 ]
[ REPetitive II]}

Exampl e: OUTPUT 707;"SAMPLE REPETITIVE"

Query Syntax: SAMPLE?

Returned Format: [SAMPle]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SAMPLE?"
ENTER 707;Sample$
PRINT Sample$

SCALe command/query

Command sets autoscale mode for timebase.
Query returns the current autoscale mode.

Command Syntax: SCALe {[ DISabled 0]
[ PERiod 1 ]
[POS_pulse 2]
[NEG_pulse 3]
[ RISE 4 ]
[ FALL 5 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE PERIOD"

Query Syntax: SCALe?

Returned Format: [SCALe]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE?"
ENTER 707;Scale$
PRINT Scale$
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RATE command/query

Command sets time range in terms of sample rate. Sample period is range/1000, rate is 1/period.
The rate is displayed on the HP 54201AfD time menu in the "Sampling @" field when in real time
mode. When operating in repetitive mode, rate is in terms of effective sample rate.

Query returns the current sample rate.

Command Syntax: RATE <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RATE 10E7"

Query Syntax: RATE?

Returned Format: [RATE ]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"RATE?"
ENTER 707;Rate$
PRINT Rate$
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TRIGger command/query

The trigger group controls all analog trigger functions. The TRIGger command selects trigger
subsystem.as the destination for the trigger commands that follow. Included are the analog trigger
and the overall selection of trigger mode (analog, armed, state-only). The TRIGger query responds
with all of the settings for the analog trigger.

Command Syntax: TRIGger

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TRIGGER"

Query Syntax: TRIGger?

Returned Format: [TRIGger<crlf>]
[MODE]<argument><crlf>
[SOURce] [CHANnel<NRl>1 EXTernal]<crlf>
[PROBe]<NR3><crlf>
[SLOPe]<argument><crlf>
[LEVel]<NR3><crlf>
[COUPling]<argument><crlf>
[IMPedance]<argument><crlf>
[EVENt]<NRl><crlf>
[SCALe]<argument><crlf>

Example: DIM Trig$[200]
OUTPUT 707;"TRIGGER?"
ENTER 707 USING "-K";Trig$
PRINT USING "K";Trig$

TRIGger Commands:

MODE
SOURce
CENTered
COUPling
ECl
TTL
EVENt
IMPedance
lEVel
PROBe
SCAle
SLOPe
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TRIGGER SUBSYSTEM

TRIGger }-----,-----~ ? }--,----------------------.------..i

lo1ODE

SOURce

ANAlog

~-~---r-<~ CHANneI

EXTerno I l-----------.,~

'--_--{ ? }- J

lEVel

--.(CENTered),---------------------~

COUP I I ng }---,-----t~

ECl

}-----r-----..i I eve I_or g f--.-------------.I
'-----'

PROBe?

TRIGger SUbsystem Syntax Diagram
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TRIGGER SUBSYSTEM

SCALe

SLOPe

\----,-------..{ DISab I ed ~--.--------~

'----~ ? }--_--/

}---,----~pos It i ve }------,,------------+!

'----~ ? }----"

'-------- system corrmands f------------"
ea421112

TRIGger Subsystem Syntax Diagram (Cont)

MODE

Command sets the trigger mode. Query returns the current trigger mode.

Command Syntax: MODE {[ ANALog I 0 ]
[STATe I 1 ]
[ARMed I 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE ANALOG"

Query Syntax: MODE?

Returned Format:: [ MODE]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"MODE?"
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$

command/query
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SOURce command/query

Command sets the specified trigger source. Query returns the selected trigger source.

Command Syntax: SOURce {[ EXTernal 0]
[ CHANnel 1 1]
[ CHANnel 2 2]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE CHANNEL I"

Query Syntax: SOURce?

Returned Format: SOURce][ CHANnel<NRl>1 EXTernal]<crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE?"
ENTER 707;Source$
PRINT Source$

CENTered command

Command sets level to centered mode (trigger level is at center of graph, the same as channel
offset) if internal source is selected. Not valid for external source.

Command Syntax: CENTered

Example: OUTPUT 707;"CENTERED"

COUPling command/query

Command selects the input coupling for trigger, valid only for external and must be DC. Internal
trigger path coupling is set by the Channel 1 or Channel 2 source. Command is included to allow
trigger subsystem queries to be returned to the instrument. Also refer to IMPedance command.

Query returns the selected trigger path coupling.

Command Syntax: COUPling {[ DC I 1 ]

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING DC"

Query Syntax: COUPling?

Returned Format: [ COUPling)<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING?"
ENTER 707;Coupling$
PRINT Coupling$
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Eel

Command presets the trigger for ECl as follows:

command

SOURce
SLOPe
lEVel
PROBe
SCAle
COUPling
IMPedance

unchanged
POSit i ve
-1.300 V (Adjust)

= unchanged
DISabled
DC
unchanged

The SCAle (autoscale) function is disabled so that a selective autoscale may be performed, thus
preserving the trigger settings.

Command Syntax: ECl

Example: OUTPUT 707;IECl"

TTL command

Command presets the trigger for TTL as follows:

SOURce
SLOPe
lEVe1
PROBe
SCAle
COUPling
IMPedance

= unchanged
POSitive
1.400 V (Adjust)
unchanged
DISabled
DC
unchanged

The SCAle (autoscale) function is disabled so that a selective autoscale may be performed, thus
preserving tile trigger settings.

Command Syntax: TTL

Example: OUTPUT 707;ITTl"
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EVENt command/query

Command sets the instrument to trigger after a selected number of events. Allows triggering after
1 to 59999 trigger events have occurred. This command is useful when teamed up with state
trigger in state arms analog mode to achieve a digital delay by events. Query returns the current
setting of events.

Command Syntax: EVENt <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EVENT 1023"

Query Syntax: EVENt?

Returned Format: [EVENt]<NRl><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"EVENT?"
ENTER 707;Event$
PRINT Event$

IMPedance command/query

Command sets the impedance for external trigger de input coupling, 500 or .2 Mo. If internal
trigger source, programmed value is accepted if it matches channel impedance; internal trigger
path does not have a separate impedance control.

Query returns impedance of selected trigger source coupling.

Command Syntax: IMPedance {[ LOW I 0 ]
[ HIGH II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE HIGH"

Query Syntax: IMPedance?

Returned Format: [IMPedance]<argument><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE?"
ENTER 707; Imped$
PRINT Imped$
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LEVel command/query

Command sets trigger level of selected source. Valid range for internal source is ±.75 times full
scale of internal source range. If currently set to centered mode, LEVel defaults trigger level to
adjust mode in addition to setting the specified trigger level. Valid range for external trigger source
is ±2 V with 1:1 probe.

Query returns the trigger level of the selected source.

Command Syntax: LEVel <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LEVEL 350E-3"

Query Syntax: LEVel?

Returned Format: LEVel]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LEVEL?"
ENTER 707;Level$
PRINT Level$

PROBe command/query

Command sets the trigger probe attenuation factor. If trigger source is external, low impedance,
PROBe may be set to 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100. If external, high impedance, PROBe must be set
to 10. If internal trigger source is selected, PROBe may be programmed, but must match the
CHANnel PROBe setting.

Query returns the probe factor of the current trigger source.

Command Syntax: PROBE <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"PROBE 10"

Query Syntax: PROBe?

Returned Format: [ PROBe]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"PROBE?"
ENTER 707;Probe$
PRINT Probe$
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SCALe

Command sets autoscale mode for trigger. Query returns current autoscale mode.

Command Syntax: SCALe {[ DISabled I 0 ]
[ENABled II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE ENABLED"

Query Syntax: SCALe?

command/query

Returned Format: SCALe]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SCALE?"
ENTER 707;Scale$
PRINT Scale$

SLOPe command/query

Command sets trigger slope. Query returns the selected slope.

Command Syntax: SLOPe {[ POSitive I 1 ]
[ NEGative I 0 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SLOPE NEGATIVE"

Query Syntax: SLOPe?

Returned Format: SLOPe]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SLOPE?"
ENTER 707;Slope$
PRINT Slope$
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WAVeform command/query

The waveform subsystem provides access to waveform data. This includes active data from the
channels as well as static data from the waveform memories.

For the active sources, the following commands are QUERY ONLY with the exception of FORMat.
For memory waveforms (addressed directly or via a graph), values may be set or queried using
DATA and PREamble or the individual preamble function commands.

Selecting a graph as the waveform source has the benefit that a portion of the whole waveform
may be read if the graph is expanded, that is, with a graph you can window the waveform and just
read the data of interest.

The WAVeform command addresses the waveform subsystem as the destination of the following
commands.

The WAVeform query responds with the current wave source and the validity and preamble
function settings for that source.

Command Syntax: WAVeform

Example: OUTPUT 707i IWAVHORM"

Query Syntax: WAVeform?

Returned Format: [WAVeform <crl f>
[ SOURce ]<source spec><crlf>
[ VALid ]<argument><crlf>
[ FORMat ]<argument><crlf>
[ TYPE ]<argument><crlf>
[ POINts ]<NRl><crlf>
[ COUNt ]<NRl><crlf>
[ XINCrement ]<NR3><crlf>
[ XORigin ]<NR3><crlf>
[ XREFerence ]<NRl><crlf>
[ YINCrement ]<NR3><crlf>
[ YORigin ]<NR3><crlf>
[ YREFerence ]<NRl><crlf>
[ COUPling ]<argument><crlf>
[ IMPedance ]<argument><crlf>
[ LABel ]<10 chars quoted><crlf>

Example: DIM Wave$[250]
OUTPUT 707i"WAVEFORM?"
ENTER 707 USING I-K";Wave$
PRINT USING IK"iWave$
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WAVeform Commands: SOURce
COUPling
COUNt
DATA
IMPedance
FORMat
LABel
POINts
PREamble

Waveform Definitions

TYPE
VALid
XINCrement
XORigin
XREFerence
YINCrement
YORigin
YREFerence

Point# - Horizontal data points on waveform, starting with point 1 at left side of graph. Acquisition
may contain from 51 to 1001 points. The number of points taken is set by POINts command.

o level - Quantization level, vertical position of data point in terms of vertical resolution. Number
of q levels defined by mode:

Normal store mode with data filter off - 64 q levels (6-bit resolution).
Normal store mode with data filter on - 128 q levels (7-bit resolution).
Average [4] store mode - 128 q levels (7-bit resolution).
Average [16] store mode - 256 q levels (8-bit resolution).
Average [64] store mode - 512 q levels (9-bit resolution).
Average [256] store mode - 1024 q levels (10-bit resolution).

XINCrement - Time increment between data points.

XORigin - Time of first data point.

XREFerence - Point of X origin, always 1.

YINCrement • Voltage increment per q level.

YORigin - Voltage at vertical center screen.

YREFerence - Value used to normalize q levels in software prior to conversion to volts. If FORMat
command set to BYTE, YREFerence is 62, if set to WORD, YREFerence is 15872.

Conversion Formulas

Volts (at Point#) = (0 level - YREF) * YINC + YOR

o level = (Volts - VORl I YINC + YREF

Time (at Point#) = (Point# • XREF) * XINC + XOR

Point# = (Time· XOR) I XINC + XREF
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WAVeform I--.------~ ?}--,----------------------------,c---.j

SOURce CHANnel

MEMory

GRAPh

'-----------(?}---------.j

COUNt

~----_+{COuP I Ing /---.------+; AC 1--.------------.,

DATA

I------_+{ FORMot }----,--.{

I------~ IMPedance

WAVeform Subsystem Syntax Diagram
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f-------_oof LASeI

f----------1-.1 POINts f-------,--l~ po i n t s_er g f----.-----------.I

f----------1-.1 PREamb I e

?

VALId?

XINCrement xinc_erg

?

XORI III in xor_erg

?

XREFerence xref_erg

?

YINCrement

TYPE

f--------< YOR I III I n ~----,--1~
L--'-_-----"~

r------1~ YREFerence r--.---.

'-------------1~system corrmonds !--------------"

95428188

WAVeform SUbsystem Syntax Diagram (cant)
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SOURce command/query

Command sets the waveform source for the WAVeform commands that follow.

SOURce CHANnel{1 12} - Sets channel 1 or channel 2 as the waveform addressed.
Channel waveforms or preambles cannot be written to directly from the HP-IB. They are
modified with the corresponding CHANnel and data acquisition (DIGitize, RUN, and
RESUMe) commands.

SOURce GRAPh{1j21314} - Sets the waveform displayed on graph 1, 2, 3, or 4 as the
addressed waveform. Only data on display is accessible with DATA query. PREamble
query returns points and x-oriqin adjusted for current expansion. Data can be written to
graphs if the source is a memory, otherwise read only.

SOURce MEMory{0111213} - Sets memory 0,1,2, or 3 as the waveform addressed.
pnly memory waveforms are read/write.

Query returns the currently selected source.

Command Syntax: SOURce {[ CHANnell I I ]
[CHANne12 I 2 ]
[GRAPh{1121314} ]
[ MEMory{OI11213} ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE CHANNEll"

Query Syntax: SOURce?

Returned Format : [SOURce]{ [ CHANnell ]
[ CHANne12 ]
[GRAPhl ]
[GRAPh2 ]
[GRAPh3 ]
[GRAPh4 ]
[MEMoryO ]
[MEMoryl ]
[MEMory2 ]
[MEMory3 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"SOURCE?"
ENTER 707;Source$
PRINT Source$
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COUPling

Command sets the coupling field in the waveform preamble.
Query returns the coupling for the waveform.

command/query

Command Syntax: COUPling {[ DC
[ AC

11]
I 2 ])

Exampl e: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING AC"

Query Syntax: COUPling

Returned Format: COUPling]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUPLING?"
ENTER 707jCoup$
PRINT Coup$

COUNt command/query

Command sets the count parameter in the memory waveform preamble. If waveform is type
average, count signifies both tile terminal count and the number of averages (sample weighting
factor). For the other store modes, count determines the terminal count, that is, the number of
frames which were acquired.

The count parameter must be in the range a to 10000. To be meaningful, this value should be set
as follows: For normal store mode the count parameter should be 1. For average mode, the count
should be exactly 4, 16, 64, or 256. For envelope, count can be 1 to 10,000. If count is set to 0,
the waveform will be considered invalid.

Query returns the count factor for the addressed waveform. a is returned for invalid waveforms.

Command Syntax: COUNt <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUNT 16"

Query Syntax: COUNt?

Returned Format: COUNt]<NR1><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"COUNT?"
ENTER 707;Count$
PRINT Count$
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DATA command/query

HP 54201A/D accepts a waveform data block if the waveform addressed is memory (or a graph
displaying memory). Block length must match the defined store mode, format, and points settings.
These parameters are set up by the PREamble command.

Query returns the addressed waveforms data points if it is a valid waveform. If running, and the
waveform is being acquired, transmission occurs after the specified count has been reached.
Invalid waveforms are sent as all O's.

Command Syntax: DATA < Block type A >
Query Syntax: DATA?

Returned Format [DATA] #Abb< binary wave data>

where bb is a word (binary integer) giving the number of data bytes in <binary wave data>.
Wave data is sent as either bytes or words based upon the current format specification.

The following example shows both the command and query form of DATA, and the steps required
to enter preamble data required before loading waveform data into a memory.

1 :::50
1:::60
1:::70
1::::::0
1:::91::1
1 '300
1 '31 0
1 '320
1 '330
1940
1':;'50
1 ':;'60
1'370
1 '3:30
1 ':;'90
200~~1

2f110
2020
21::1::::0
2040
2(15~~1

206~3

2071::1
2080
21::191::1
21~~10

2 11 ~3

2120
21 se
2140
2150
2160
21 7~3

21 :::0

2190

I Set up scope to accept waveform and preamble data
ASSIGN @Fast TO 707;FORMAT OFF
OUTPUT 707;" HEADEI': OFF ; EO I O~l"

OUTPUT 7(17;" ACG!U I RE; TYPE t·IORMAL"
!
I At qu i re da t a
OUTPUT 7(17 ; "DIGITIZE CHA~lt-lEL 1"
!
I Set up waveform source
OUTPUT 7~37;" ~lA""'EFORt'l; :::OURCE CHA~lt-lEL 1; FORt1AT ~'lOl':D"
I

I Input waveform preamble to controller
nrn Pr'e'$[15~3]

OUTPUT 7(17;" WAVEFORt'l PREAt'lBLE?"
EtHER 707 US I t~G "-f<"; Pr'e$
I

I Input waveform data to controller
OUTPUT 707;"DATA?"
EtHER 707 US I t·IG "It, 2A, ~~"; He ad ers , B:"'t es
! Head e rs = itA
! Byt e s = 2002
~~ot··ds=B~.otes/2
ALLOCATE INTEGER Wav(Words)
ENTER @Fast;Wav(*)
!
I Output waveform preamble and data to memory 3
OUTPUT 707;" SOURCE t'lE~10RY3"

OUTPUT 707 US I ~IG "It, f<" ; "PREA~lBLE ", Pre$
OUTPUT 707 US I ~IG "It, 7A, ~~"; "DATA itA", B:,.ot. e s
OUTPUT @Fast;Wav(*)
!

I Display memory 3 on graph 2
OUTPUT 707;" RECALL GRAPH 2, t'lEt'10R''''' 3"
!
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FORMat command/query

Command sets the data transmission mode for waveform data points. Data is transferred either as
signed 8-bit (BYTE) or 16-bit (WORD), the sign bit is always positive (0). May be sent regardless of
what type waveform is addressed.

Query returns the format specification in effect.

Command Syntax: FORMat {[ BYTE I 1 ]
[ WORD I 2 ]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FORMAT WORD"

Query Syntax: FORMat?

Returned Format: FORMat]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"FORMAT?"
ENTER 707;Format$
PRINT Format$

IMPedance command/query

Command sets the impedance, 50n or 1 Mn, in the waveform preamble.
Query returns the coupling impedance for the waveform.

Command Syntax: IMPedance {[ LOW I 0 ]
[ HIGH II]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE HIGH"

Query Syntax: IMPedance?

Returned Format: [IMPedance]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"IMPEDANCE?"
ENTER 707;lmped$
PRINT Imped$
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LABel

Command sets the label' field for the addressed waveform.

Query returns the label for the addressed waveform.

Command Syntax: LABel <10 characters quoted>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;" LABEL ""Waveform 1"11"

Query Syntax: LABel?

command/query

Returned Format: LABel] <10 characters quoted><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"LABEL?"
ENTER 707;Label$
PRINT Label$

POINts command/query

Command sets the number of points for a memory waveform. Must be in the range from 51 to
1001.

Query returns the number of data points in the addressed waveform. Value is 1001 for active
sources, for graphs and memories may be 51 to 1001.

Command Syntax: POINts<NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POINTS 1001"

Query Syntax: POINts?

Returned Format: POINts] <NR1><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"POINTS?"
ENTER 707;Points$
PRINT Points$
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PREamble command/query

Command sets the preamble for the addressed waveform if it is a memory or a graph displaying a
memory. All items must be sent in exactly the prescribed order, delimited by commas. Query
returns the preamble block for the selected waveform.

In the examples given below, the PREamble query is shown first to show how the preamble can be
stored in the controller. The PREamble command is then given to show how to re-enter the
waveform preamble into a HP 54201AfD memory. Refer to the DATA command for more
information.

Query Syntax: PREamble?

Returned Format: [PREambl e]
<format parameter>,
<type parameter>,
<points NR1>,
<count NR1>,
<xincrement NR3>,
<xorigin NR3>,
<xreference NR1>,
<yincrement NR3>,
<yorigin NR3>,
<yreference NR1>,
<coupling parameter>,
<impedance parameter>,
<label 10 chars quoted><crlf>

Example: DIM Pre$[150]
OUTPUT 707;"HEADER OFF"
OUTPUT 707;"PREAMBLE?"
ENTER 707;Pre$
PRINT PreS

Command Syntax: PREamble <preamble block>

<preamble block> . '.. - <format>, .
<type>,
<points>,
<count>,
<xincrement>,
<xorigin>,
<xreference>,
<yincrement>,
<yorigin>,
<yreference>,
<coupling>,
<impedance>,
<label><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707 USING "#,K";"PREAMBLE ",Pre$
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TYPE command/query

Command sets the data type for memory waveforms. Query returns the data type of the selected
waveform.

Command Syntax: TYPE {[ NORMal 1 ]
[AVErage 2]
[ENVelope 3]}

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TYPE NORMAL"

Query Sytnax: TYPE?

Returned Format: [TYPE ]<argument><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"TYPE?"
ENTER 707;Type$
PRINT Type$

VAlid command/query

This command has no effect, but the parameter must be in range 0,1, or -3.

Query returns validity of data for the addressed waveform or graph. To be valid, count must be
non-zero and equal to or greater than the terminal count specified in ACQuire or CHANnel
subsystems. WAVeform TYPE must be 1,2, or 3.

Command Syntax: VALid {[ GOOD_data 1 1 ]
[NO_data 1 0 ]
[CLIPped 1-3 ]}<crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"VALID GOOD_DATA"

Query Syntax: VALid?

Returned Format: [VALid] {[ GOOD_data I 1 ]
[NO_data 1 0 ]
[CLIPped 1-3 ]}<crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"VALID?"
ENTER 707;Valid$
PRINT Valid$
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XINCrement command/query

Command sets the time range and time per sample for memory waveform only. NR3 is equal to
time range -;- 1000.

Query returns the x increment (time per sample) for any addressed waveform.

Command Syntax: XINCrement <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"XINCREMENT 200E-6"

Query Syntax: XINCrement ?

Returned Format: [XINCrement]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Xinc$[30]
OUTPUT 707;"XINCREMENT?"
ENTER 707;Xinc$
PRINT Xinc$

XORigin command/query

Command sets the time of the first data point for memory waveforms only.
Query returns the time of the first data point (x origin) of any selected waveform.

Command Syntax: XORigin <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"XORIGIN OEO"

Query Syntax: XORigin?

Returned Format: [XORigin]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"XORIGIN?"
ENTER 707;Xor$
PRINT Xor$
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XREFerence command/query

Command sets the point at which time x origin exists for memory waveforms only. Must be 1.

Query returns the point number at which x origin exists for any selected waveform. Always 1.

Command Syntax: XREFerence 1

Example: OUTPUT 707;"XREFERENCE 1"

Query Syntax: REFerence?

Returned Format: [XREFerence]<NRl><crlf>

Examp1e: OUTPUT 707;"XREFERENCE?
ENTER 707;Xref$
PRINT Xref$

YINCrement command/query

Command sets the volts per q level and y axis range for the memory waveform only. This value is
interpreted with the current format selection.

Query returns the y increment (volts per q level) for any addressed waveform. This value is scaled
for the data format specification currently set.

Command Syntax: YINCrement <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"YINCREMENT 201.6E-6"

Query Syntax: YINCrement?

Returned Format: [YINCrement]<NR3><crlf>

Example: DIM Yinc$[30]
OUTPUT 707;"YINCREMENT?"
ENTER 707;Yinc$
PRINT Yinc$
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YORigin command/query

Command sets the voltage at the midpoint of the voltage range, the same as offset for memory
waveforms only.

Query returns the y origin of the selected waveform, the voltage at "center screen" for any selected
waveform.

Command Syntax: YORigin <NR3>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"YORIGIN 2.3EO"

Query Syntax: YORigin?

Returned Format: [YORIgin]<NR3><crlf>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"YORIGIN?"
ENTER 707;Yorg$
PRINT Yorg$

YREFerence command/query

Command has no effect but must be 62 (BYTE) or 15872 (WORD) depending upon FORMat
selection.

Query returns the y reference value. This value is used to normalize q level values (the way
waveforms are sent) prior to conversion to volts.

Command Syntax: YREFerence <NR1>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"YREFERENCE 15872"

Query Syntax: YREFerence?

Returned Format: [YREFerence]<NRl><crl f>

Example: OUTPUT 707;"YREFERENCE?"
ENTER 707;Yref$
PRINT Yref$
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